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Abstract
Umudúri is a Rundi oral genre that normally features laudatory texts; however, in
Emmanuel Nkeeshimáana’s songs, it is resistance to the iniquities generated by colonial
and postcolonial powers that predominates. Engaging Albert Lord’s approach to sung
poetry, which is based on formulas and themes, this study addresses the place of umudúri
in oral literature, focusing on the performance and enunciation. By translating Emmanuel
Nkeeshimaana’s texts, basing on André Lefévère’s poetic and cross-cultural translation
theory, it proves the limitations to the rendering of Emmanuel Nkeeshimaana’s resistance
message. Thus, the study suggests ways for a fuller grasp of the resistance nature of these
miduri, which draw both from the author’s native language stock and the country’s history:
the use of Barbara Harlow’s method according to which resistance literature is embedded
in the history and material conditions of the author’s experience, together with Vansina’s
argument that historical testimonies are better analyzed in varied versions if one were to
prove the historicity of resistance texts. Finally, drawing on Ngugi’s view of African
postcolonial states, namely that they shut down their literary and cultural development
themselves, the study attempts to answer the complex question: “what caused the quiet
censorship that Emmanuel Nkeeshimaana underwent and why is his works’ dissemination
so limited?”
Keywords: oral literature, oral poetry, performance, resistance, resistance literature,
postcolonial theory, translation, historical theory, linguistic theory, power iniquity,
Burundi literature and history, Ngugi Wa Thi’ongo, Barbara Harlow, Jan Vansina, André
Lefévère.
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INTRODUCTION
It is often claimed that African traditional literature is mainly oral. Though
Okpehwo (131) writes that every piece of oral literature is supported in the first place by
the musical quality of the human voice, African oral literature has a particular form: the
category of sung poetry, which, in some cases, is accompanied by musical instruments.
There are many instruments used for this purpose, and cordophones are just a category. In
Central Africa, the most common is a monochord instrument that ethnologists call musical
bow. In the Democratic Republic of Congo for instance, almost every tribe has a name for
it: dikupu, kakulumbu, ngwotso, lukungu, and lungungu. But the case of Gabon and
Burundi is especially interesting. In both countries, there is more than mere music or mere
sung texts involved in the genre. In the culture of the Fang people of Gabon, mvet (or mver
in some regions) refers either to the instrument used, the player of the instrument, or the
epic stories sung, out of which a whole literature is made (Le Mvett. Vol.1. 11). In Burundi
the word umudúri applies to a musical instrument and to the story that is produced during
the performance. Thus, in both cultures, we have a genre consisting of recited stories that
are accompanied by music produced by a monochord instrument.
Umudúri has always been part of Rundi traditional art, especially in the category of
instrumental music: it is played alongside the drum and the zither, to name the other equally
popular instruments. Throughout time, there is no artist in Burundi who has enjoyed as
much fame as Emmanuel Nkeeshimaana. According to Ntahokaja,
“Ces dernières années, un vieux spécialiste a percé et a longtemps figuré au
programme de toutes les manifestations folkloriques, son entrée en scène
déclenchant applaudissements et hilarités générales, il était connu sous un petit nom
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d’Emmanuel, de son état civil il s’appelait Emmanuel Nkeeshimáana (Plaidoyer
pour l’Afrique 56)
As this work discusses the imidúri1 performed by Emmanuel Nkeeshimáana, it is necessary
to first present the artist.
Nkeeshimáana was a Burundian oral of the poet and singer of the twentieth century.
Though an uneducated peasant, he produced wonderful music and he sang in a finely
elaborated language. All available data about him are from the oral informants who were
consulted by Ndereyimana (1996), the first Burundian ever to carry out a study exclusively
on the artist and his instrument. Some of these informants saw Nkeeshimáana in
performance, while others attended his baptism. According to Ndereyimana, very little is
known about Nkeeshimáana’s life, especially about his early years. Only the name of his
father is known (Mitana), not his mother’s. It is not possible to tell exactly his date of birth,
but it is said that he was born around 1910 in the Burundian north-eastern province of
Muyinga. His life was one of a traveler. When he grew up, he moved to the eastern region
of Buyogoma with his father, and spent some time in today’s Tanzania and Uganda. This
mobility is partly responsible for the mixture of foreign expressions in some of his songs.
From a socio-economic point of view, Nkeeshimáana was a respectable man and
relatively well off. As an artist, he was famous and liked by the local chiefs. He reached
his credo when President Michel Micombero (who ruled Burundi from 1966 to 1976)
invited him to perform in the capital city Bujumbura and presented him with an award.

1

imiduri is the plural form of umuduri. In Rundi grammar these augments u- and i- can sometimes be
dropped in order to preserve vocalic harmony. This work will use either form depending on the vicinity of
the word.
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Although Nkeeshimáana was baptized, he is remembered as Rupande, a name he gives to
himself in one of his lyric songs.2 Nkeeshimáana produced many songs which were (and
are still) very popular in Burundi. Only ten of these songs are known to be available in
recorded form. According to people who knew him, he died of “sorcery” in 1985
(Ndereyimaana 47). Despite his fame, Nkeeshimáana’s songs were not retrieved
accordingly. The first known recording of his work took place in August 1972. It was done
by Radio Burundi in the framework of “Radio Rurale,” a program that was focused on
popular songs. At that period, ten songs were recorded, but he is believed to have left eleven
songs (Bizindavyi 2000).
In musical terms, umudúri is part of the vast array of Rundi traditional art.
According to Ndereyimaana (27) its appellations, which vary from region to region, bear
meanings that are related either to the music produced, to the instrument used, or to the
social status of the performer. Thus, among the ethnic Twa of central Burundi the
instrument is known as agaheto. Agaheto relates to the shape since umudúri looks like a
bow (umuheto means ‘bow’ in Kirundi, with agaheto being its diminutive form). In other
regions, three names are used: igubure in the east; and indono and urunahi (also umunahi)
in the north-east of Burundi:

- urunahi (u- ru- nahi): this refers to the instrument. Like umunahi (u-mu-nahi),
which describes a starving person, the word’s meaning is close to the verb kunahura (kunahur-a), to rob. Ndereyimana (30) suggests that this be due to the fact that most players

2

Kuresha Inkumi [Asking for a Girl’s Hand]
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of umudúri had no fixed address, but rather they moved from place to place, playing their
music and depending on their listeners’ hospitality and generosity for a living.
- igubure (i - gub - ur - e ): this appellation also refers to the instrument. It is close
to kugubuka (ku - gub - uk - a) ‘to spring up,’ which in turn derives from kuguba (ku - gub
- a), ‘to swell up.’ Thus, igubure is the instrument that makes the artist spring up from his
quiet.
- indono ( i - n - don - o): from its root ‘don,’ indono is close to kudonora, ‘to tap
gently,’ suggesting the way the player of umudúri hits the cord.
There have been very few studies on Rundi oral literature. According to Finnegan, “much
remains to be ivestigated in relation to Rundi oratory” and that it constitutes “a sphere
which, though perhaps marginal, is clearly enough related to literature to deserve fuller
critical analysis” (Oral Literature in Africa 451). As for the genre umuduri, the first
exploration ever was an article by Ntahokaja in a 1975 UNESCO-sponsored research
project on cultural policies in Africa. He lists umudúri in the category of the Burundian
arts, classifying it as instrumental music and leaving no room at all for the sung texts or
their poetic form. He does not allude to Nkeeshimáana as a poet, but he recognizes the
instrument’s role as accompaniment to the words sung by the artist. As he does not discuss
the songs, it is necessary to address the genre in full, focusing on imidúri texts as the main
bearer of the message for the poet and singer. Apart from Ndereyimana (1996) and
Bizindavyi (2000), this is the only discussion of umuduri.
My objective is to introduce this particular form of Rundi literature to a readership that has
had little or no chance at all to be acquainted with them. In other words, in addition to
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showing the esthetic value of EN’s songs, I try to find the reasons that made imidúri to be
left behind. I suggest a model of reading imidúri that takes into account not only the
particulars of the author and the genre, but also the place of the genre in the broad context
of African oral literature. The discussion stems from two arguments. Firstly, there is a
pronounced tendency of ethnographic literature to ignore the African point of view
(Anyidoho et al, eds. 31). On the other hand, “even comparative literature ... tends to restrict
itself to the more northern parts of the globe when seeking material for comparison”
(Harlow xvi). It is important therefore to examine the extent to which EN’s imidúri confirm
or distance these two points. Indeed, it is not because of his non-observation of the usual
rules of umudúri performance that EN’s work was not published in due time.3 Other Rundi
oral artists did not receive appropriate audience either. I attempt to show that the reasons
for this delayed interest in imidúri are to be found in the country’s linguistic and literary
policies. I will therefore examine the role played by political and ideological trends on the
national and international arenas, in impeding the dissemination of this genre.
My main hypothesis is that the EN’s work suffered from its political content,
namely his daring attack on the postcolonial regime’s iniquitous practices. I am not
suggesting that all of EN’s songs are “resistance songs.” Rather, although I refer to the
totality of Nkeeshimáana’s work, I put a particular stress on a group of four songs:
Bigaanza; Umuuzo w’Abazuúngu; Umuuzo w’Ababiligi; and Uraantuunga, Perézida.4

3

No transcription of these songs were available before 1996

4

Songs 7 to 10 in Appendix A.
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What is common to these songs of the corpus is that they have never been dealt with in any
study.5 Moreover, they all criticize the oppressive political power in Burundi during the
colonial period and in the early stage of independence. This convinced me to posit them as
a form of resistance literature. Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri resist in two main ways. The first
and most obvious form of resistance in Nkeeshimáana’s songs is the insolubility of the
poet’s language. He is not the first Burundian to sing with the umudúri; however, other
artists in the category are characterized by a strict observation of standard Kirundi both in
form and in content. The other instance of the resistance is found in how he voices his
attacks on the brutality of colonizers, and in the sharp criticisms and warnings that he
directs at the President of Burundi.
The approach to follow in this study confronts a number of problems, as there are
disagreements on the internal structure and content of the texts under study. I therefore
need an approach that allows an understanding of the deep meaning of the selected imidúri
while still accounting for the texts’ structure. Thus, this study is deemed to take a multidisciplinary orientation. Apart from literature, Burundi’s history together with the
country’s political and linguistic policy will be called upon. The former is needed to place
imidúri in the general African literature context while the latter will be used in order to
account for the delay in the translation and publication of Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri. I will
thus rely on Barbara Harlow’s theory of resistance literature. Not only does this American
critic deplore the regional imbalance in the selection of materials for comparative literature,

5

“Ce corpus … n’a pas été traduit, car il n’a pas été l’objet d’analyse” (Ndereyimáana 156)
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but she also focuses the importance of examining the applicability of these theoretical
structures and modalities outside the cultural tradition which produced them (xvi) as well.
By using Harlow’s view, I hope to be able to also show how felicitous – or not – could be
an explanation of texts entrenched in the African world when undertaken from an American
point of view.
Besides, I also use Vansina’s approach to oral tradition. This is due to the fact that
for him,
the study of an oral testimony requires a study of form and structure first because
they influence the expression of the content. Then comes an analysis of meaning
on to levels: the literal meaning and the intended meaning. The intended meaning
is often quite obvious to members of the community that produced the tradition,
but not so evident to any outsider. Then one can turn to the aim of the message ...
In practice, or these operations require that the whole corpus or at least a large
corpus ... be examined (Oral Tradition: a Study in Historical Methodology 68).
I resort to this historical technique because EN’s imidúri recollect happenings that are
historically significant (Lowie “Oral Tradition and History” The Journal of American
Folklore. XXX. 165-167). Also, due to the structure of the imidúri, I will be particularly
concerned with those details in a song or a story that may pass unnoticed by one audience
but which offend considerably another group of listeners. As Okpewho puts it, “such minor
details as the artist’s facial expression or use of other parts of the body to enhance the
performance should be taken into account while studying oral poetry in performance” (16).
Since the stress is rather on oral performance, this will help to bridge the gap between the
understanding of oral literature in general on the one hand, and oral poetry on the other.
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On the whole, the study is concerned with umuduri as a particular type of oral
African literature on the one hand, and with the situation of this very literature at a given
time in the particular context of postcolonial Africa, on the other hand.
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CHAPTER ONE. NKESHIMAANA’S MIDÚRI AND ORAL LITERATURE
1.1. Theories of African Oral Literature
There are many trends in the study of African literature. What one needs is to
choose which one(s) to follow in the analysis of a given work of art. To do so, one will pay
particular attention to the form of the work to study. Before anything, there is need to recall
what gives a text literary status, i.e. what makes a text deserve the attention of literary
critics and amateurs. Indeed, whether it is produced orally or in writing, there is a minimum
of esthetics and elaboration that is required for a text to be deemed literary. As far as oral
production is concerned, one must first and foremost distinguish between an utterance and
a text. The former is any verbal production, whereas to be deemed an oral text, an utterance
must display a minimum of organization. A text is formal, whereas an utterance is not
necessarily so. In other words, not any sequence of words delivered orally is considered an
oral text.
Oral literature is controversial in many ways. The first controversy pertains to the
classification. Disagreements in this field pertain to which criteria play a major role in the
classification. Therefore, African oral literature is sometimes approached and classified
according to geographical criteria. Some will talk of Western, Northern, or Southern Africa
literatures to name but a few (Finnegan 1970).
Apart from the geographical distribution, the audience – and hence the languages
used – is just another determinant in the classification. There is indeed a classification
based on major linguistic groups. Thus, it is not unusual to hear of Zulu literature, Bantu
literature, Swahili poetry, Somali poetry, or Yoruba mythical legends, etc. (Gérard, 1984).
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While this may be of a certain importance, it is possible that some individual genres or subgenres get eclipsed in this holistic classification. In other words, although the literary
works produced in each of these (and other) linguistic groups can have common distinctive
features, it should not be forgotten that preference or excellence in this genre and not the
other does not always follow the linguistic contours of the people. The social, political or
economic conditions in a given nation can prompt the development of a given literary form,
while impairing the emergence of others.
The second way in which African oral literature is controversial is the competition
between oral production and written literature. The general trend is to look down on oral
literature. Thus, according to Finnegan, “people are wrongly deterred from the recognition
of oral forms as a type of literature” (Oral Literature in Africa 21). Another similar
tendency (Bauman, ed. 15) equates orality with backwardness, causing the content of oral
tradition to be marginalized. However, according to Albert Gérard, “l’art oral africain n’a
rien de ‘primitif’ ni de ‘traditionnel,’ sinon le fait qu’il se passe de l’écriture. Il est
extrêmement varié et élaboré. Il véhicule toutes les connaissances (scientifiques,
historiques, philosophiques) dont la société a besoin. Il a des techniques sophistiquées qui
font d’un simple conte, un véritable Gesamtkunstwerk” (Essais d’histoire littéraire
africaine, 230). This current suggests also that African societies rely completely on oral
literature, which is not quite accurate.
The third trend supports the primary character of oral production as opposed to the
secondary one of written literature, arguing that ‘primitive’ societies like those in Africa
are incapable of producing literary works. An example may be Lord’s characterization of
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oral artists. For him, “there seem to be two things that all oral singers have in common:
illiteracy and the desire to attain proficiency in singing epic poetry. It is their illiteracy
which determines the particular form that their composition takes, and which thus
distinguishes them from the literary poet” (The Singer of Tales, 20). In the case of EN,
though, it is more his travels, rather than his illiteracy, which shaped his poetry.6
Just as if he wanted to illustrate how the esthetics oral poetry is denied, Lord goes
on to assert that in performance an oral artist does not “seek originality or fineness of
expression ... expression is his business, not originality, which indeed is a concept quite
foreign to him and one he would avoid, if he understood it” (The Singer of Tales, 45).
Nonetheless, EN’s imiduri suggest quite the opposite. He meticulously works out the
rhythm, rhyme, and imagery of his songs. For instance, though the language of EN’s
expression does not allow an end rhyme, he produces quite pleasant verses thanks to his
ingenuous manipulation of the Rundi vocal quantity.7 He builds the rhythm using a careful
choice of words comprising an alternation of long and short vowels. An example of how
he plays with the different forms of a and o, is “Igisaanga barahoonda / Akayaagwa
karayaagwa.”8

“De ses voyages naîtra dans son langage et dans son champ lexical un mélange de Kirundi, de Kiswahili,
ou de Luganda” (Ndereyimana 45)
6

7

8

The contrasting of long and short vowels.

They hammered his waist amulet and crushed it / He was their laughing stock. Urantunga Perezida
[Excuse Me, Mr. President] Version one. Lines 102-103
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Besides, his style denotes a set of intricate figures of speech. Some of the tactics used by
the poet to build his imagery are illustrated in the following excerpt from the song Umuzo
w’Ababirigi [The Advent of Belgians]:
Ntabara Mugéenzi, nuuntabaze agashuri
Niikaande n’ibibooko
Untabaare umpungiishe
Maze untabaaze agatoongo
(38-41)

Help me, dear friend!
Please, give me a young bull
To soothe my pains.
Help me run away
Help me with a piece of land.

In these verses, the role of “young bull” and “piece of land” is not obvious, although the
former could serve as a bribe to the colonizer, a role that cannot be attributed to the latter.
Thus, though the motive to ask for a piece of land could be his recent dispossession by the
colonizer, it is also possible that Rugari (the victim) took advantage of his misfortune to
strike up a relationship with Seenyamuruungu (the prince). Indeed, as Ethel Albert
observes, “formalization and stylization of speech situations... are conditioned by culturally
distinctive conceptions of situational appropriateness” (Albert 35). Therefore, although he
does not fit Lord’s profile, there is no doubt that EN is a complete oral artist.
In short, although umudúri has been left behind – just like African oral literature in
general, EN emerged as an oral artist in the general, almost vague sense as suggested in the
form of delivery that indiscriminately pits the oral vs the “written.” Yet, his originality is
not characteristic of orality as conceived of by Lord (1961), Ong (1982), and Zumthor
(1990). He is an original artist who expresses himself orally (using both his voice and a
rudimentary instrument), and this seems enough to invite a reconsideration of the esthetics
of the oral art in general, and of EN’s own poetic production.
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To appease the thorny problem of oral literature classification, I will choose the
classification that distinguishes between riddles, poetry, narratives, songs, etc. It is the one
that suits the structure of EN’s texts and the genre they belong to. I rely indeed on
Rodegem’s Anthologie Rundi, which insists on the importance of a classification by genre,
which is, grouping texts following their esthetics, their impact on the culture, and their
originality (13). However, his suggestion that the Rundi oral style is characterized by the
social function that the text fulfills in the society, does not apply to the case of umudúri in
general and to EN songs in particular. It is rather the persuasive intention (17) of the text
that is possibly present in EN’s productions, at least in the four songs that address political
matters. These songs play more than the ritual or religious functions: they assume the
function of cohesion and protest (Zumthor 71).

1.2. Oral Literature and Instrumental Music

Words are not the only means of communication in oral art. Musical instruments
are used as well. Rodegem observes that in addition to words, they help in creating a
favorable environment for communication as well as a framework of putting words in a
more finely built manner. Thus, a thorough analysis of the contextual testimony of the EN’s
miduri should show whether or not they fall in this or that category.
According to Finnegan (1970, 2-3) oral literature is dependent on a performer who
formulates it in words on a specific occasion and his/her performance can make an
important contribution to the impact of the particular literary form being exhibited. One
should supplement a view that takes us beyond this acoustic level as we need to understand
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both the literary and the musical dimensions of the genre. This requires us to see how
umudúri is performed, the context in which EN’s songs were produced, the conditions of
their performance, and the collection and selection of the corpus and its components. These
songs disagree in many regards with most standards that are in use in the existing canon of
oral literature. Indeed, umuduri has both the musical and vocal dimensions, and this raises
a problem related to its classification. Ntahokaja is the first to succumb to the snares of this
duality, as he lists umudúri in the category of instrumental music. Moreover, he overlooks
the vocal aspect and the esthetics of the imidúri taken as sung texts. And without denying
that the music produced out of the instrument is agreeable, I cannot agree with Ntahokaja
(56) that umuduri has a variety of sounds. Indeed, only two notes can be produced, namely
do and mi.
A complete exploration of the structure and the content of the selected imidúri can
be achieved using the methodology that was used by Lord (1960) to study the Yugoslav
epic sung with the accompaniment of a musical instrument called gusla. Lord’s
methodology is interesting because he attempted to fix with exactness the form of oral story
poetry and to see wherein it differs from the form of written story poetry. He undertook the
study with a view that, the principles of oral form thus gotten would be useful in two ways.
First of all, they would be a starting point for a comparative study of oral poetry which
sought to see how the way of life of a people gives rise to a poetry of a given kind and a
given degree of excellence. Secondly, they would be useful in the study of great poems
which have come down to us as a lonely relic of a dim past: we would know how to work
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backwards from their form so as to learn how they must have been made (The Singer of
Tales 3).
Lord’s methodology is important because he is interested in the learning process.
In the case of guslari, formulas are learned from other performers, most often from same
families. For EN’s imiduri depend more on the author’s intended message rather than on
the process through which he learned to play the instrument. True, most artistic performers
are descendants of other performers, but nothing indicates that EN’s father or his mother
was an umudúri player, or that any of the current well-known players of umudúri are related
to him. Thus, it is reasonable to assert that EN’s music and style originated more from his
own experience than from seeing or learning from other performers. As for re-formulation,
the only known attempts to re-formulate his texts or music have been effected via modern
music. In the early 1990’s, a band of young musicians from the Universite du Burundi reinterpreted EN’s Kuresha Inkumi [Asking a Girl’s Hand]]and the result was a record that
was so liked by music fans in Burundi.
According to Albert Lord, three concepts are thought to be salient: formula,
formulaic expressions, and theme. For him, a formula is a group of words that is regularly
employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea. As for
formulaic expressions, they consist of a line or half-line constructed on the pattern of
formula; whereas a theme is made of repeated incidents and descriptive passages in the
songs (The Singer of Tales 4). Throughout EN’s songs imidúri, there are many instances
of such constructions, and it goes without saying that access to the meaning of the songs
passes by a clear understanding of the latter. However, one cannot address a song before
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he is clear on its kind. Hence, we need to ascertain whether it is poetry, prose, or simply
music.

1.3. Umudúri in Rundi Literature: Music, Poetry, or Prose?
EN’s imidúri display a highly elaborated structure. The fine language that the artist
uses, in addition to their performative aspect, account for their literality. Still, we need to
know if they fall in poetry or in prose since the literary category to which they belong is
not obvious. They display both poetic and prosaic characteristics. What then can be used
to tell whether a given text is poetic or prosaic?
First of all, it should be made clear that musicality plays a minor role in this
classification of EN’s imidúri since texts are not the only poetic production. According to
Rodegem
Bien de morceaux poétiques Rundi ne sont jamais chantés et appartiennent
néanmoins sans conteste à la poésie. La structure métrique, les éléments favorisant
le rythme, les images poétiques qu’ils contiennent permettent de les définir comme
étant réellement des compositions poétiques où la langue et la musique s’enlacent
étroitement (31).
The texts’ surface structure is the other aspect to consider. Apparently, most verses in the
imidúri rhyme. However, end rhyme cannot always be used to determine the poeticity of a
Rundi text. This is because all Rundi words end in a vowel,9 while the Rundi vocalic system
comprises just five main sounds.

9

“La finale du mot Rundi est toujours vocalique.” Ntahokaja, 1994 p.113
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Bauman’s list of oral poetry’s properties can also be used to classify EN’s texts.
These include the prosodic system and figurative language. He goes on to assert that oral
poems are not typographically distinguished from as in literature and that the distinction is
always made clear in local languages (Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular
Entertainments, 122)
In the same perspective, Zumthor’s discussion of the structure of an oral poem
deserves consideration. He holds that "the poetic structuration of orality depends less on
grammatical processes ... than on a dramatization of the discourse"(60).
On the whole, it appears that EN’s texts are not totally poetic. Does this suggest
that they are narratives? If so, which characteristics of narratives do they have among the
following?
Ong (140-141) observes that narrative is particularly important in primary oral
cultures because it can bond a great deal of lore and relatively substantial, lengthy forms
that are reasonably durable. Tedlock, on his part, suggests that oral narratives should be
treated not as the kinds of prose that we find in written fiction but as some sort of dramatic
poetry. As per Harlow (78), “narrative, unlike poetry, provides a more developed historical
analysis of the circumstances of economic, political, and cultural domination and
repression and through that analysis, raises a systematic and concerted challenge to the
imposed chronology of “master narratives.”
While still considering both arguments, I agree more with Harlow as she argues
that the narration is one which requires both historical referencing and a politicized
interpretation and reading (79). In view of what precedes, EN’s imidúri are mainly
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narrations conveyed in poetic form. As they are half way between sung poems and poetic
narrative, this approach to the songs should take into account Okpewho’s (1992) four
criteria for the classification of narratives. These are the protagonists, the purpose of the
tale, the characteristic quality of the tale and the context or occasion; and they can apply to
an oral text regardless of whether it is a poem or a narrative.

1.4. Presentation of Nkeeshimáana’s Imidúri
This section presents EN and his work, i.e., the significant particulars of the artist,
the music he produced as well as the instrument used for the production. It addition to the
instrumental character of the imidúri, it discusses the songs’ aspects that are peculiar to the
musician and to his instrument.
The first feature of umudúri that we are focusing is the acoustics – a major
characteristics of oral literature, which, according to Scheub (x) should not be reduced to
the printed page. Umudúri has just two notes, do and mi. The other feature that I look at in
this framework is a non-verbal element that relates to the author, i.e., the quality of the
voice. Though EN’s voice is pleasant, it must be noted that it keeps changing from one
song to another. This inconsistency may be depending on the audience or the
circumstances. But as we do not know precisely the conditions or the time of the
recording,10 one can posit that this could be due to the author’s age. EN himself hints on

10

According to Venant Bizimana, a long time journalist with Burundi public national broadcasting
company (RTNB), the tapes with Nkeeshimaana’s Imiduri were retrieved in August 1972 (Telephone
interview. May 17, 2003).
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his age in his concluding remarks to the song “Kuresha Inkumi” [Asking for a Lady’s
Hand]:
Aho rero nari nkiri umusore nka beene abo nkibaasha kuja kuresha
inkumi. None nk’ubu nikuriye ndi umutaama, yonyita sogokuru
noneho.. Yee! yoca agira ngo ndi sogokuru.
[This happened when I was still a young man like these ones, when
I could still woo successfully. Now that I have grown old, they
would call me “grandpa.” Oh yes! They would say that I am their
grand-father.]
In fact, the author’s personality and age are among the important things that Okpewho
encourages any researcher of oral poetry to take into account.
The second point regards the form of the musical instrument itself. The umudúri is
a simple monochord instrument that comprises two parts; a bow made of a barked branch
of tree and a half calabash that serves as resonating chamber (some artists use two half
calabashes to amplify the sound). The bow’s string can be made of iron or vegetal fiber.
To produce the music, the artist gently hits the string, and sometimes the calabash with the
sticks, which may sometimes have rattles attached at one of their ends.

1.4.1. Versions and Length
Umidúri can range from epics and historical narratives to eulogies, blames, and
didactic songs. Furthermore, as far as EN’s imiduri are concerned, some songs have
different versions. This raises an issue as to which version to use in my study, and which
ones to leave aside. There is also the question of what causes these different versions to
arise. For Goody (1987), the versions are so different because the artist is both performer
and composer. In EN’s miduri, this gives rise to changes in the internal structure, which
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generates ambiguities and consequently, creates diverging versions. One such example is
Uraantuunga Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President]. It provides clean examples of verbatim
repetition of groups of words in different parts of a same song, which is typical for oral
poetry (Lord 1960, 58). The two versions of the song display substantial differences both
in form and content. This is the case with lines 1-4 in both versions. For instance, the
repetition of the first line in version two of Uraantuunga Perezida uraantuunga is very
significant, as it walks, from the outset, a very tight line (this authorial intention will be
discussed later). In the same way, there are formulas that are found in one version only and
not in the other. A case in point is “Mundeke nigire mwaa Perezida” [Let me go to the
President’s] and “Mundeke nigiire mwaa Karuungu” [Let me go to Karuungu’s], which we
do not find in version two.11
Other formulas are proferred more times in one version than in another. Thus,
“Imbweebwe yaraaye iramoka” (The jackal howled all night long) is repeated four times
in the first version and only three in the second. A remarkable one, “Akayaagwa
karayaagwa” ([He was] a Laughing stock?), is mentioned thrice in version one but only
once in the second version.
Still in line with these divergences, Lord posits that every performance is a separate
song and every performance – unique. He acknowledges that some performances can
consist of reproductions of a same song by different artists, but considers the product as a
separate song rather than a text composed by a poet and modified by a second one. For

11

Lines 71 and 124
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him, the artist “may have learned his song and the technique of its construction from others,
but good or bad, the song produced in performance is his own” (The Singer of Tales 4).
As each version of EN’s songs appears to to be unique, his production lends itself
to Lord’s methodology. However, this methodology seems to have little validity with
respect to the reproductive character of EN’s work: since there is no direct evidence of any
other singer’s influence on him, one would normally claim that EN’s inspiration comes
from his own people’s culture (which is traceable throughout his perfect use of Rundi
cultural metaphors) as well as his own personal experience (the region where he lived, the
travels he took outside his country, etc.).
Also worth considering is that, despite the exactitude of word correspondence in
the different versions of ENs songs, there are instances of inversion of the order of
occurrence. For example, in version one, we have
Nyaandwi ngo “Ndatwaaye Nyamiraambo.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Bubabara.”
Haraanka: “Ndatwaara mu Gikoombe
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mw’i Duhiro.”

Nyaandwi said, “I take Nyamiraambo.”
He said, “I take Bubabara.”
Haraanka said, “I take Gikombe.”
He said, “I take Duhiro.”

(27-30)

In version two, we have
Nyaandwi ngo ndatwaaye i Gikoombe
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye i Nyamiraambo
Yarasiimvye ndatwaaye mw’Iduhiro. (12-14)

Nyaandwi said, “I take Gikoombe.”
He said, “I take Nyamiraambo.”
He said, “I take Duhiro.”

It appears that in version two, in addition to the territories that Nyaandwi takes in version
one, he grabs the area of Gikoombe, which in version one, is taken by Haraanka. This
difference in the length of versions of a same song and their content relates to Lord’s
assertion that “the longer version seems to be reserved for the main protagonist” (The
Singer of Tales 88).
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Given these controversies that characterize EN’s imiduri, it is impossible to
maintain that imidúri abide by one and single internal structure. This is why their
transcription and translation elicit competing interpretations.

1.4.2. Transcription of Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri.
In most transcription systems, there is always a number of elements, some more
important than others, that cannot be accounted for. The list of features that are not rendered
in transcription grows with that of the accompanying instrument. Their first features to be
suppressed in transcription are the suprasegmentals. This is especially true of oral poems,
which are not typographically distinguished from prose. In the case of EN’s imidúri, the
transcription method used is that by André Meeussen, in which tones are represented.
However, the intonation and rhythm, the speed of delivery as well as the pitch of the artist’s
voice, cannot be rendered. This limitation is a problem given how these features are
significant in Kirundi. In fact, as a tone language, Kirundi uses considerably the shift of
tone to signal lexical and grammatical changes. In the case of a poem, these changes are
reflected in the intonation and voice pitches. If it is a song, the rhythm is considerably
determined by those elements. Failure to materialize these features in the script of EN’s
imidúri makes part of their meaning unavailable to readers, particularly those that do not
speak the language. Thus, Rodegem (15) is right when he states that one needs to be
entrenched in the culture in order to be fully exposed to the esthetics of the texts. Besides,
one must be careful not to force imiduri into “schemes of versification that renders African
oral literature musical and understandable to a Western ear at the cost of rendering it
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characteristically un-African” (Okpewho, 294). He also urges care to provide appropriate
labeling and numbering of the transcribed lines. In the case of EN’s imiduri, there is
frequent use of ambiguous words, which results sometimes in dilemmas when it comes to
deciding the transcription mode. Ndereyimaana (1996), who was the first to transcribe and
translate into French EN’s songs, used a system that numbers songs line by line. On my
part, I found that, were I to follow the same system, the text would come out overloaded.
Therefore, I chose a stanza-based organization, while still drawing on Ndereyimaana’s
numbering. This proves to be the most convenient way of distinguishing between some
word-groupings, especially those which have obscure contours.
As regards proper names in EN’s songs, their transcription is difficult and deceptive,
and it does not always allow for a faithful rendering or translation into the target language.
From one perspective, the transcription of proper names as suggested by Ndereyimaana
(1996) and reused in the same way by Bizindavyi (2000), can lead to confusions. This
happens when it presents compound, proper names into a sequence of ordinary words,
rather than in one compound word as it is normally observed with Rundi proper names.
For instance, in Umuuzo w’Abazuungu [The Advent of the Whitemen] there is a proper
name that they transcribe as a series of separate words, and this rendition may cause the
link between the components to escape the translator. Thus, I changed “Ngaanji
y'amasiinzo” into “Ngaanjiyamasiinzo,” and the translation was completed with additional
elements (Ngaanji-The-Molding-Hammer) to allow the reader to fully grasp the meaning.
If, on the contrary, it had been transcribed as an ordinary compound, I would not have
provided extra explanation in the translation.
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On the other hand, there are some other proper names that appear in the form of an
ordinary simple word. In order to provide a clear understanding of the message underlying
them, I kept their transcription as if they were one word, but as far as their translation is
concerned, I added ethnolinguistic explanatory notes. Thus, Rujuguma12 is rendered as
“Rujuguma / The Stammerer.”
In sum, I have no vain hopes that – these maneuvers included – in my attempt to
provide a more proper translation, I will convey the “proper” meaning of EN’s songs.

1.5. Translating Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri
It is widely held that there is no such thing as a perfect translation, and this holds
true with regards to the translation of EN’s imidúri. Problems related to the translation of
these texts are varied in nature. Some are due to the existence of different and sometimes
diverging or contradicting schools of translations. Others pertain to the nature and status of
the languages involved, while others owe to the nature of the texts to be translated. A fourth
and last category is related to the context and purposes of the translation. Because of these
problems, it goes without saying that it proved exacting to put into English the corpus
comprising these texts. The first thing I had to bear in mind therefore was Okpewho’s
warning (300), namely that the translator’s style and outlook should not take over the
author’s text. According to this scholar, this takes place when the translator decides, on his
own, to expunge some elements from the text. As far as my study is concerned, I did the

12

Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the Belgians], line 5
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opposite: I completed the texts that had been collected and translated by my predecessors,
with some additional information that was missing, yet necessary. This was drawn from
the tapes sent to me by the Burundi National Radio. I will elaborate on these passages in
the chapters ahead.
As regards the existence of different schools of translation, it is an old issue but which
is still going on. Thus, not only there are different translation schools, but methods, and
techniques of translation amount at least to a half-dozen (Lefévère, 1975). The limitations
are so acute that as translator of EN’s texts, one cannot restrict oneself to just one type of
translation. I had to shift from one type of translation to another. Given the nature of this
study, the communicative and the literary translation are the ones that I should have used
only. But since they could not ensure a faithful rendering of all figures and expressions in
the target language, other techniques were used as well. For this reason, interpretation is
called upon, but in rather limited instances. Recourse to circumlocutions too, proved
inevitable, which generates a version that does not have the flavor of the text in the source
language. What is more, when the deadlock was total, I was obliged to give word-for-word
or literal translations.
Considering the way the oral text to translate is delivered, one may be tempted to resort
to intersemiotic translation, a form of translation that takes place when a dance is
transcribed into Labanotation, or when a folktale is orally performed (Bauman 1992. 4142). But again, as the conditions under which the imidúri under study were composed,
remain known to the least, I over-regarded the method.
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Concerning the status and nature of the languages involved, one must notice first of all
that Kirundi and English are two totally unrelated languages. The former is a Bantu
language of the Niger-Congo family of languages, whereas the latter is an Indo-European
language of the Germanic sub-group. Thus, there are plenty of lexical voids and cultural
gaps between them. Writing about his attempts to transpose Rundi literary texts into
French, Rodegem reminds us that there are insurmountable difficulties in the translation
process. As well, he adds that much of it is lost in the same process: “la traduction ne rend
pas le pitoresque des expressions: la délicatesse des allusions, les jeux de mots et la
drollerie des tournures de l’original” (15).
And yet, regardless of the difficulties involved and the unavoidable linguistic and
cultural losses incurred, the importance of translation in the evolution and interaction of
literatures and cultures could not be overestimated, as Lefévère reminds us (1992).
According to him, “because language is the expression of a culture, many of the words in
a language are inextricably bound up with that culture and therefore very hard to transfer
totally in another language” (17). He goes on to suggest that “when in doubt, translators
should tilt to the target audience and its expectations, not to the source text” (19). Though
I agree with him that the audience is of paramount importance, I find that this would
inevitably affect the source text’s message irremediably. Insoluble incompatibilities are
likely to arise at the lexical level because of the distance between the English and Rundi
languages (and the pertinent cultures). In the same way, the solution that he suggests would
generate more problems. Indeed, it would not be helpful to set aside the foreign words that
EN uses in his songs. Indeed, if I chose to leave them untranslated the way Lefévère
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suggests, it would generate funny passages in the translated version. For instance, the
translation of “Rugari, leta mafuta”13 would not be “Rugari, bring butter” but should be
kept as such since the last two words are Swahili. What is more, the problem would be
much more serious with passages in Kinyarwanda. Thus, if “Indugaruga bamubarira”[A
lot of people warned him]14 can be translated “Indugaruga told him” (and not “a lot of
people told him”), the translation would become even clumsier if I attempted to isolate
Kinyarwanda features wherever they occur. Some elements of this language as used by EN
in his songs are found within Rundi words, i.e. at the morphological level. Thus, EN says
“Bwéeru simpagoomba”15 instead of “... sindahagoomba” [I do not want [to go to]
Bweeru], same for “Mucari ... wagiye i wa Karuungu”16 which replaces “yagiye ...”
[Mucari went at Karungu’s”]. It is impossible to isolate the highlighted particles and then
translate the remaining in the following examples. The only instance where Lefévère seems
to work in EN’s imiduri is with toponyms,17 as it is the case with the Luganda name in this
passage from Mukobwa Useguye Umwiiza [Girl with a Handsome Man]:
Uwaaboonye Murwaanyi
Umusaanze iyo Dembe
Nawe urabura ukamwaaka (33-35)

(If you know Murwanyi
He cannot fail to house you
If you find him in Dembe.

13

Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the Belgians], line 13

14

Urantuunga Perezida. lines78, 84, 90 in version one; and 41, 47, 53 in version two

15

Umuuzo w’Ababirigi, line 100

16

Umuuzo w’Ababirigi, line 67

17

Dembe, which is a place in today’s Republic of Uganda (“près de Kampala, juste à côté de Namugongo là où ont été
enterrés les martyrs du Buganda.” Ndereyimaana, 1996. p.86)
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The other major obstacle in translating Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri is that most of his poems
contain expressions that are exclusively specific to the Rundi language and culture, and
therefore totally untranslatable into an unrelated language like English. With regard to this,
Ngugi suggests that the translation of African ideas, philosophy, folklore and imagery to
the fullest extent possible requires the translator to put them “almost literally from the
African language native to the writer into whatever European language he is used as a
medium of expression.” (Ngugi Wa Thi’Ongo, Decolonizing the Mind, p.8) As for
Dharwadker, he emphasizes the historical situation and tradition of the society having
produced the source text. He finds that translation is incompatible with literary excellence
and fidelity to the author’s ideals, and that it is impossible to bring parallels between the
two cultural traditions and compromise between author and translator. He also
acknowledges the importance and limitation of word-for-word rendering. All in all, he
insists on the aporetic dilemmas of the translator, whose ultimate allegiance to the author
must be unquestionable.
Finally, according to Tymoczko, the nature of the text being translated makes the
translator act like a postcolonial writer. For her, “interlingual literary translation provides
an analogue for postcolonial writing, but this obviously entails a lot of differences between
the two”(Simon and St-Paul, eds. 20). First, there is the imagery of the original author,
whose understanding and grounding cannot always get contextualized and understood in
the postcolonial period without a bit of additional explanatory notes. Second, the translator
is faced with the dilemma of faithfulness (both to the source text and to the receptors as
well). Third, there are limitations to the translator’s scope. According to Tymoczko, the
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problem may be remedied by adding explanations, maps, informative footnotes, and
ethnolinguistic annotations, but all these may in turn overload the translation. It is for these
reasons that the EN’s imiduri is a tad longer than the original.
In addition to the impossibility of achieving a perfect translation, the translators
themselves are subject to many constraints and dilemmas. The most acute of these pertain
chiefly to the way in which translators define their potential readerships and their
relationships to the target language. This set of constraints, together with the context,
dictates the translator’s choice of norms and strategies to follow in the task. As a result,
même avec un effort en éveil et une application soutenue, la traduction ne
rend pas toute la richesse, toutes les dimensions du texte original, les
couleurs, les sonorités, le relief des mots ne passent pas dans la langue
seconde, l’image elle-même apparaît plus ou moins déformée en passant par
le spectre de la traduction. (Plaidoirie pour l’Afrique 45)

In other words, no matter how meticulously we do it, no translation can provide the totality
of the original’s message.
All in all, though not all aspects of oral poetry in general and imidúri in particular,
have been introduced in this section, the context is set for EN’s imiduri to be approached
from the viewpoint of their structure.

CHAPTER TWO. RESISTING BY NATURE: THE STRUCTURE OF
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NKEESHIMÁANA’S SONGS IMIDÚRI
After having shown that umudúri is both a form of literary expression and a musical
instrument, it is necessary to analyze the umudúri performance, before turning to how the
music produced in the performance combines with the artist’s words to produce the desired
effect.
A number of scholars have identified the different ways to study performance. For
Lord, we need to insist “on the form and manner of oral composition, a clarification of the
oral process of composition … what is important is not the oral performance but rather the
composition during oral performance” (5). Briggs, on her part, identifies three different
ways to address oral cultures: through mass culture, culture and government, and by means
of an anthropological approach (Bauman, ed., pp. 3-11). On the other hand, the
performative aspect of oral poetry, especially the location of expressions, which, in his
view, are situated, enacted, and rendered meaningful within socially defined contexts,
constitute the chief concern for Bauman (op. cit. 46). It is not clear whether in the case of
EN’s imidúri, the performances are temporally or spatially bounded, or how specific
linguistic devices were put to use to achieve specific purposes. What is ascertained,
however, is that they were sometimes programmed in coordinated public shows. The next
section will attempt to explicate how these differences apply to the performance.

2.1. Contextual testimony of umudúri enunciation
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The indicators of umudúri are found in the external structure of its performance. As
Finnegan puts it, “oral poems are more than just texts, for they rely essentially on
performance for their realization” (Baumann, ed. 124). In her view, the occasions of
performance include social occasions, work contexts, religious rituals and the celebrations
of recognized ceremonial points (op. cit. 125). According to her, common ones may accord
to local conventions.
With these views in mind, one can set to see how much of EN’s imidúri depend on
the artist’s gift, on the audience, but also on the relations between the two.

2.1.1. External features of an umudúri performance
The main circumstances that influence the performance are the length of the
performance and the number of interlocutors, which, according to Zumthor, constitute an
essential element of an oral performance (22). The duration of an oral performance matters,
as brevity presupposes discursive concentration (104).
Traditionally, umudúri does not require a particular gathering or occasion. It is
performed at family gatherings or at chiefs’ courts. EN’s songs cannot be labeled exactly
in this way. For instance, the tape of the corpus has been manipulated to such a point that
it is impossible to track the original version. However, there are six songs for which there
is clear evidence that they were played in a row. These are Umugoré w’Umucúranyi,
Inamihuungwo, Mukoóbwa Usegúye Umwíizá, Kurésha Inkumí, and Umuganí
w’Umutwáakazi [respectively “The Greedy Woman,” “The Woman to Flee,” “Girl With a
Handsome Man,” “Asking a Girl’s Hand,” and “The Tale of an Ethnic Twa Woman”]. This
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is established thanks to the introductions and concluding remarks that the artist utters at the
beginnings and ends of these songs. This accounts for the receptivity of the performance
by the audience and (potentially) the subsequent impact on the mood of the performer,
which in turn influences the duration.

2.1.1.1. Improvisation
Because of his (lack of) schooling, EN relies on rapid composition, that is, he
performs without the aid of writing and without memorizing a fixed form. His series of
songs that are performed in a row show how good he is at improvisation. Furthermore, the
songs accord with Lord’s explanation of the mechanisms of improvisation. According to
him “moving from what he has already uttered, the artist goes on building his text line after
line in performance” (The Singer of Tales 55). Lord goes on to assert that it is the artist’s
tradition that comes to the rescue during the performance that entails improvisation, and
the results are surprising to anyone who feels that “illiterate singers can produce only
simple structures” (The Singer of Tale 55). It is in this sense that one performance differs
from another, and that EN produces two versions of one song, thus illustrating Bauman’s
argument that performance engenders transformation (Folklore, Cultural Performances,
and Popular Entertainments 42)
Okpewho, too, elaborates on the role of oral artists and accompanists in the
performance of oral narratives. For him, “every narrative text is the product of the genius
of an artist or artists working within a particular context, irrespective of the essence of the
tradition it seeks to retail”(300). He also focuses on the role of the accompanist, and his
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relationship with the main artist. In this regard, it is worth noting that, in order to enhance
his performance, EN sometimes involves as “accompanists” other people from among his
spectators.

2.1.1.2. The audience
In Albert Lord’s view “the essential element of the occasion of singing that
influences the form of the poetry is the variability and instability of the audience” (The
Singer of Tale 16). To complete this argument, one needs to identify the different types of
audience that we can have in oral performance. For Finnegan, we distinguish a case of
“solitary poetic delivery”18 that is, a performance for which there is no audience. It
obviously contrasts with an oral performance for which there is an audience that may
sometimes take a role. Another form identified by Finnegan is the one that takes place
between the performer and a distant audience, which may, once again, take part or not in
the performance. None of these, however, matches perfectly EN’s songs. Though a solitary
performer, EN’s delivery always has an audience. The distant audience, however, seems
to be materialized by narration in Bigaanza.
Zumthor on his part insists on the importance of the number of interlocutors (7677). In the case of EN, this feature is impossible to rely on, given the little information we
have about the context of his performance. The only clue to how many people were
attending the performance, comes from the sounds that we hear as background in the

18

quoted in Bauman, ed. page 125
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introduction to Uraantuunga Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President]. The sounds are filled
with laughters from a crowd, which may hint that EN is participating in one of those official
ceremonies advocated by Ntahokaja (56). Concerning the role of witnesses, Lord argues
that it is the length of a song which is most affected by the audience’s restlessness (The
Singer of Tales 16-17).
In other words, the length of the song depends upon the audience. To what extent then were
EN’s imiduri affected by his spectators, one can judge only from the interludes since there
is no other account of how the performances took place. In spite of the general assumption
that we are inclined to make, namely that the form and content of the version he sang then
were prompted by the public, there is not enough evidence to draw a conclusion.
Harold Scheub (ix) would have a different opinion on some of the words that the
researcher decided to omit. For him, they are part of what cannot be captured from a
recording followed by a transcription. He maintains that the tense relation between the
artist and the audience, the music and dance that are characteristic of the performance are
integral parts of the song. Since the corpus for this study is reduced to the printed page and,
therefore, cannot be captured, the reading of EN’s miduri is distorted – at least for someone
who does not have access to the tape. Scheub also finds that, “once scholars become aware
of the significance of non-verbal elements in oral performance, certain convictions about
such materials will be vastly altered” (x). One agrees that it is essential for the script of the
corpus to always be accompanied by a tape, and vice versa.

2.1.2. Internal structure of an umudúri performance.
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The most remarkable characteristic of the structure of EN’s imiduri is that most
lines end with a hypocoristic, especially in the social songs. The hypocoristics are six in
number (coo, maa, muyoo, ntuu, shaa, eewe), and they have six variant forms, from which
they are derived (coobo, maama, muyobe, ntuuze, shaahu, yeewe). The form to use depends
on the context, but also on the content of the song. What is more, hypocoristics are not
regularly distributed in all verses. They are used mainly at the end of verses, as it is the
case in Inamihuungwo [The Woman to Flee [from]] with the verse “Wa mugore yarandiiye
maa” [That woman harmed me, dear]. Sometimes, hypocoristics can be found within the
line, as in “Ngo asubiire yeewe arampusha” [When she threw the cakes, she missed me
again]. In some rare cases, they are found at the beginning, for instance, “Yeewe nzoribara
maama / Nk’uwuribona” [I shall count it / As one who saw it]. In such cicumstances, their
sense is closer to that of the ordinary word that gave birth to the hypocoristic in question.
Hypocoristics can take the form of interjections in some situations. In some other
situations, however, they behave like interrogatives. As for their meanings, they change
according not only to the content of the song but also to their distribution within a sentence.
Thus, in Umugani w’Umutwaakazi [The Tale of an Ethnic Twa Woman], “maa” means
“dear” (as in “Maa, maama”) in some others, however, it means “mother.”
In addition to this series of markers, another characteristic of the structure of EN’s
midúri requires also a look at the stages through which the oral composition takes place. It
must be recalled beforehand that the corpus I use is transcribed from tapes coming from
various sources. Some songs were gathered during live performance while others were
recorded during performances held specifically for recording purposes. This is what creates
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sizeable differences between the different songs according to when they were recorded on
the one hand, and between versions of a same song on the other hand. Consequently, it is
impossible to give an accurate order of succession of songs in a performance since my
material is itself a composite of various performances. However, it is still possible to
identify (tentatively, it is true) the steps of a typical EN’s delivery. One can gather from
the tape that, on some occasions, EN performed for a relatively long period without any
direct interference with or interruption from the public. In other instances, however, EN
provides a short chapeau to the song he is about to perform, and at the end he adds a few
concluding remarks.
The other important thing to look at is the intervening pauses. Pauses are an
important element in the structure of an oral performance, and one needs to look first at the
aspect they give to the whole performance. For Lord, “the oral poet must keep singing. His
composition, by its very nature, must be rapid. Some singers ... begin very slowly with
fairly long pauses between the lines” (The Singer of Tales 22). In this perspective, the
moment when the pause occurs should be given priority. In EN’s performance, there are
two types of pause: those that occur between major components of a performance, which
are relatively longer than the other ones that take place at the end of a verse.
As regards the purpose of pauses, Lord finds that pauses hint at the artist’s need to
break to compose in order to shift the theme. However, pauses may be meant for other
purposes as well: On occasion, but by no means regularly, the melodic pattern shifts for
dramatic emphasis. There is a modified version of the singer’s main pattern for stopping
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before a rest and another somewhat modified version for reprise after a pause. The song
also has its concluding cadence (The Singer of Tales 37-38).
Lord signals also that there are artists that insert many musical interludes while
presumably thinking of what is coming next, while others have formulaic phrases of a
general character addressed to the audience, which they use to mark time. However, there
are instances where pauses do not announce the introduction of a new idea. In this case,
they are meant either to reinforce the previous one, or to provide the performer with a
breathtaking moment. In the same way, in some of EN’s songs, themes are sometimes
changed without a perceivable break to take place in the music. An example is “Mundeke
nigiire mwaa Perezida” [Let me go to the President’s],19 which seems to serve this very
purpose.
On the whole, for a complete discussion of these pauses, one would resort to
musical notes, which are obviously beyond the scope of this study. Moreover, it is
impossible to apply totally Lord’s treatment of pauses to EN’s songs, the main reason being
that there is no reliable example or account of a witness to the performance.

2.2. Organization of the discourse
This section intends to show both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of an oral
performance. The former cannot be accounted for in totality when an oral performance is
presented in the written form, as it is the case of my corpus of EN. According to Okpewho

19

Song 10, version one , line 71
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(298) features that are lost in this way include the accompanist’s collaborative act in
storytelling as well as the warm participation provided by the audience. Together with the
story proper, the two elements are part of a performance. However, it would become
impossible to provide an objective account of those features as the corpus offhand has been
seriously crippled. The problem becomes more acute since it appears from the collected
songs that no model can be put forward for the poet in question. In fact, it seems that EN
has many models, but he combines and transforms them beyond recognition.
On the whole, it is advisable to look at how variations occur within the text and the
reasons for their occurrence. Here, Zumthor’s method seems to hold promise. He suggests
that “the melodies of textual variants that impinge on vocabulary or syntactic chains can
be variously motivated” (206). Variations in melodies may be motivated first and foremost
by the desire to adapt the work to a particular context of the performance. In the case of
EN’s work, it is hard to prove it as we do not have variant versions for each song. Even for
Uraantuunga Perezida, which has two sharply different versions, we have no hint as to
which one was performed first.
What then causes those variations? Zumthor maintains that the first cause of
variations may be the desire to adapt the work to the particular context of the performance.
The second reason to change may be caused “by the need to level off semantic difficulties
brought by the text, especially for an ancient tradition: archaic words, ambiguities
stemming from the disappearance of defunct cultural contexts, the apparent arbitrariness
of proper names, thus leading to a constant reinterpretation, one rich in reverse meanings”
(206). The focus here should be on proper names, especially toponyms. Their arbitrariness
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is relative, although some of the characters’ itineraries get jammed (possibly because
fictitious characters mingle with historical and real ones). The third and last cause of
variations of melody is, according to Zumthor “the necessity of versification, the rhythms
or sonorities of which by altering themselves over time, often require delicate
readjustments, especially in languages that use rhyme” (206). The analysis of tones and
rhythms would help detect in which words the tone was altered to fit the verse’s rhythm.
Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, none of the Rundi transcription systems available
allows their representation. EN’s midúri have cases of discontinuity or deliberate disorder
in the components of the story. One such example is the song Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The
Advent of Belgians], especially as regards two characters, namely Ngaanji and Bigiingo/
The Healthy. At some moments, it looks as if the author does not control the somehow
intricate movements of these characters. Given how they disappear here and re-appear
elsewhere later, it seems that in his process of composition, EN follows a labyrinth that is
as elusive as the itinerary of these characters. This results in semantic jumps.
Also important in the organization of the discourse in a text is the adjustment of the
components. For Lord, “what is meant by ‘adjustment’ can be comprehended in terms of
the establishment of various kinds of patterns and rhythms of expression ... There is a
special pattern for the opening of a song, with its own beginning and cadence. There is at
least one oft-repeated melodic pattern for sustained narrative” (The Singer of Tales 37).
This is not illustrated anywhere in EN’s imidúri, except for the particle ‘mu kuuza,’ which
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is shared by the two songs on the advent of colonization20 and which use it within their
respective first verses.
Also crucial in the organization of the discourse of an oral poem is the variation of
one particle which has an impact on the whole syntax of an entire stanza and hence affects
considerably the whole text. It confirms to a certain degree Lord’s argument according to
which, when a particle is added or is to be added the meaning and the whole of the
phonological context (especially the metrical one) is altered (The Singer of Tales 12). Thus,
in the last of the following verses, there is a change in structure of the verb in the last verse.
In version one, the verb is in the present tense, contrary to the second wherein it is in the
recent past. Besides, the second verse is considerably different from one version to another:
whereas it shows another place in the first version (Rumaashi), it displays an instance of
stuttering in the second, which ends in repeating the place anounced in the first one
(Kigarama). The question is whether the artist really repeats it deliberately, and if so, where
lies the usefulness of this repetition.
Version one.
Makere: “Ndatwaaye i Kigarama.”
Makere said, “I take
Kigarama.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye iwa Rumaashi.”
He said, “I take
Rumaashi.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Muhweeza.”
He said, “I take Muhweeza.”
Urugabano rurabaaye iwa Kariko
The dividing line is around Kariko.

Version two
Makere: “Ndatwaaye i Kigarama.”
Arasi- Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaaye i Kigarama.
Aravyuuka: “Ndatwaaye i Muhweeza.”
20

Abazuungu mu Kuuza and Ababirigi mu Kuuza

“I take Kigarama,” said Makere.
He s-said, “I take Kigarama.”
He woke up and said “I take Muhweeza.”
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The dividing line was in Kariko.

Another example could be the repetition of the verse “Ari wewe maa”[There you go, dear]
in Umugore w’Umucuranyi [The Greedy Woman]. While considering the reason for the
repetition, the focus should be on finding out whether there is regularity in how the verse
is uttered here and in other passages and songs, on the other hand. We need to know why
there are changes both in the application of tense and subject-verb agreement rules. There
are limitations, though, to any generalization that we can make, given the fact that we are
faced with the corpus of one artist. But as Lord argues, both versions of the same song that
we may be fortunate enough to find are either the result of two different texts, or a same
text modified by a scribe or a second poet working from an already written one (The Singer
of Tales 63) However, as no other poet is known to have influenced EN in these songs, an
explanation is to be sought elsewhere. In fact, as announced in the preceding lines, reliance
on these quantitative features alone does not allow a complete understanding of how the
songs under study are organized. We need to resort to some qualitative elements as well.

2.2.1. Metric and prosodic patterns
Analyzing the prosodic patterns in EN’s miduri is a complex task. The boundary
between the role of the author and that of the instrument is not easy to delimitate. Therefore,
it is not erroneous to state that we have two different but complementary rhythms, one by
the instrument and the other by the words sung. The rhythm from the instrument is
generally quick and rather uniform, contrary to Lord’s contention that in such
performances, the rhythm starts quickly and ends slowly. Besides, it must be admitted that
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now and then, the rhythm from the instrument contains some jumps that are comparable to
the ones observed in the songs proper.
Though it has been shown how important the instrument is to rhythm, I give priority
to the vocal component, whose role is focused by Duncan. According to him, a full analysis
of interaction in rhythm would include “the way words are pronounced, elements of
intonation or prosody …, the quality or manner of speaking, such as variations in loudness
and pitch … tempo, resonance, pauses and non-fluencies, as well as non language sounds
such as laughing and sighing” (Bauman ed., 22). From this, it appears that to understand
the vocal component of the rhythm, one needs to look at the internal order of its constituting
elements. The important aspect to focus on, is the vocal quantity.21 In fact, the shift or
misplacement of a long vowel is easily detected, causing disharmony in the melody.
According to Rodegem, “certaines voyelles brèves dans le langage familier reçoivent un
allongement expressif, et dans ce cas, leur durée est plus longue que celle d’une longue
ordinaire” (33). This function is perceivable in EN’s songs under study as well. Therefore,
Lord is right when he suggests, “the focus must be on pitch accent (rising or falling) and
on long and short vowels” (The Singer of Tales 38). However, his contention that there is
never a long vowel in a final position contrasts with EN’s songs wherein it has been shown
that the formulas “muyoo,” “maa,” “coo,” etc. can occur in final distribution, as in
“Umugore yaraandiiye muyoo.”

21

i.e the contrast of vowel length. Note that there are ten vowels in

Kirundi (five long and five short)
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2.2.2. Linguistic formulas
Formulas appear as set phrases with no absolute distributional restrictions, but
merely preferred collocations. Kirparsky finds that formulas are tricky in the sense that
they are sometimes “indistinguishable from the bound phrases of ordinary languages.” For
this, they should not be confused with idiomatic expressions or metaphorical ones. Still,
like the latter, they can prove to be syntactic phrases with a semantic compositionality.
Thus, he suggests a grammatical treatment or characterization of these “bounded phrases
or structures which occur in anomalous shapes” (op. cit. 78). For Kirparsky, “the question
is whether formulas in oral literature can be regarded as special phrases of bound phrases.”
He goes on to claim that “a structural characterization of the formulas is illuminating”
(Stolz and Shanon eds., 82). Kirparsky’s definition insists on the grammatical
configuration of formulas. He finds that there are two types of formulas in oral poetry
(fixed and flexible), the absence of both rendering the composition “free.” Flexible
formulas are said to be grammatically related, for example, noun phrases consisting of the
sequence “adjective + noun.” As for fixed ones, they are characterized, among other things,
by the inflection, separation, and modification that they allow in their components.
For Lord (1960), “the poetic grammar of oral epic must be a grammar of parataxis
and of frequently used and useful phrases” (65), that is, placing of clauses or phrases one
after another without coordinating or subordinating connectives. This deduction is made
based on the fact that the singer of guslari sometimes makes compositions that display
grammatical irregularities here and there. Similarly, in the case of EN, verbs may be placed
in unusual positions, auxiliaries be omitted –exactly as in the gusla (32). The difference
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with EN is that this weird grammar is not due to his immaturity in the use of the Rundi
language (as it is the case for guslari). It is a matter of detailed linguistic style.
From another perspective, though useful in understanding the structure of an oral
poem, the formula is not self-sufficient. Lord warns that “in confining ourselves to this
method, we tend to obscure the dynamic life of the repeated phrases and to lose an
awareness of how and why they came into being” (30). He indeed insists that formula
should be conceived not as a tool but as a living phenomenon, and goes on to assert,
“formulas are after all, the means of expressing the themes of the poetry, and therefore, a
singer’s stock of formulas will be directly proportionate to the number of different themes
which he knows” (49). It would be interesting to gauge the degree to which this is true;
unfortunately, unless we access all of the poet’s work, which proves to be an impossible
task for the time being, we can never provide a reliable answer.
As regards foreign-word based formulas, Zumthor (110) maintains that they are
chosen with semantic or stylistic intentions. In EN’s miduri an example of such a formula
is “Rugari, leta mafuta!”22 In this verse from Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the
Belgian]), it is possible that EN is targeting special stylistic effects in his use of Swahili.
However, it should not be forgotten either that because of his numerous travels in foreign
countries, he had acquired a considerable lexical stock from the languages spoken in those
countries. In this sense, he could use this or that foreign word quite automatically
(especially from Kinyarwanda, which is close to the author’s language).

22

Swahili meaning “Rugari, bring butter” (Umuuzo w’Ababirigi, lines 23-14)
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As a conclusion, it cannot be established accurately if the structure of EN’s midúri
is formulaic, or if they are built following the thematic elaboration of some stories with
traditional elements. The existence of two different versions of a same song helps us gauge
the extent to which linguistic formulas are used.

2.2.2.1. Verbal constructions
The special grammar of EN’s imidúri calls for an approach that would explain the recurrent
patterns in the songs in the light of Lord’s discussion of formulas in the gusle. As the latter
says, “the most stable formulas will be those for the most common ideas of the poetry.
They will express the names of the actors, the main actions, time and place.” (The Singer
of Tales 4) One such idea in EN’s songs imidúri is the evil in the white colonizers, who are
often referred to as if they were beasts. Referring to whitemen, the artist uses a pronoun
that is normally used for animals.23 For instance, “Birasiimba biramuraha / Vyaamutuye
ubugarame” (The white beasts grabbed her / And pinned her/him down on the back). In
these two lines, the pronoun “bi” is in the form of a prefix and is playing the role of the
verb subject. Note, however, that the same pronoun “bi” can be used as an object of a verb.
According to Rodegem “Le préfixe peut servir à exprimer le diminutif, l’ampliatif, le
dépréciatif, l’abstrait etc. Souvent, l’augmentatif peut être péjoratif” (25-26). He maintains
that the object of a verb forms an integral part of the verb formula and shows as well how
pleonasm is so common in oral style. Rodegem also recalls that the singer must learn

23

In the Rundi noun class system, which comprises 16 prefixes, classes 8 (bi) and 7 (ki, the singular form
of “bi”), are used for animals and some inanimate objects
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another category of common formulas indicating the place where an action occurs as the
latter are the foundation stone of the oral style. It is in the former sense, that is, the use of
the augmentative in order to express contempt, that the choice of bi is to be understood in
EN’s song.
From Lord’s analysis of guslar performance, one may draw the patterns used in
umudúri playing as well. He considers that in learning the formulas from other singers, the
really significant element for the performer is the setting up of various patterns that make
adjustment of phrase and creation of phrases by analogy possible. However, this is possible
only within the context of the songs in question. Some of EN’s constructions would seem
ungrammatical in other contexts. Indeed, as Görög-Karady puts it, “les éléments
sémantiques utilisés pour décrire toute forme de littérature orale même si on les isole de
leur contexte taxinomique, ne peuvent être projetés tels quels sur la taxinomie d’autres
langues” (3). As there are no ways of finding such forms in the available repertoire, my
study focuses on the language processes that take place in the culture that produced the
genre.
In short, I follow Lord’s finding, that linguistic formulas are used to express
different ideas, that the most stable are those that convey the most common ideas in poetry,
and that they are sometimes formed of verb forms, which are often complete formulas
themselves (The Singer of Tales 34). Likewise, EN frequently uses verbal formulas,
especially in Urantunga Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President] with such formulas as
“Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye...” [He said, I take...], which comprises two verbs. The next
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step is to determine whether the choice of this particular structure, is subject to stylistic
intentions (Zumthor 110) or to thematic ones.

2.2.2.2. Syntactic Oddities
It has already been acknowledged that there are special syntactic forms in EN’s
Some of EN’s imiduri display a pronounced non-observation of the assumed word order.
The challenge is to explain the mechanisms underlying (and leading to) the slippages in
grammar and in the form of both verses and stanzas at large. This answer comes from
Lord’s, who holds that “in sung stories the order of words is not the same as in everyday
speech. Verbs may be placed in unusual positions, auxiliaries may be omitted ...” (The
Singer of Tales 32). As regards what prompted the oddities, Lord suggests that the
persistent resort to a formula owes not to the author’s feeling towards it, but its usefulness
in answering his needs.
In the case of EN’s imiduri, the first twisting of the grammar and syntax for stylistic
reasons is phonological. As a performer, EN sounds funny. This is quite understandable
since “musical variants are commonly accompanied by textual variants more often thanks
to the freedom of invention prevalent in performance than in some causality” (Zumthor
104). Anyone who has heard and understood EN’s songs would certify that the artist makes
very good use of this freedom of invention. One such example is this passage taken from
Umuuzo w’Abazuungu [The Advent of the Whitemen] “Baágiira ngo arooga n’ákayáagwa
karayaagwa” [As if he were swimming although his fate was done]. Nkeeshimáana omits
a transition word expressing contrast (“naho”) and chooses to use the coordinating
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conjunction (“na”) instead. On the other hand, in the following excerpt from Uraantuunga
Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr President], the artist allows himself to introduce a verse which
has no apparent link either with what precedes or what follows.
Ngo abuze iyo aja yagiye mwaa Karuungu.
Ni bo biishe Muróbezi.
Nyabiruungo ntuuntwaaye uraanguze.
(lines 135-137)

When cornered, he went to Karuungu’s
They are the ones who killed Muróbezi.
Rather than ruling over me, you sell me,
Nyabiruungo.

Of course he himself knows what he means, but the listener is obliged to make guesses as
to what the omitted links could be.
It is in order to keep to the observation of the meter and/or the rhythm that EN
decides to omit or add a number of particles.

2.2.3. Social formulas
Onomastic constructions appear to be the essential bearers of the themes used in
EN’s poems. Some of the names used are ornamental; others are specialized, just as some
more others remain obscure. The understanding of the manipulation of Rundi onomastics
requires a few introductory remarks regarding the cultural context in which it appears. This
agrees with Peck and Daniel, who recommend that literary studies, especially in the
teaching of foreign languages and literatures, have an anthropological component (15).
Besides, Finnegan points out the fact that Bantu languages recognize a considerable role
for individual names, and Kirundi makes no exception to this rule.
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According to Ntahombaye,24 Rundi names convey messages that are grouped in
three categories. They may be related to the persons’ character, the functions they may be
called to fulfil, the events of their birth and growth, as well as the social aspirations of
Rundi people in general, and of the persons’ families in particular. Rodegem on his part
observes that Rundi names display among other things, two major meanings:
i. the aspirations of lay people, among which feature prominently the protection of and
favors from those in power. As the yearning for power is unlikely to yield fruit, the laymen
try to achieve it through close association with political figures (examples: Bigaanza;
Mukobwa useeguye umwiza).
ii. marrying rich people. This applies to women, or more precisely, to girls, since in Rundi
culture the “good life” young women aspire to can be secured only through the marriage
with a rich and powerful person (examples: Mbiribiri, Ruhiinda, etc.).
As at least a good part of the Rundi value system is revealed through proper names,
EN resorts to the properties of this onomastics to express various ideas. Mostly, he uses
proper names to talk about some personal defects. For instance, he coins the female name
Igisoromandandura [I-Harvest-By-Unsoiling-Everything]; a dog enjoys a similar contempt
through its given name: Ntaampeera y’Umuroozi (No-Reward-for-a-Bewitcher). Other
names are used to illustrate some assets or any other qualities of the characters of his
imidúri: names like Rutsiindamahanga [The World Conqueror], Ngaanji y’amasiinzo [The
Ruler of Molding Hammers] are among the typical ones. These are just a few examples of

24

A leading Burundian anthropological linguist, his book Des Noms et des Hommes (Paris, Karthala, 1973) is the
reference in Rundi onomastics
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how EN coins names whose meanings are sometimes beyond the limits that are usually
observed in the language.
Beside these anthroponyms, toponyms are the other category that is extensively
used by the artist in his songs. One needs to check why so many proper names are
mentioned in his songs, especially in Urantuunga Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President].
Are they employed for the same purposes as those fulfulled by people’s names? If not,
what is their specific role? A hint comes from Goody, who suggests that geographical
names provide a good basis for remembering. However, he points out the difficulty
experienced in “repeating information unless there is a fixed model” for such a repetition
(The Interface between the Written and the Oral 176). In EN’s miduri “remarkable places”
abound, which should indicate the point d’appui of this model, which is based either on
the orographic configuration of a place or on the role it plays in the region (hilly or marshy
places; sacred fountains or bushes, etc.).
A parenthetical discussion of the names attributed to diverse animal characters in
the song Ntaa Miraámbi Ntaáraaye [The Wanderer] should be undertaken here. In the case
of their meaning, there is no reference for explanation that I can resort to off-hand. But
considering the characteristics of the animal involved and their physical traits, it is possible
to refer some to Biebuyck’s discussion of name giving among the Nyanga of Eastern
Congo, where there are characters identified by names of animals that act just like humans
whose humanness is often enhanced by a specific prefixation (Foley, ed. 47-72). An apt
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example would be the song Umugore w’Umucuranyi [The Greedy Woman], in which the
woman’s bad manners are referred to by featuring wild animals and their nicknames:25
Barabára ni isha yee maa
Iyo mbeba n'úmukaánda yee
Imbwá ní magana yee maa
Musyeeshé uburó buréeze ee
Icuúgu n'úmuyaánda
Kivuumbura n'úmujiínja
Urukwáavu ni nkina núumye
Inkokó ní umusuúmbwa ee
Impúungu ndabúrumaanga yee
(60-68)

“You invite the gazelle
You invite that rat and the varan
Dogs come by the hundreds,
You invite them to grind the mature millet
You invite the gecko and the pygmy up
The varan wants to eat everything
The hare eats while playing silently
The chicken is surpassed
The eagle is pleased with what it has

All the animals listed (the gazelle, the rat, the varan, the dogs, and the gecko) are used to
refer to and insist on how the woman is dilapidating the household.

2.2.4. Vectors of Complex Meanings
The vectors of complex meanings fall into three categories: stylistic features,
dialectal variations, and figures of speech. They allow us to go through the encoding of
meanings in the social and political poems that we discuss more thoroughly in the next
chapter.
To begin with stylistic features, they are displayed at the level of the jumps or
oddities in meanings and structure as it has been shown in the previous pages. The other
stylistic markers of EN’s poems are the hypocoristics. Another stylistic feature of EN’s
that adds to the inaccessibility of the messages in the songs is the use of deliberately
ambiguous constructions as it is the case in the following verses from Uraantuunga
Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President]:

25

Since these nicknames are untranslatable, they are only paraphrased here.
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“I take Nyarunazi,” said Haraanka;
“I take Biraarana,” said Haraanka;
“I take Gikoombe,” said Haraanka.

Thus, for the formula “Haraanka” it is not clear whether a certain Haraanka seized the three
territories in question, or if it is the inhabitants of the those places who resisted the rebels
Wambeego, Ruhubura and Nyaandwi respectively. One possible explanation to this is that
Haraanka is built on the radical -ank- , same as the verb “kwaanka” (to hate, to refuse or to
resist). So, in addition to being a proper name reflecting the hositility of a person’s
neighbourhood or community, the formula in question can give to the verse the meaning
that people in those areas refused the occupation of their land by rebels.
With regard to dialectical variations, EN’s songs display many traces of Kiyogoma,
the dialect spoken in his original region in the east of Burundi. They are both lexical and
grammatical. An example is Sindóoríma ngwáaye (in the song Mukoóbwa Usegúye
Umwíiza), whereby the standard form is “sinzóoríma.” Likewise, the meaning of the verb
kubáramá26 as it is used in “Jewe ngeenda kubarama” (Inámihuungwo line), is restricted
to the eastern part of Burundi.
The figures of speech constitute the key to EN’s encoding of meanings. As
mentioned above, EN uses a highly elaborated language. Listening to his songs or reading
their scripts, we feel a need to understand what is understated in his circuitous structure.
Figurative language, too, is common. It appears in the form of “metaphorical expressions,

26 to sit somewhere, doing nothing but having fun
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used side by side with parallelism … [and which] may underlie a type of variation in
meaning or structure” (Bauman ed., 123).
The poet uses a vast array of figures of speech that are common to the model of an
oral poem as defined by Lord; in conjunction with EN’s versification techniques, it displays
the characteristic forms of an oral poem, namely alliterations, assonances, parallelisms
among others. The listener is first under the spell of the music, and it is only later that he
can attend to the full meaning of the images since whatever message is transferred it is
highly coded and elliptical. How is figurative reasoning organized in his discourse? First
and foremost, it should be noted that in his songs imidúri, EN resorts to images that are
built following the language cultural code. For instance, one image that is frequently used
is simile, especially in the formula “wamenga baabaroze” [as if bewitched]. Here, the
author insists on the danger of ruling without listening to one’s advisors. He seems to be
saying that even if his decisions were right, a ruler who does not take into account the
public opinion will appear wrong, thus becoming “the only madman in the realm of the
sane.”27
Also, EN’s songs seem to match Vansina’s characterization of oral testimonies, in
which “symbolism and poetic allusions consist of synonyms, homophones, and
metonymy” (Oral Tradition 69-70). Besides, resistance to colonizers and to postindependence leaders is materialized by an extensive use of alliteration and assonance, as
well as metaphor and metonymy. For example, in “Ikiraato kirarima / Akaruru

27

According to the French proverb: “il n’y a de fou que celui qui veut être sage dans un monde de fous”
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geregere” [Like shoes ploughing the land, / Distress screams grew sky-high],28 reference
is made to bad news, but it sounds as a case of ploughing since hoes are normally the only
instruments used to plough the land in traditional Burundi. It is the presence of the
onomatopoea “geregere” that hints on the deep meaning, which seems to “emerge from a
non-place, from an unsaid, within the mind of the listener, here and now, and can be
modified at each performance” (Zumthor 104). Likewise, the nicknames given to the first
colonizers carry the people’s repulsion for those intruders who were destroying everything
to the rubble.29 It is also through names that the role of the resistant is highlighted. For
instance, the prince Ngaanji (“ingaanji” literally means “victory”) is given three names that
convey all the idea of force: Ngaanji y’Amasiinzo (the ruler of molding hammers, i.e.,
stronger than them), Ruutsiindamahaánga (the conqueror of the world) and Mbaasha, The
Most Capable (literally “I can” or “I have the physical force”). EN’s masterful
manipulation of the figures of speech through proper naming is illustrated by “Rujuguma.”
This name, which is given to a Belgian colonizer, has as radical -jugum- (to quiver, to
shake), which suggests that the poet refers to the white man’s fear of speaking, as his
knowledge of the local language was limited and, no doubt, his pronunciation was so
difficult that it often led to stuttering.
In Uraantuunga Perezida, more covert messages seem to be conveyed through
both names and other means of figuration. Thus, Kirazimye can mean more than a proper

28

29

Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the Belgians], lines 49-50
Such as Sigivu, “The Exterminator” (siga ivu means leaving/leave nothing but soil).
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name. The prefix ki- can be referring to the country (igihugu), a way of saying that when
this man set up his rule, the country’s light went off. Also, Rugeresha, which EN gives to
a rebel whom he does not want to name openly, entails the idea of belittling the name’s
bearer. The verb kugera, from which the name is derived, means to feign, and kugeresha
can be either the one who makes people feign, or the one who can do nothing but feign. In
either case, the name suggests a negative attitude towards the rebel in question.30
A particular note is necessary for the song Bigaanza. The song is apparently
about pasture. But as EN is known to be very keen at alternating praises and criticisms, it
is possible that this song is an allegory of how the different places that he enumerates are
favorable to the ruler to whom the laudatories are addressed. In this case, one must
acknowledge that there is vast exaggeration given how some of the places he sings about
are beyond the country’s borders. Also in line with this exaggerated praise, we have to note
that the expression “Njiishi yakama ideenga” (fat-cow shackle) which EN uses to refer to
the ruler in “Bigaanza” denotes ultimate eulogy.31
In addition to their embellishing function, EN’s figures of speech are also called upon to
produce special semantic effect. Thus, the intention of these coded messages needs to be
looked at.

30

It may be because the artist is against rebellion in general, just as it may be due to his disappointment with the failure
of the rebellion that was attempted by the people he names in his songs.
“L’entrave ‘injiishi,’ objet noble de par ses fonctions chez les pasteurs. Par conséquent, cette métaphore est une
forme d’éloge très poussé.” (Ndereyimaana, 1996, p.66)
31
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CHAPTER THREE. RESISTANCE AND HISTORICITY

The songs in the corpus bear the message of resistance to colonial rulers and to their
postcolonial successors. On the one hand, EN ironically recounts the arrival of colonizers
and their brutality. On the other hand, he depicts attempts to resist oppression. He voices
criticism not only to the colonizers but also to the postcolonial leaders who had replaced
them. Finally, EN’s midúri provide a sort of resistance of their own through their overcoded, esoteric character. To discuss the resistance nature of EN’s songs, Vansina’s method
of oral tradition analysis and Barbara Harlow’s resistance theory are used.

3.1. History in Literary Analysis
Historical developments have always influenced artistic and literary production.
Vansina suggests that “there are some historical concepts which impose a certain attitude
towards the past on the members of a society, and those in vogue at the time influence and
distort traditions, because historical facts have to be brought into line with the attitude
imposed” (Oral Tradition 99). In the same way, some of EN’s miduri are testimonies to
Burundi’s colonial and postcolonial history. Vansina (1965:71) goes on to assert that “in
order to understand poetics [in a historical testimony], one must have at one’s disposal
other traditions concerning the historical events mentioned in the poem, which provide an
explanatory commentary.”
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This is not totally applicable to the corpus since there is no other known umuduri that
makes reference to the history of Burundi. Therefore, to appreciate the historicity of EN’s
miduri, we will rely on history books as well.
Of the different factors32 that affect the production of testimonies, cultural values
exert the most considerable influence on EN’s imidúri through an adaptation of a tradition
to a current concept. For example, the artist introduces in his songs the issue of
colonization, the accompanying brutality, but also he attacks the postcolonial rulers of his
time. In general, from the country’s culture and tradition, every Burundian owes blind
respect to the rulers. However, Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri break the rule and criticize, albeit
indirectly, the oppressive regime of his powerful interlocutors. This is the reason why his
production cannot be evaluated by the society in “the spirit of the times and cultural values”
(Oral Tradition as History 97).
On the other hand, through his amplification of the resistance to the colonizers, EN
seems to idealize the past. In the song Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the Belgians],
EN deliberately exaggerates whichever action the colonized may have undertaken to resist
the colonizers. A case in point is his glorification of the resistance led by the prince whom
he nicknames Ngaanji/The Conquerer:
Mu gutiinya muratinya wa muhuungu
Wa muhuungu ni Ngaanji (12-13)

32

(Should you fear, fear that guy
That guy named Ngaanji).

Among other factors that Vansina lists, we have cultural values, cultural concepts concerning history
(among which the measurement of time, the idea of historical truth, historical development), and
idealization of the past (Oral Tradition as History 97-107)
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With regard to the form of these testimonies, Gérard observes that “si le roman historique
est un genre favori, c’est en partie à cause de l’attachement du peuple à son passé grandiose
et mouvementé, mais c’est aussi parce que ce genre permet de traiter des sujets quelque
peu cuisants et d’une manière subreptice, peu susceptible d’offenser les autorités” (Essais
d’histoire littéraire africaine 95). In other words, priority is given to novels, especially
historical ones, and this is due to the fact the narrative genre allows to deal with thorny
subjects in ways less likely to offend rulers. Still, some writers do not criticize the regime,
producing laudatory texts instead.
Though I agree with Vansina that most testimonies are usually regarded as poetic,
his contention that there is “no direct reference to historic events, but merely the name of
the place where [testimonies] occurred is mentioned” (Oral Tradition: a Study in Historical
Methodology 70) is subject to discussion. Indeed, as it appears from EN’s imidúri, valuable
historical information can be found in incidental and accidental recordings or part of the
recording. Thus, when he utters the interlude “Ni abo ni bo baagabura ibihugu vy’abaandi”
[Those are the ones who shared other peoples’ land], we get more than the message which
the author fakes passing to his interlocutor: the addendum informs us of the content of the
song he has just performed. Though it plays the role of a well-known Rundi tale-telling
formula33 this sentence shows the artist’s stand as well. A systematic research of the song’s
context would allow a better understanding because as Ngugi observes, “literature is

33

The concludal “Si je nohahera, hohera….” meaning “May you learn from the lesson without being the
victim.”
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primarily concerned with what any political and economic arrangement does to the spirit
and the values governing human relationships” (Homecoming xvi).
The second argument that guides my analysis of the resistance as dramatized by
EN is Barbara Harlow’s view that resistance narratives display “historically specific
analyses of the ideological and material conditions out of which they are generated, or if
there is any ‘conflicting voices that dramatize the authoritarian manipulation of the same
class contradictions” (102), or “a language of violence, a discourse of power which
suppresses the voices of its victims” (112). In fact, without impersonating the totality of
popular memory, EN’s imidúri provide historical referencing, while contributing at the
same time to the provision of new archives, new sources for the historiographers as well
as literary critics. For instance, the scene of Bigiingo/ The Healthy seeking asylum at
Ngaanji, refers to the battle between the German and the Belgian in World War I. In the
same way, the different places in which Sigivu/The Exterminator is said to have camped
relate to the progressive occupation of the land by the first Whitemen. It goes without
saying that these elements may prove meaningful to interested historiographers.

3.1.1. Nkeeshimáana’s Imidúri as Historical Poetry
As EN’s songs give oral accounts of historical facts, they rehash oral tradition. As
such, it is necessary to assess the type of message they yield and how reliable and truthful
it may be in historical terms. According to Vansina (Oral Tradition 8), ethnologists who
attempted to study the past of “peoples without writing” came up with six attitudes to be
adopted in such a study. Some of these seem valid, for instance, that oral traditions may
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contain a certain amount of truth, that they contain a certain kernel of historical truth, or
that all factors affecting the reliability of traditions should be thoroughly examined. Others,
however, are open to discussion, namely that it is impossible to assess the amount of truth
contained in oral tradition, and that the reliability of these sources should be examined
according to the usual canons of historical methodology. Of all the six items on the list,
there is one that is particularly interesting to discuss:
the literal meaning of a testimony is not always the meaning the informant
intends to convey. When discrepancies occur between the literal meaning
and the purport of a testimony, this is because the testimony belongs to a
literary category in which either an internal or an outer formal structure
must be conformed to, in a way that hampers the free expression of ideas,
and imposes a style which affects the way thoughts are expressed,
particularly if the style requires the use of symbolic expressions and poetic
allusions. (Oral Tradition 67)
As mentioned above, Nkeeshimáana’s songs imidúri deal with historically significant
occurrences. The objective of this section, therefore, is to find out the cultural and historical
grounding to Nkeeshimáana’s inspiration as he composed his imidúri. Indeed, the deep
meaning of Nkeeshimáana’s poems requires a thorough approach to both the language
structure and the country’s history. To avoid the trap of under- or overinterpretation, the
songs in question must be paired off with those historical figures and states of affairs to
which they refer to (cf. Craige, B.J. ed., vii). Among the different political figures that he
lists in the song Mukoobwa Useguye Umwiiza [Lady with a Handsome Man], the artist
mentions Muhirwa. This Prime Minister of Burundi, who had ruled the artist’s native
region from 1944-1961, is depicted in favorable, laudatory tones. In the same praising way,
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in the same song, EN sings of Gasaake, who ruled the same region and was still alive during
the period when Nkeeshimáana was already enjoying his fame.
While mostly accurate from a historical point of view, Nkeeshimáana’s imidúri are
also encomiastic, or cheeky. According to Lord, the characteristic of such an artist is to
recount the careers and deeds of past leaders but also to exaggerate those of the incumbent
rulers. Had EN been anointed as the official bard of a regime, he would very probably not
have chosen to perform the song that entails the harshest criticism and warning, the
presence of the Head of State especially given that the prevailing climate was not propitious
for such arguments (the man he is addressing in the song had to fend off two rebellious
movements in less than a decade, the most dangerous one in 1972; see Appendix C).
The song Uraantuunga Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President] warns the president
that not listening to the people represents a mortal danger. The poet enumerates names of
rebels whose downfall was caused, according to the poet, by their stubbornness. Some of
them are real,34 others are fictional. There are also some others whose names are serving
as aliases for real ones. One picks this from the meaning of such names as Ndaruboonye,35
which is a nickname that belittles those unsuccessful rebels. In other circumstances, or with
other bards, it would have been logical to perform a laudatory song like Bigaanza
[Generous Hands] instead of this critical one. This is a sign that EN’s imidúri resist
oppressors rather than praise them.

34
35

For example Mirerekano. See Uraantuunga Perezida version 1, line 5
Meaning “it serves me right not to pay attention.”
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The song Umuuzo w’Abazuungu [The Arrival of Whitemen] recounts the history of
Burundi through the catalogue of its rulers’ names. For instance, the genealogical
information that Ngaanji gives to Sigivu/The Exterminator, drives us back to King Ntare,
the founder of the kingdom of Burundi. But more information is offered in addition to the
prince’s genealogy:
Wa muzuungu Sigivu
Yarapaanze mu Kiboondo
Atuma kuri Ngaanji
Koraanya abaganwa boose,
Muuze mu Kiboondo
Muuze kwuumva amashahuri (6-11).

The whiteman named Sigivu.
He camped in Kiboondo
He sent for Ngaanji
To assemble all princes
And to come to Kiboondo,
Come to listen to empty words.

In this stanza where Sigivu/The Exterminator is asking Ngaanji to summon all princes, it
is hinted at how orders and other information were transmitted from the colonial rulers to
the grassroots, i.e., the role of word-by-mouth information in this land where the only
means of communication consisted of messengers.
Umuuzo w’Ababirigi (The Advent of the Belgians) stresses particularly the
obligations that the colonizers imposed on the indigenous people, or instantiates the
different food items that Rujuguma/The Stammerer expects from the people, whom he
punishes harshly in case of failure:
“Rugari, leta mafuta!”
“Sindáayaroondera”
Birasiimba biramuraha vyaamutuuye
ubugáramé. (13-15)

“Rugari, bring butter!”
“I haven’t looked for it yet.”
The white beasts grabbed him
And forced him on his back to the ground.

Bifashe Ntibaandekeye:
“Na wewe leta masaká,
Bazimáane indogobwé!”
“Mbeéga mbuze ayo kuvuunga!
Raaba abáana bararira,
Ndoonka ay’indogobwé!”
Birasiimba biramuraha

The white beasts took Ntibaandekeye
“Bring sorghum, you, too.”
To give to the donkey(s).”
“I don’t have sorghum for grinding.
See? The children are crying.
How can I give it to the donkey(s)!”
The white beasts grabbed him

or
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Pinned him down on his back.

In the next series of historical facts, EN’s resistance message seeps into his insults
addressed to the colonizers, as in
“Haaraje umuzuungu,
Umuzuungu ni Rujuguma.
Yarákorotse mu mahaánga,
Mberé waméengo baamuroze
Yaje nk’umusazi” (4-8)

There came a whiteman,
A whiteman named Rujuguma.
From far away he landed,
As if bewitched
Like a madman

The same is true of “Umwáaka w’Ababirigi/ Waméenga baasaze” [The year the Belgians
came/ Looked as if they had gone mad].
Nkeeshimáana takes advantage of the absence of the colonizers whose rule was
over by then, thus justifying Kanafani’s argument that the attempts at a history of resistance
literature are usually accomplished after liberation. Yet, as we have seen, EN does not fall
into the trap of enthusiasm, and entertains some elements of resistance literature even after
liberation.

3.1.2. Chronology on Trial
While Nkeeshimáana’s songs yield considerable historical information, the
chronological order, which is of paramount importance in history, is not particularly
visible. The sequence of events and other happenings as recounted in the imidúri reflect,
to a certain extent, Lord’s law of chronology. In his study of Yugoslav gusla, Lord writes
that “themes are always used in association with one another... [and] held together
internally both by the logic of the narrative and by the consequent force of habitual
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association ....” (The Singer of Tales 95-96). He warns that the habitual association of
themes need not to be merely linear, that is to say, “theme a” in a song calls for the presence
of “theme b” somewhere in the song, and that “where the association is not linear, it seems
to me that we are dealing with a force or tension that might be termed submerged” (97) In
Umuuzo w’Ababirigi, the succession of themes is somehow linear, for example when the
arrival of white colonizers is followed by the summoning of the princes and other people
to come to listen to the new rulers.
“Abazuungu mu kuza,
……………………
Baje umutoreera.
................................
Umuzuungu waa mbere.
......................................
Yarapanze mu Kiboondo.
Atuma kuri Ngaanji:
“Koranya abaganwa boose,
……………………………..
Muuze kwuumva amashahuri.”
(1,3,5,7-9,11)

When whitemen came
…………………
They came one by one.
................................
A first white man,
......................................
He camped in Kiboondo.
He sent for Ngaanji
To assemble all princes
……………………………..
Come to listen to empty words.

Besides, chronology is dramatized in the depiction of the battle between the Belgians and
the Germans during the World War I, and which leads to the death of Bigiingo/ The
Healthy.
While historical chronology is also present in Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of
the Belgians], there is no linear relationship between themes in Uraantuunga Perezida
Uraantuunga [Excuse me, Mr. President]. The latter song mentions many rebels (thirtyone in version 1 and twelve in version 2), but we cannot tell precisely whose action
occurred before or after which. The narrative follows a labyrinthine line: there seem to be
many hidden forces which push and pull the narrative, thereby creating the feeling of a
submerged tension.
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3.1.3. Historical Truth
The imiduri contain historical truth, but uncovering it is no easy task since oral
traditions sometimes present facts in distorted ways. The search for truth itself can
sometimes lead to truth distortion. Moreover, this search is more challenging because of
the differences between versions of a song, in addition to the fact that, within the same
song, there may be parts which are repeated or insisted on more than others. The repetitions
are much more pronounced when the performer is praising his chief or any benefactor. To
face this tangle, we are helped by Swanton and Dixon, who find that “the reliability of oral
tradition cannot be contested if the information it contains is in line with the evidence
derived from linguistics, physical anthropology and ethnology” (quoted in Vansina 1985
p.9) Thus, we realize that most of the events that Nkeeshimaana mentions in Urantuunga
Perezida have matching anthropological and ethnological data in the real world.
As regards linguistic elements, we distinguish between formal and non-formal
texts. As Vansina writes, in the latter, merely ordinary rules of grammar have to be obeyed,
whereas in the former, certain linguistic regularities (phonological, morphological, or
syntactical) have to be observed (Oral Tradition 55). Nkeeshimáana’s miduri in the corpus
correspond to the non-formal. However, all versions of Uraantuunga Perezida
Uraantuunga [Excuse me, Mr. President] are of the formal linguistic structure. As a matter
of fact, there are only two syntactic oddities in this song as opposed to four in Umuuzo
w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the Belgians]. Still, the linearity of the plot does not mean that
whatever is told in the text should be taken literally. Thus, Vansina suggests that the
existence of two versions of a same testimony may be due to a loss of memory by the
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teller/singer. Yet, looking at how repetitions occur within the two versions of Uraantuunga
Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President], questions keep arising with regard to the truth told
in EN’s miduri. It is hinted at how the performer decides the difference in the information
to transmit. Indeed, in addition to the difference in the names and number of rebels from
one version to another version, there are cases of actions whose doers in version one are
not the same as in version two. Some inversions affect entire chunks of the narrative, as is
the case in
Version 1:
Nyaandwi ngo “Ndatwaaye Nyamiraambo.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Bubabara.”
Haraanka: “Ndatwaara mu Gikoombe.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mw’i Duhiro.”
Urugabano rurabaaye iwa Murago. (27-31)

Nyaandwi said, “I take Nyamiraambo.”
He said, “I take Bubabara.”
Haraanka said, “I take Gikombe.”
He said, “I take Duhiro.”
The dividing line was around Murago.

Version 2:
Nyaandwi ngo ndatwaaye i Gikoombe
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye i Nyamiraambo
Yarasiimvye ndatwaaye mw’Iduhiro
Urugabano rwaabaaye iwa Murago. (12-15)

Nyaandwi said, “I take Gikoombe.”
He said, “I take Nyamiraambo.”
He said, “I take Duhiro.”
The dividing line was around Murago.

These excerpts show how territories that are attributed to a given rebel in one version in
another, are said to have been grabbed by a different one.
The frequency of the occurrence of certain events and people’s names is as
important as the number of rebels we have in each of the two versions of Uraantuunga
Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President]. There are thirty rebels in the first version, as opposed
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to ten in the second. Besides, a question arises about Rugereesha,36 which is uttered ten
times in version one and seven in the other. With regard to this discrepancy, Vansina’s
contention that frequency by itself cannot enable any estimate to be made as to the
distorting influence of failure of memory (43) seems to apply here. There may be a hint
that the loss of truth in the performance process, is due to either concealment or simple
oblivion.
Regarding hearsay, which is another important factor in measuring the historical
truth contained in a testimony, we have very few instances of word-of-mouth transmission
in EN’s imidúri. I deem this to be a minor phenomenon, and thus will not consider it in this
study. Worth mentioning, though, is that recurrent cases of hearsay are to be found in
Urantunga Perezida, wherein warning is indirectly given to the stubborn rebels, namely
Muróbezi, Mazina-ya-Kinama, and Rugeresha.
The short passages in foreign languages, mostly Swahili and Kinyarwanda words
– as is the case in Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of Belgians], illustrate how close to
linguistic reality EN’s account of the past can be. Indeed, it is hard to deny Vansina’s
observation that symbolic statements are unintelligible to foreign listeners, without
accompanying explanations, because they often arise from association normally hidden to
the “aliens” (Oral Tradition 70). However, they display the author’s effort to be faithful.
On the other hand, Vansina’s double observation that (a) truth is what has been
transmitted by ancestors as having really happened) and (b) they do not trouble to think
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whether it really happened in the way the tradition describes – can hardly stand by itself.
EN’s midúri entail historical truth, although this is rendered in forms which are not directly
accessible to the non-specialist. While still agreeing with him that, in case of more than
one version, “there is no way of knowing whether the similarities are accidental, or whether
[...] they are to be found somewhere” (103), I am looking at what makes those differences
as well as why the artist insists on some facts and not on others.

3.2. Resistance in EN’s Midúri
Throughout the totality of the political songs I use in this study, it seems that the
recurrent theme is that of resistance. EN’s miduri use symbols and figures that contradict
the colonial and postcolonial rulers. In other words, resistance transpires in most of EN’s
songs, the idea of resistance follows different indirect channels depending on what is to be
resisted, whether the oppression is going on, or if it was in the past. In this section, I discuss
the consistency or similarity of resistance themes in all of EN’s songs.
EN’s miduri match Harlow’s characterization of resistance narratives which,
“embedded as they are in the historical and material conditions of their production and
given furthermore the allegiances and participation of the authors... testify to the nature of
the struggle for liberation as it’s enacted behind the dissembling statistics of western media
coverage and official government reports” (98). They produce stories within the stories
which are embedded in a historical process and ideological development. They also
confirm her contention that resistance narratives display the historical social context that
produced such symbols or images (85). At the same time, they raise a question about how
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important the historical aspect of EN’s songs is. According to Harlow, “resistance
narratives challenge the very effort to isolate literature and literary works from other
spheres of influence which has characterized much of western literary criticism and
practice. The resistance narrative is not only a document, it is also an indictment” (98).
David Scott pointed out that postcolonial criticism refers to a largely metropolitan
production, and that postcolonial critics have been silent on the relationship between the
idea of postcoloniality and its contemporary capitalist context (137-138). The sociopolitical situation in Burundi, which was troubled for the major part of the second half of
the twentieth century, might have inspired the poet’s decision to not produce praise poetry
exclusively, as was the case with his contemporaries. In Rundi culture umudúri is a mainly
laudatory genre played during joyful gatherings among family members or neighbors. On
occasions, umudúri was performed to please the audience, especially chiefs or other rulers.
However, in most of his songs, EN breaks the rule and attacks powerful people – either
overtly or covertly depending on circumstances. This required pioneering endeavor and
courage on his part, as the Burundian traditional society believes in the mighty power of
the ruler. As a matter of fact, from the onset of EN’s narrative on rebels, he warns that they
will be crushed (as in “Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora”).37 Belief in the power of the
ruler is displayed throughout the narrative by the repetitive failures of the rebels, which are
attributed to the mistakes, incapacity and vanity of the rebels themselves. Somehow, his
songs challenge the political and military challenge of the rebels.
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What’s more, one can identify another type of implicit resistance in EN’s songs,
namely resistance to prevailing performance standards. Whereas the general characteristic
of other umudúri performers is to chant the glory of the ruler, EN does away with flattery
and praise. EN’s midúri resist by means of special linguistic devices; also, they are sung in
EN’s own dialect, and pay little attention to the commonly agreed upon syntactic formulas
of standard Kirundi. On the other hand, he comes up with a wonderful way to resist the
distortions that colonial invasions brought about. Thus, the verse “Igihugu si icaana,
igihuugu si abaana” [“The country is not a child/ The country is not for children] is doubly
belittling the infantilized and infantilizing colonizer. At the same time, it shows the
colonizer that the indigenous acknowledge their own vigor, by asserting that they are not
kids, in spite of the colonizer’s might. Rather, he appears to tell the interlocutor, “you are
yourself a child if you think I can give you my beloved land and let you burn it” (bearing
in mind that at the beginning of this verbal exchange, Sigivu/ The Exterminator, the white
man, has asked Ngaanji to give him a land to burn).
EN’s miduri resist also through the peculiar esthetic style, which makes it insoluble.
This is the reason why understanding EN's miduri require more than the average mastery
of Rundi. EN remained faithful to himself and to his regional dialect. He could have
adopted any dialect he wanted, given what a consummate linguistic chameleon he was. In
fact, in Umugani w’Umutwakazi [The Tale of an Ethnic Twa Woman], he accurately
impersonates both the voice of the ailing woman and the ethnic Twa's way of speaking.
Through verbal irony, EN depicts the systematic rape of Rundi women by the
colonizers. His decision to verbalize in details an act that is normally considered taboo can
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be a form of resistance to the established tradition of condoning the ruler’s misdeeds. EN
insists on the sexual act in order to stigmatize the fallibility of the powerful colonizer who,
in spite of his might, cannot resist temptation. Rujuguma/ The stammerer, whom the poet
talks about, is not any lay colonizer, but a priest. To dramatically emphasize this vice, EN
chooses a priest as the personification of sin.
Verbal irony is also used to show colonizers’ infighting. EN particularly picks at
how the colonizers went as far as asking the indigenous for help against their colonizing
competitors. Thus, in Umuuzo w’Abazuúngu the German Bigiingo/ The Healthy, who
cannot battle the strong Belgian Rutáre, asks the Rundi prince Ngaanji to protect him.
Despite his persistent refusal to go to the various hiding places that the colonized prince
suggests to him, Bigiingo/ The Healthy knows that his fate is in the hands of Ngaanji. By
this ironical tirade, the poet focuses on how one can need help from the weak people that
he otherwise despises.
In the passage between Bigiingo/ The Healthy and the (black) policeman, the
colonizers and their manners are criticized. By depicting the powerful Bigiingo/ The
Healthy with groundnuts in his pocket, EN is ridiculing the German colonizer: from a
Rundi perspective it is inappropriate to put food items in one’s clothes. EN emphasizes the
fact that, when cornered, the German left aside his pride and let his otherwise powerful
status go below the lowest standards.
Resistance language is also expressed through onomastic features, mostly through
the names of the many victims of the colonization as listed in the EN imidúri. For instance,
in Umuuzo w’Ababirigi [The Advent of the Belgians], “Ntibihorá” [they cannot keep silent]
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can be alluding to the arrogance of the colonizer. In the same way, Rutáabíra (translatable
as “he who dies without screaming” or “who is killed in spite of his screams”), may suggest
that the victim chooses to die stoically because he does not trust the rulers. In other words,
there would be no point in suing the colonizer when the judiciary is in his hands.38 At the
other end, Rwáamo [big noise] may be said to be the antipode of Rutáabíra, while
Ruraáncuraanya [it takes me quickly and brutally] simply reminds of the ruthlessness of
the colonizer in handling the indigenous.
EN’s tactics change in the final stages of Excuse me Mr. President, where he
apparently abhors rebellious actions. Thus, a name like “Gasurira” [little insect] initially
connotes the insignificance not of the person but of his action. His attempted rebellion is
little in importance and so is the man. Another name that hints at the author’s attitude
towards the rebellion is “Karamuhuvya,” a name which literally means “the little one (that)
misled him.” There also some names whose meanings are ambiguous. One such name is
“Mwiitaba,” whose first possible meaning is “the one who answers to the call,” but also
“call him after these guys.” “Muróbezi” is “the one who disappeared for a certain while,”
or “the one who fishes for someone else.”
In case the listed people did exist, the repetition of their names is itself an act of
resistance to colonization through remembrance of the victims. This can be compared to
the reading out of the victims’ names during Holocaust remembrance sessions. The author

A situation better illustrated by the Rundi proverb “Nta wuburaana n’ishaamba ngo inkeende ice urubaanza
“[you should not sue the forest when the court is presided by the monkey].
38
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may be carrying out his duty to remember the deceased, be they rebels or not. After all,
their disappearance cannot leave any relative of theirs indifferent.
In the shorter version of Excuse Me, Mr. President the author keeps repeating the
formula “Uraantunga mugéenzi, uraantunga” [Excuse me dear friend/My Lord], in which
the core word “urantuunga” means both “excuse me” and “preserve me.” EN is asking the
President to forgive his indiscretion as it is observed in the first verse (in both versions),
but more than anywhere, it is in the second one that it is emphasized. In spite of this plea
for mercy, EN later attacks dictatorial censorship. In other words, by stating “Ubutabarirwa
mbabwire burazirwa” [Not listening to rumors is fatal] he seems to say “if you do not allow
me to criticize you, this will lead nowhere.” Therefore, in this performance the artist utters
loudly what many others are merely thinking or mumbling.
There are other ironical instances meant to appease the president after he had been
subjected to a series of verbal attacks on the part of the poet. Thus, EN says “let me go to
the president,” to then enumerate a list of unsuccessful rebels whom he showers with
insults. In the same way, and bearing in mind the importance and value of cows in the
Rundi culture, one understands how in “Stubbornness is what killed ‘Mazina-YaKináama,’”39 the rebel is compared only to the stable, not to the revered animals themselves
– perhaps an allusion to the rebels’ awkwardness. A similar message is borne by the
formula “Mu kukigabana wameengo baaroze”/ “Mu kukigabana wameengo basaaze”
[Like madmen they shared the land/ As if bewitched, they shared the land”], as well as the

Urantuunga Perezida, version one, lines 145, 148, and 160. Literally, this name means “Homonymous to
the cows’ stable.”
39
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additional verse comprising a different verb, which is found in the second version: Here,
EN is deploring neither the witchery nor the madness. Rather, he is alluding to the
inefficiency of those who act adventurously, if we are to judge from the repeated failures
of their actions. What is more, the reference to madness suggests that the rebels’ actions
were nothing short of suicidal.
In the shorter version of Uraantuunga Perezida [Excuse Me, Mr. President] we see
that the concluding remark in the form of a verbal addendum constitutes another hint at the
author’s position vis-a-vis the rebellion. By stating “Ni abo ni bo bagabura ibihugu
vy’abaandi,” [those are the ones who grabbed other people’s land], the author sounds like
someone who is denouncing them. The use of the particle “vy’abaandi” shows clearly that
he does not approve of their grabbing of other people’s land.
In brief, EN’s imidúri are resistant in nature,40 given how they oppose themselves
to the intruding colonizer’s values and to the power iniquity that is a corollary to
colonialism, but also how they oppose the post-colonial rulers and those who, in turn,
oppose them. As the strata of resistance accumulate, the poetics of EN sets out to define
aesthetic production as a complex movement whose historical relevance may not be
reduced to the layers of the actual history he is resisting. The miduri recount historical
happenings in highly figurative language and use elaborate expressions, thus contradicting
Harlow’s characterization of resistance poems as “linguistically and figuratively stark”
(51). Verbal art takes precedence over the rather stark art of history.

Anders Breidlid. “Resistance Reaction,” cited in Alex Laguma’s And a Threefold Cord,” Literary
Review, 1 (November 1999), p. 5.
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CONTEXT:

LIMITATIONS TO EMMANUEL NKEESHIMÁANA'S SONGS
In my approach to the limitation to EN's miduri, I hypothesize that the author
suffered not only from the lack of an appropriate framework for study, but also that the oral
genre in question was jeopardized by some of the themes that he tackled. The intrusion of
politics and ideology combined with the lack of coherent linguistic and literary policies in
postcolonial Burundi could cripple the development of the genre – and, to some extent, that
of national literature. This section aims to show the tacit ban which affected his songs.
Some of his compositions seem to have been censored partially, others totally. This
censorship was due to political and ideological interference in the design of language and
literary programs as well as the retrieval of oral literature.

4.1. Political and ideological interference
EN revolutionalized umuduri with a series of notorious songs, some denouncing
the colonizers’ brutality and others attacking post independence rulers with undisturbed
irony. According to Ndereyimaana “quand il [Nkeeshimáana] reprochait aux autorités
certains défauts, ses chants ne pouvaient que lui attirer des ennuis” (47). Thus, Burundian
public powers censored some of EN's imiduri. Moreover, Ngugi recognizes that asking
questions is a dangerous practice in a postcolonial society.”41 This helps us clarify the outer
interventions that EN’s songs encountered in post-colonial Burundi. The first and most
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overt intervention of political powers in arts for political motives is the selection of which
songs or versions of songs should (not) be aired, and at which time. Thus, Umuuzo
w'Abazuúngu and Umuuzo w'Ababirigi were aired mainly in the days preceding Burundi’s
Independence Day. Presumably, the choice of the period of independence commemoration
only is due to their direct relation to colonization. Though this appears to be a sign of
acknowledgement of the value of these two songs by public authorities, it may be construed
as yet another way of silencing this daring poet.
The second case regards choice and changes to national linguistic and literary
policies. Besides politics, the language policy in Burundi is key to understanding the
limitation of the impact EN’s poetry was allowed to have. Language policy somehow
matches the language used by the artist, and there is no secret that, though an invaluable
communication tool, language is also a powerful instrument of domination. In Ngugi Wa
Thiongo’s view, “the choice of language and the use to which it is put is central to a
people’s definition of themselves in relation to their natural and social environment, and in
relation to the entire universe” (Homecoming 4) Ngugi also recalls that language was “the
most important vehicle through which that power fascinated and held the soul prisoner. For
him, the bullet was the means of the physical subjugation and language was the means of
the spiritual subjugation” (Homecoming 12).
Ntahokaja on his part insists that the advent of independence should offer the
opportunity to return to the mother tongue:
Hier, il s’agissait de se faire admettre du maître européen, il fallait parler sa langue.
Demain, votre interlocuteur sera un Murundi. Dans la politique, comme dans la
profession, vous aurez besoin de parler sa langue. Il ne vous est pas loisible de
connaître sa langue ou l’ignorer (25).
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Yet, the language program in Burundi is far from matching this rather realistic proposal.
Literary education has been determined in a way that favors foreign works while ignoring
the local. Considering how the language of education in Burundi has consistently shifted
from Kirundi to French and then back to Kirundi, this is one such sign of subjection to
former masters. It is not clear whether this was done in order to please the former master;
however, it confirms Mamdani’s description of the structure of power in contemporary
Africa which, according to him, was shaped in the colonial period (Citizen and Subject 12).
In relation with the danger of leaving one’s mother tongue Ngugi, too, warns about
a “generation of youths who live between the worlds because of education in a language
whose culture they do not live in.” He observes that the result is an “economic, political
and cultural alienation of the majority of their postcolonial rulers … a replica of colonial
practices” (Moving the Center 48-49). He makes a radical suggestion, namely the
elimination of European languages departments in African universities. He also asks that
the center of literary studies be moved from Europe (or European languages) to Africa (or
African languages).42
In line with this problem of determining what language to use in the postcolonial
era, Ngugi observes that in the literary domain, neo-colonialism took place with no
transition from real independence given how all the major African writers use the European
languages while the majority of their readerships have their own languages. EN is not

In the form of a question he has been asking for long “Why can’t African literature be at the center so
that we can view other cultures in relationship to it?”( Ngugi Wa Thi’Ongo. Homecoming: Essays on
African and Caribeean Literature, Culture and Politics, p. 146).
42
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directly concerned with this language problem. He sings in his mother tongue and he is
understood by all his countrymen, whom he holds as the first, immediate interlocutors
during his performance. However, the limited outreach of the language he uses, the reduced
number of speakers and the geographical distribution of the Rundi language, have a
negative impact on the artist and the dissemination of his work.
In addition to the status of the poet’s language, the failure to publicize EN’s work is
imputable to the postcolonial public powers in the author’s country. Their role in elevating
the language of the colonizer does not only jeopardize the native language; it also violates
the principle of equality between languages as well. The negative role played by the public
powers with respect to Burundi’s oral literature appears in their inadequate retrieval of oral
texts. Little was done in this field, and the few texts that were recorded were not saved
systematically. The recorded songs were not given titles. It is not known whether the author
was ever asked the titles, or if they had been provided but then were lost in the retrieval
process.43 Moreover, there is no note accompanying or explaining the conditions in which
the recording took place: whoever recorded the songs may have found these features to be
irrelevant to the songs themselves. However, as pointed out by Harold Scheub in his
analysis of an oral performance, relation between the artist and the audience, the musical
and dance characteristics of the performance are a category that clearly relates the content
of a given song to the context of production (ix). Thus, whether these words were cut from
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the main text accidently or deliberately, following the recorder's judgment or ignorance,
they distort the reading of EN’s oral poetry.
The language and literary policy in postcolonial states appear to condition the
indigenous population into an inferior state. Indeed, as Ngugi states, “English, French and
Portuguese occupy the center stage. They are the official languages of instruction, of
administration, of commerce, trade, justice and foreign communications. In short, they are
the languages of power, but they are still spoken by a minority within each of the
nationalities that make up these countries” (Moving the Center 37). The linguistic policy in
EN's country is both a continuation and a corollary of colonialism itself. The choice
contradicts utterly the one suggested by Ngugi when he calls for the placing of African
studies at the center of literary departments in independent Africa. By favoring the former
colonizers’ language, the postcolonial rulers are not only perpetuating colonialism, but,
above all, jeopardizing their own mother tongues and the pertinent literary traditions
belonging to them. In Gérard’s view, “l’emploi exclusif du français dans l’enseignement
empêcha l’avènement de littératures écrites dans les langues vernaculaires” (Essais
d’histoire littéraire africaine 103-104). Therefore, it is not the colonizer alone who should
be blamed for this situation; the postcolonial ruler is equally responsible. The emerging
elites were capable of enhancing artistic production – short of developing one themselves.
The public authorities could have provided material and institutional support at least. But
they fell dangerously inactive, and for a rather long period. What we have instead is
“l’inquiétante ambiguité du soutien matériel et institutionnel que le pouvoir peut apporter
à la création littéraire” (Idem 98). The evolution of the patent law in Burundi proves it. For
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the colonial period, there was a three-article law passed in 1948 for the former Belgian
colony of Congo,44 which was extended to Burundi in July 1952.45 It required that all
artistic or musical productions be sanctioned by a colonial official; and the latter had full
power not to allow them to be performed. In 1978, a new law which explicitly stated in its
preamble that it was intended to protect the national folklore was adopted46. It classifies
umudúri as an “œuvre de l’esprit,” a category which, among other things, comprises
musical compositions with or without vocal accompaniment. But in spite of this pledge to
protect artistic products, the law in question remains silent on works that are still
unclaimed, as it is the case with EN’s. The situation is unchanged even in the new patent
law that was promulgated in 2005. Protection is provided for both vocal and instrumental
(article 4d) but EN’s miduri seem to be hanging between folklore and “oeuvre du domaine
public,” and neither category is protected. Therefore, the lack of appropriate protection for
artistic production, which characterized the colonial rule, has seen little change.
In brief, language policies in newly independent nations may depend on their rulers’
attitudes towards the former colonizers’ languages as medium of art production. In the
same way, the authorities in charge of linguistic policies in Burundi contribute to the
decline of their mother tongue. Without taking sides in the everlasting conflict between the
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A private property of the King of Belgium Léopold II even before the scramble for Africa that was endorsed
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dominant and the dominated, or trying to oppose humankind’s unstoppable march towards
recurrent domination, one realizes how the dominated subject can contribute overtly and
sometimes zealously to his own domination.

4.2. Dallying with the forbidden
EN tackled topics that are disturbing for the rulers, topics that are normally
considered as forbidden. This led to the censorship his songs had to suffer.
The first disturbing topic that he tackles regards the murders that were committed
by the colonizers. As illustrated in some of his songs, murder is carried out systematically,
and sometimes indiscriminately.
Bipaanze Umugaamba ni ho vyiica Ntibihora.
Biroye mu Kabiingo ni ho vyiica na Kanyota.
Biroye mu Mihaande biriishe Rutaabira
Ngo yaanse gusooza ngo bigaruke i Karingara
Biroye mu Bigera biriishe Ruraancuuraanya
Uyuundi ni Rwaamo
Birakubita barageenda.
(109-115)

They camped in Mugaamba where they
killed Ntibihora.
They went to Kabiingo where they killed
Kanyota.
They went to Mihaande, killed Rutaabira
For having refused to paddle them back to
Karingara.
They went to Bigera, killed
Ruraancuraanya.
Another one killed was Rwaamo.
All of them were done in by the white beasts

The reasons for those killings are given in just some instances, not all. But even when they
are provided, it is clear that they are far from justifying this unnecessary taking of human
lives.
The second disturbing topic concerns the colonizer’s brutality, as it is apparent in
the following examples of the mishandling of the colonized:
Birasiimba biramuraha vyaamutuuye ubugarame.
“Muraandeka ndabaha urwaarwa.”

The white beasts grabbed him
And forced him on his back to the ground.
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Yagize ngo araruuzana,
Rujuguma ararusoma
Asaanga ni rubisi
“Mwaa bakirisu nimurumene,
Murumenere kuri Rugari.”
Abakirisu barahira
“Twoorikora rikadukora.”
Rujuguma araruraha
Yarumeneye kuri Rugari. (117-125)
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“Have mercy on me.
I will give you banana wine.”
When he brought it,
Rujuguma/The Stammerer took a sip
And found that the wine was not mature:
“Christians, pour it down.
Pour it on Rugari!”
But the Christians swore not to pour it:
“It would damn us.”
Rujuguma/The Stammerer grabbed the wine
And poured it on Rugari.

Men are not the only victims of the colonizers’ brutality. On more than one occasion, the
colonizers raped women.
Vyaagize Naabiigeme
Bimutuura ubugarame:
“Nuuturaangire Mucari.”
“Mucari ntaa wuriho
Wagiye i wa Karuungu.”
“Kuura ibihuuzu!”
Bamukeenyeje isaambura. (64-70)

They grabbed Naabiigeme,
Pinned her down on her back.
“Tell us where Mucari is.”
“Mucari is not here.”
He went to Karuungu’s.
“Take off your clothes.”
They brutally undressed her.

This passage leads to the third and last instance of disturbing topics which EN deals with
and which may have caused the censorship of his work: sex. In ancient Burundi (and to
some extent, in modern times as well) discussion of sex was taboo. Traditionally, sexual
relations were confined to wedlock. Infidelity was secretely acknowledged and tolerated
between brothers, but beyond the family circle it was seriously punished (sometimes by
death). EN’s songs are special in that they discuss openly and sometimes in detail rape, a
vice that is rarely alluded to elsewhere. EN infringes on the limits of the taboo by using a
word that is normally restricted to swearing expressions. Here are a few passages: 47
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1. We muhuungu uri amanyáma
Mugábo ndagúha amafaranga
Umugoré tuziyeendera
Yabaaye icibaare (99-102)
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Man you are vain
But I will give you money
We will f*** the woman
She has become public property.

2. Ikiiza kiizira umuuntu,
Ni ugutóóra amafaraanga
Umugoré ni kwíiyendera (104-106)

It plagues one, not all.
Just grabbing the money
And letting the wife be f***ed by others.”

3. Ni nk’ukweenda Ruhihima
Ngo iyo umugaruye ngo ntabona
Ngo iyo umubwiiye ntiyuumva.
(22-24)

It is the same as f***ing an ever- complaining lady

4. Na nje iyo mba Ntoroogo
Nari kumanika ibinoono
Umugore nkíiyendera. (98-100)

If I had been Ntoroogo,
I would have taken the opportunity,
And f***ed the woman.

She does not listen when you talk to her
She does not look at you when asked to turn back

Considering how openly Nkeeshimáana discusses sex, it looks as if the rate at which the
sexual act is being de-sacralized has transformed him, to such a point that the poet talks
about it as if it were any ordinary gesture.
Finally, some passages may have been omitted because they harm the rulers who
do not want to talk about the colonizer’s mistakes.

4.3. The artist and the rulers
The relations between the artist and the rulers are another main factor that
determined the limited dissemination of EN’s miduri. Analyzing Nkeeshimáana’s relations
with those in power in his country, one remembers Ngugi’s categorization of postcolonial
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writers between “the official writers, or officially approved writers; and the unofficial ones,
that is, those who are not accepted by the government” (Moving the Center 94). Although
EN does not match completely any of these categories of writers, his songs reveal the
dilemma in which (post)colonial artists, and to some extent, governments, find themselves.
An example is the concluding verse in Umuuzo w’Abazuungu: “Eewe akari ejo bundi” [Oh
time]. It suggests that the artist is relieved that the colonial nightmare is at last over, and
that he could criticize it without fearing the colonizer’s reprisals. If we consider how daring
his songs are, EN illustrates White’s view about sub-Saharan Africa, according to which
“oral poetry in its various forms is permitted a freedom of expression which violates normal
conventions” (36).
Without reliable written materials or recordings and complementary field work,
there is an important question that remains unanswered, namely whether EN did (not)
criticize colonizers during the colonial rule. And what were his relationships with the early
postcolonial ones? According to Ngugi, in postcolonial states with a stronger intelligentsia,
the rulers’ erratic moves of all kinds were denounced and criticized through writings.
However, given how “so little Belgian effort had gone into education” during the colonial
rule,48 this could not be expected of Burundi as the population was mainly uneducated or
semi-illiterate. Therefore, EN's work is the equivalent of what was being written elsewhere
in early independent Africa. In fact, his songs display “the vocabulary by which the conflict
between colonial labor and imperialist capital was perceived” while at the same time, they

48
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“celebrate the departure of the Whiteman.” However, they are far from implying that “the
incoming Blackman by virtue of his blackness would right the wrongs and heal the wounds
of …colonialism” (Moving the Center 62-63). The celebration would not last for long.
Burundi was no exception to those countries that became independent in the fifties and
sixties but which opted for the instauration of anti-democratic, neo-colonial regimes. Under
such regime, the writer “can of course adopt silence or self-censorship, in which case he
ceases to be an effective writer, or he can become a state functionary ... and once again
cease to be an effective writer of the people, or he may risk jail or exile, in which case he
is driven from the very sources of his inspiration” (Idem 72-73).
No matter what choice the writer makes, the answer is to be sought in the
framework of colonial rule in general, and in its perpetuation through a comprador regime.
As Ngugi puts it, artists were faced with this dilemma: taking a critical stand against the
anti-national rulers, thus taking part in the perpetuation of imperialist domination, or
praising those comprador ruling classes in Africa (Idem 70). The question is how can a
writer function in such a society. Judging from EN's work, one must say that he seems to
have chosen a more critical stand. Still, there is a pronounced contrast between the subject
matter of his criticism and the language he uses to materialize it. Contempt and, perhaps,
calumny are unleashed – against the rebels. On the other hand his criticism is diluted in
ellipses when it comes to warning the President that he might fail like the rebels.
Also worth discussing is the artist's silence as to what caused the rebellion or what
might have made the president stubborn. Why do these omissions exist since the artist sings
about what has already happened? EN reminds the ruler of what he did, warning him that
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recalcitrance might be fatal. As there is no known evidence that EN himself did decide to
stop producing his songs, it is very unlikely that he performed any self-censorship. But
even if he may have done so, the limited dissemination of his work was more due to the
regime’s neo-colonialist nature which is symbolized by, among other things, the
domination of the artists by the ruler. This is to be understood in connection to a writer's
readership. In this regard, Ngugi argues that the postcolonial writer does not know who he
is writing for, though he knows who is writing about. In the case of EN’s midúri, the nature
of his audience is different from the one discussed by the Kenyan writer, and the focus is
on the ruler.
From another perspective, it would be reasonable to say that EN abused his "poetic
licence," a device which, according to White, has the value of allowing artists “to insult
not only people but also rulers, [...] provoke them but as long as it is in singing.” If this is
so, no doubt EN succeeded in transcending the particular historical context in the interests
of “justice and truth” (38). Consequently, although this helped the artist’s voice, it could
not leave him unharmed in this context where
the opposed forces constitute an imperialist or imperialist like tradition,
symbolized by the repressive regime, or any regime that is not so correct or
which does not show an orthodox management, starting from the one related
to language policies, or how it faces a resistance on the other hand. The
conditions are such that the former dominant keeps dominating, to such a
point that in the end, there are only two choices, namely submitting to theft
or to the death. (Decolonizing the Mind 3).
Just as it happened in the colonial era, where some dances and cultural performances that
were the core of the colonized’s soul were banned, independent national subjects may not
produce or enjoy the product of their artistic skills owing to what Nkashama (26-27)
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defines as postcolonial Africa’s new order.49 Thus, depending on his personality and his
relations with the public powers, the artist sometimes contributes to his own limitations.
He may be compelled to follow the trend, or choose to be audacious and face mortal risks.
In a nutshell, the extent of an artist’s dissemination is a function of his personal
capacity and choice, on the one hand, and his country’s linguistic policy and status, on the
other. This is how the outreach of EN’s midúri is disproportionately small with respect to
the author’s merit.

CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this study was to suggest a mode of reading Emmanuel
Nkeeshimáana’s poems imidúri. The first chapter presented the artist and his work in their
context of enunciation. It showed how as a daring poet, Emmanuel Nkeeshimáana, gained
fame and consideration among his fellow Burundians, but not all of them. The second
chapter explained how the genre umudúri is structured both as performance and as text.

“Un nouvel ordre [qui] se relie directement aux impérialismes qui continuent à meurtrir l'Afrique ... et cela
par le truchement des nouvelles bourgeoisies qui exploitent le peuple par les dictateurs similaires ou autres”
(Pius Ngandu Nkashama, Littératures africaines: de 1930 à nos jours, Paris: Editions Dilex, 1984, 26-27).
49
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The third chapter showed that, although performers of umudúri in general play laudatory
songs, EN went a step beyond and conveyed messages of resistance that are solidly
entrenched in the colonial and postcolonial history of the author’s country. Chapter four
attempted to formulate the reasons why the dissemination of the genre dwindled and keeps
dwindling due to the postcolonial iniquities. The public powers, subjected to his verbal
attacks through poetic license, opted for a quiet ban on EN’s songs. In some cases, this
form of censorship affected whole songs, but more frequently only passages were omitted.
From this, it is possible to further research the umuduri genre in general and
Nkeeshimáana in particular. The rather limited outreach of this oral performer is partly due
to the age-old conflict between the written and oral, usually settled to the advantage of the
former, and partly because of his reproachful remarks to authorities. Nkeeshimáana
enjoyed fame at times, rejection some other times.
The study showed how the artists’ talents are not sufficient to break the grip of the
intervention of public powers in artistic matters. The linguistic policy in Burundi, which is
characterized by a reverence to the former colonizers’ languages, plays a significant role
in the rather weak Burundian literary production and the subsequent limited significance it
has on the international stage: “we shall never know how many such independent-minded
bards went unrecorded because of the collector’s bias for ‘old’ songs” (Stolz 98). At a time
when it would have been a priority to revitalize their culture, some of the regimes in Africa
were busy crippling their literary output, which was very limited to begin with. In other
words, as far as the obstruction to the emergence of a national literature is concerned, the
neo-colonial state resembles colonialism, of which it is the corollary.
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All in all, in addition to the structure of the genre umudúri, the study shows how
Emmanuel Nkeeshimáana addresses a particular problem at a given time. Through the
songs of this poet and singer we discover how he resists colonization and its rampaging
effects – the distortion of history, the transformation of people’s morals – and at the same
time, we are informed of the strategies he uses to face these situations. Some aspects of
this study may be suggestive of ways to analyze the status of marginal cultures in the
current context of globalization.
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APPENDICES
A. SCRIPTS AND TRANSLATIONS OF EMMANUEL NKEESHIMAANA
SONGS
Song 1. Nta Mirambi Ntaraaye (The Solitary Wanderer)
Song 2. Umugore w’Umucuranyi (The Greedy Woman)
Song 3. Inamihuungwo (The Woman to Flee)
Song 4. Mukobwa Useguye Umwiza (Lady with a Handsome Guy)
Song 5. Kuresha Inkumi (Asking for a Girl’s Hand)
Song 6. Umugani w’Umutwakazi (The Ethnic Twa Woman)
Song 7. Biganza (Generous hands)
Song 8. Umuzo wAbazungu (The Arrival of the Whitemen)
Song 9. Umuzo w’Ababirigi (The Arrival of the Belgians)
Song 10. Urantunga Perezida (Excuse Me, Mr. President)
Song 11. Uruntu Patiri (A sort of Priest) [UNAVAILABLE]
The thesis corpus proper consists of songs 7 to 10, which are about political matters
in general and resistance in particular.50 None of the four songs has ever been translated
into a foreign language, contrary to the other songs, whose French translation had been
provided by Ndereyimáana (1996). Songs 1 and 2 have already been translated into English
by Bizindavyi (2000).
The passages in bold characters are the ones that have been censored. As for the
words in italics, they are not sung during the performance; the artist utters them as in
normal speech.
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ORIGINAL IN KIRUNDI

TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH

1. Ntaa Miraámbi Ntaáraaye

1. The Wanderer

Ntaa miraámbi ntaáraaye
Naráraaye mwaa Nyuundo.
Narávugiye iwa Ruhiinda
Namúsaanze i Mureeba
5 Naráraaye iwa Murwaanyi
Ndámusaanze mw'ii Deembe.

I have spent the night everywhere.
I spent the night at the Nyuundo’s.
I have expressed myself at Ruhiinda’s
I found him at Mureeba.
I spent the night at Murwaanyi’s
When I found him at Geembe.

Sekaséka tuyaagé
Nooharúura nooruha.
Nkiri mutó ní bwo butiindi
10 Mbiríbiri ntíbuza intíimba
Nzootuunga ejó níyo majo.

Let us chat and laugh.
I will be tired if I count.
“I am still young” is the worst thing.
Good appearance does not forbid sorrow.
“I will be rich tomorrow” is the fatal error.

Ashe imbere naráraaririye
Amasaká akíri ibiroonge.
Nooné ni imikírangiingo
15 Gira ungabíre ungaánze.

I guarded many fields of growing Sorghum.
Now that it has grown up
Give me a present
And let me become your subject.

Amagoórwa ni meénshi
Mwaa bahuúngu murí aho.
Gusaba nt'uúgabane
Ni nk'úkuvyáara nt'uútume.
20 Ni nk’ukurima ntiwíimbure
Biraháamba mu coobo.
Ni nk’ukweenda Ruhihima
Ngo iyo umugaruye ngo ntabona.
Ngo iyo umubwiiye ntiyuumva.
25 Namubariye umuraare
Umutima urajororoonga.
Ndamubarira umuraanzi
Mu guseka arataantamuka
Nk’uwutwaawe na Nyamiroomba.

Misfortunes are numerous, buddy.
Seeking for a gift and never getting it
Is like having a child and never assigning him a
mission.
It is the same as cultivating and never harvesting.
It buries you in a big whole.
It is the same as f***ing an ever-complaining lady,
She does not look at you when asked to turn back.
She does not listen when you talk to her.
When I told her of cooled food she got sad.
When I told her of smoken meat
Her laughter was too loud.
Like screams by a person drowning in
Nyamiroomba.

30 Muraabe mwuumva biroonda.
N'úwubíroonse arabíbura.

Do you hear this?
Even what you have can be lost.

Jeewé nabáaye nkívuuka
Narávuukiye urwíimo.
Nagíze ngo ndageenda
35 Naráteeye mu gahiínga.
Turahwáana n'Imáana
Ndapfukama ndayiseenga
Nti uraampa inká n'áabáana.

As soon as I was born
War broke out
Very early
And I met God.
Far away in a destitute land
I knelt down and prayed him:
“Give me cows and children.”

Nabáaye nkígeenda
40 Nteera agatooke karúuma.
Nteera umumáanda urúuma
Neenda umugoré arageenda.

When I started to walk
I planted a small banana tree, which soon dried.
I planted a ficus, which soon dried
I married a woman, who soon left me.
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Ntobera imbwá zibiri
Imwé ndayiise Ntaampéera,
45 Iyiíndi “Pfayukumúha
Ntaa mpéera y'úmurozi.”
Ntawuunkuundá ngo araambé.
Raaba ubwóoro bukuura ijoro
Ku mutáaga bukageenda.
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I raised two dogs
I called the first “No-Reward.”
I called the other “Give him-Anyway,”
“There is no reward for a sorcerer,”
“Nobody that loves me can live long.”
Poverty is heavier at night
But disappears during the day.

50 Iyó uhwaanyé n'abageenzi
Muraseka mukayaaga.
Ubóonye imvúra irábije
Ntuúgire ngo mara abáansi
N'úmukúunzi birajaana.

When you meet friends
You laugh and talk.
When you see a lightning
Do not tell it to exterminate your enemies,
Even a friend can perish with them.

55 Icó ugutíinya uratiinya umuryaango
Umuryaango uragurana.
Ikiindi c’ugutiinya muraatiinya Ababirigi
Ni bo biishe Ntibihora
Mu maazi y’Umugaamba.
60 Ikiíndi có gutíinya muratiinya abo bagoré.
Abagoré abo muboná
Bari kuné bari gutaanu.
Harihó Ceendéza cáambogoye,
Ndeze urujáana umugabo;
65 Hari Igisóromandáandura;
Hari Ikinyeézimakwaakwa;
Hari Koóyakaamugabo;
Hari Karabadukaakáne,
Emera akaryóoshe ntíkaryá umwé;
70 Hari Ciínyo c'íimbariké caábaritse Nyarureembo,
Ohe inyána zica ibiziriko.

One thing to fear is the family.
Family can sell you.
Another thing to fear is the Belgians
They killed Ntibihora in the waters of Mugaamba.
Another thing to fear is women.
Those women that you see
Fall in four to five categories:
There is “Husband-Killer;”
There is “I-Chaperon-My-Husband’s Death;”
There is “I-Harvest –By-Unsoiling-Everything;”
There is “The-Clutching-Cockroach;”
There is “The-Husband's-Small-Hair;”
There is “Get-Ready-To-fight,”
“Agree-That-What-is –delicious-Must-Be-Shared.”
There is ‘Big- tooth- searching- to- kill,
Tooth that seduce Nyarureembo.”
And made calves cut their rope.

Abagoré abo muboná Hmm !
Umugoré w'ímburakimazi
Arabúra icó akumaríra
75 Ngw'arakwíisha iminihiiro.
Umugoré “Sinoobigigwa”
Mboonye aróogwa kuu nzira.
Umugoré Nyambikanyámbika
Biragutama ukíinumira.

Oh, those women!
The good-for-nothing woman
Can only trouble you with groanings
The woman “They-Would-Never-Do-It-To-Me”
Will die wandering.
The woman “Please-Dress-Me”
Drives you mute with her pressing demands

80 Wáa muhúungu Nzirayarwó
Azoopfa yíiseguye ibuye
Abaándi bíisegura inkumí.
Umuhuúngu Ntoroogo
Níwe Ntoroogo ya Mabano.
85 Kare yatúurwa inkóro
Nooné atuurwa ibinoono.
Inkumí yamwíigemura yee !
Isaanga aratéetse ibinoono:

The boy Nzirayárwo
Will die using a stone as his pillow
While others are using girls.
That guy named Ntoroogo,
The son of Mabano,
Before whom people used to bend,
Is now offered sabots.
A young girl brought herself to him
But found him cooking sabots
Go, my dear, you will come tomorrow.
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“Geenda maáma urooza ejó
90 Usaanze ntéetse umwuuga umwe.”
Abakoóbwa baraseka.
Abahuungu baragaya.
Naanje iyo mba Ntoroogo
Nari kumanika ibinoono
100 Umugore nkiiyendera.
Urashaza nt'úsuumvyá irobé.
Uratóna nt'úsuumvyá indósho.
Iyó ushoonjé ntíwiiryá.
Urakena ntíwiiyámbara.
105 Twaákize ibinyámahaánga
Ntituzóokíra ibinyamasuunzu.
Haagupfá wookwíimuka
Ngo uwakúboonye aguha iminwe.
Ntaawuhóra ahó yabáaye
110 Imáana iba yáramuháaye.
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I am cooking one single job today.
Girls laughed at this.
Guys despised it.
If I had been Ntoroogo,
I would have taken the opportunity,
And f***ed the woman.
You are coquettish, but not as paste.
You are the favourite, but not as a basting spoon.
When you are hungry you cannot eat yourself.
You cannot dress yourself when you need clothes.
Though we have survived from the foreigners,
We will not escape from the tufted beasts.
Better move than die
Likewise, whoever saw you can give you hands.
Nobody can always stay where he has lived
Unless God helped him to.
Let us stop here this talk.

Ngo uravúga ntíwooyamara.
Umugoré wa múkurwaanje
Araámbona agakímagirika,
Hmm ! Inyána zicá ibiziriko.
115 Umugoré Musaníwaábo
Yarásetse urupíya n'ínusú,
Amafaraánga haambavu.
Umwóoro ntáraguza
Ngw'aba agíiye kuruhama.

When my elder brother’s wife sees me
She behaves like calves seeing their mothers.
That extremely beautiful woman
Who received a lot of money
Just because of her smile.
A poor person cannot consult a [which] doctor
Unless he goes to search for his death.
If you own riches, consume them;
If you do not, give to friends.

120 Woobitúunga woobiryá
Utaabiryá bihe abageenzi.
2. Umugore w’úmucúranyi

2. The Greedy Woman

Arí wewée maa!
Arí wewée maa!
Ko ubu urirá ndahwéera ee
Njíishi yakáma ideenga
5 Mukoóndo wa Muhabuura.
Igicúro c'úumwíizá
Kiracúra kirabáaga yee.
Kiracúra mu karuúndi ii.

There you go, dear!
There you go, dear!
You are screaming to death,
Rope that milked fat cows
Navel of Muhabuura.
The presentiment of a good person
Sticks and chafes
It sticks in the shinbone.

“Pfuundikira ndabóonye
10 Ivyáara riba kare maa.”

No need to give everything to devines.
Maternity announces itself earlier.
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Umugoré w'úmucúranyi ii.
Aheenga rurakámye yee:
“Iri shíga ntiríkwootse ee
Yo ukiikíra izíiko ee
15 Uméengo urwáaye,
Ari indwáara zó ngaáha ee
Ziri nk'ízihíinguuye ee.”

A greedy woman said
When provisions are over:
“This firebox could burn you.”
“Do not get close to the firebox
As if you were suffering
Of those diseases of yours,
Which are special ones.”

“Oya vyúuka utabáare ntuúze
Tábaara iyo ntuureeka.
20 Haákurya karayéenga yee,
Haákuno karayéenga.”
Ati “Ntabara ndarwaye.”
“Icó urwaayé ndakíizi.
Urwaaye ibutíinyi.
25 Ni intezi y'úmukwé.
Mbona báateeye keéra
Ruháanga na Kagoro maa.”

“Wake up and rush to help,
There is an uproar over there
There is uproar here.
I know what your disease is.
You are suffering from fear
Fear of your son-in-law.
Ruhaanga and Kagoro attacked
A long time ago.

“Ubona ngw'iri ku zíiko
Ugira ngo ndagúcura yee ntuu.
30 Nkagúcura yee ntu
Yeéwe mbeé nkurahíre wuumvé?
Maáma urwaánjaanye ikiboondo.
Ku muvúno w'íizúuba
Nasígaye ndayiingwa.
35 Níipfunya nk'íicíibo ee,
Níituna nk'íintóosho,
Mu kwéezi kwaa Kábozá yee,
Umuúnsi wandéembeera
Ukwéezi kweéya muu nda.”
40 Umugabo yarámuhínyuye.
“Hiingá ndakubisé maa.”
Aheenga arakíkúuye ee.
“Haraahó woobá haáfi ntuúze ?
Karaba twiihémaange.
45 Twaári twáararíiye
Imiínsi ikíri imyéeru
Ngo Rureémba itáraaza aa.”
Umugoré w'índa ndeende
Muvyáara w'ívuubi ii,
50 Mugoré w'úmwaangushi
Ariiye ikigega níngoga hee;
Aheenga buraheze ntuu:
“Yeéwe wooza tugasuhuuka
Kó buhaayé gukéeha hee.”
55 Umugabo aramúbwiira
“Maáma mbona undíiriye hano hee
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“Do you think I will eat
All that is cooking?
I cannot eat more than you
Let me swear on my child’s death, if you want.
I remember the day you caught me by surprise
It was at the break of the sun
I remained sullen
I crouched down like a whetstone
It was in the month of ‘Kaboza’
The day you surprised me
The moon was growing in the belly.
The husband had unmasked her
“Let me leave you alone.”
When she had eaten herself full
“Come wash your hands
So that we can pretend to eat
This is not eating.
We ate when days were still favorable,
Before Rureemba came.”
The woman whose belly is like a den
Though she pretends it is like a wasp’s
That woman who is a liar.
After she has consumed a full granary so quickly
When there they are over
She says to her husband
“Let us move away
Since food is becoming scarce.”
The husband tells her Mother,
I see you are bullying me now
What will happen when we are away?”
There you will stab me
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Nka bisho mu kiráaro hóohó uroonsogoota.
Ikinága caáraguhóombanye
Gita umwuúka ugata itoongo.”
60 Barabára ni isha yee maa
Iyo mbeba n'úmukaánda yee.
Imbwá ní magana yee maa.
Musyeeshé uburó buréeze ee.
Icuúgu n'úmuyaánda,
65 Ikivuumbura n'úmujiínja,
Urukwáavu ni nkina núumye ee.
Inkokó ní umusuúmbwa
Impúungu ndabúrumaanga yee,
Umusóre mporanfóoye ee,
70 Inkumí mporangíiye.
Igitáamba ní nyamurwáayi
Amaguru ní amagéenda,
Amáaso ndabiroréere ee
Matwí ndavyuúmvirize.
75 Mwiíza wáacu naáwe,
Kizyéegamúraánzi
Nayó ibinoono ndayoora.
Mwóoro ndahíiriwe
Mu kuryáama nkaraamvya,
80 Kaguru ndamanika mw'iikóma
Ngo ndatsíinze ruraayi
Ngomba kubabwira kandi umugani w’umugore
Inamihungwo yatwara umugabo iwabo
kumwicirayo. Na we nyene…yaragize nabi.

51
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Your cooking pot has collapsed
When it steams out, you will run away
You invite the Gazelle
You invite that rat and the varan
Dogs come by the hundreds,
You invite them to grind the millet as it is mature
You invite the gecko and the pygmy
The varan wants to eat everything up
The hare eats while playing silently
The chicken is surpassed
The eagle is pleased with what it has
The young man is always ready,
The young girl going away.
The young spouse pretends to be ill
Legs are for walking
Eyes are for seeing the consequences.

Our beautiful lady
Is looking for smoken meat
While I gather sabots.
I am poor but happy.
When I sleep I unfold my legs
Sometimes I stretch my leg as high as the lintel.
Victory is for me, the black bull.
I would also like to tell you the tale of a woman named
Inamihuungwo who took her husband to her parents’
home to kill him. She, too, did very bad.

3. Inamihuungwo

3. The Woman to Flee 51

Uvugiye mu mararo ee cobo
Mbe wovugiye mu duhinganzira
Umugore yarandiye maa.
Wa mugore Inamihungwo,
5 Inamihungwo yarahuganiwe.

What you tell me here in public
You should tell it at croassroads.
A woman harmed me, dear
The woman named Inamihuungwo,
The very one who was morally poisoned.

Yagiye n’iwabo ee maa
Se wiwe aramubaza cobo
“Uragenda uzomuzane maa
Urooshika nkubagire inguumba.
10 Ndi n’ingumba ngo y’imbagwa ee ma,
Ndi n’ishuri ngo y’imbagwa ntuze
Intembutso barenze.”
“Vuga buke ntakwumve dawe

One day she went to her parents’ home
Her father asked her,
“Please go and bring us your husband
I will butcher a sterile cow if you succeed
I have a fat cow to butcher.
I have a young bull, too.
The sorghum beer to be consume with the beef.
Is already brewing.”

Given the ambiguous morphological structure of the name, the meaning can also be “the woman who keeps
fleeing.”
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Yaracishije amaruka maa.”
15 “Uragenda umubwire aroza.”

“Don’t speak up, father, he might hear you.
He has protection amulets.”
“Go and tell him, he will come.”

Inamihungwo yaragiye maa
Ahenga mu gicugu ca mbere cobo
Ijooro riciiye imisengo:
“Wa mugabo ngo tugende i wacu
20 Sobukwe yakuntumye maa.
Muramwawe arakuntuma
Bari n’ingumba y’imbagwa
Ya ntango barenze’
Umwishozo ngo w’ingumba ee maa.”
25 Inamihungwo “singenda ee maa.”.”
“Data nzira ntakujana ee maa.”

And so, Inamihuungwo left.
In the middle of night,
When dawn is approaching,
She said, “My dear husband, let’s go to my parents.
Your father-in-law told me to invite you.
Your brother-in-law invites you.
They have a fat strile cow to butcher.
There is a big pot of beer to accompany the beef,
That is already brewing.”
“I won’t go there, my dear Inamihuungwo.”
“May I sleep with my father if I do not get you there.”

Yahenze mu gitondo
Aravyuka arugurura.
“Wa mugabo ngo tugende i wacu
30 Kubaga yaa nguumba ee maa.”
“Inamihungwo singenda ee maa.”
“Data nzira ntakujana ee ma.”

Early in the morning,
She woke up and opened the compound:
“Hey man, let us go to my parents
To butcher the sterile cow.”
“I won’t go there, my dear Inamihuungwo.”
“May I sleep with my father if I do not get you there.”

Yagize ngo aravyuka coobo
Rya sanga riracika maa.
35 “Wa mugore undabishe muyoo.”
“Dawe nzira,” asemerera “baa coobo
Nta mwaku w’ibigenda ee maa
Ni umugozi warabunzwe ee maa.”

When he got up,
His waist amulet broke up.
“Look at this, ma’am.”
She screamed, “No bad omen in this,
I swear to my father, that cord has weevils.”

Bagumye ngo bagenda
40 Bateye mu duhinganzira
Wa muheto urisenya na wo.
“Ehe Inamihungwo undabishe muyo.”
“Dawe nzira asemerera.
Baa cobo uwo muheto warabunzwe
45 Ni yaa mungu yawuriye muyoo.”

As they continued
They arrived at crossroads,
The bow broke down.
“Look at this, my dear Inamihuungwo.”
She screamed, “No bad omen in this,
I swear to my father, that bow has weevils.”

Bagumye ngo bagenda
Bateye mu duhinganzira
Bahwanye n’umuyombe ee,
Umuyombe nya muyombe ee.
50 Umuyombe uramubaza:
“Waa mugabo ugenda hehe?”
“Jewe ngeenda kubarama.”
“Urabarama urapfuye shahu
Uno munsi uvuga intambi maa
55 Inamihungwo ivyo uravyumva ee muyoo
“Dawe nzira ivyo nkavyumva cobo
“Umuyombe uraduhenda
Uguteshe ya nguumba ee maa.”

As they continued
They arrived at crossroads,
They met an unfinished pot.
A really unfinished pot,
Which asked him,
“Man, where are you going?”
“I am going to have fun.”
“Instead of fun you will meet death.
Today you will be stabbed.”
“Do you hear that, Inamihuungwo.”
She screamed, “No bad omen in this,
May I sleep with my father
If I pay attention to this
This pot distracts us,
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Bagumye ngo bageenda
60 Bateye mu duhinganzira
Bahwanye n’inkona ee na yo
Iracura itagira inyundo ee maa
Ivuguta ata muvuba.
“Wa mugore undabishe muyoo.”
65 “Nta mwaku w’igisiga cobo
Iyo nkona iraduhenda
Iduteshe ya ngumba ee maa.”
Bagumye ngo bagenda
Bateye mu duhinganzira
70 Bahuye n’imbwebwe
Iraasimba ngo yambuka
“Inamihungwo undabishe ee maa.”
“Imbwebwe iraduhenda cobo
Iduteshe ya ngumba ee maa.”
75 Bahwanye n’impongo na yo
Iraasimba ngo yambuka
“Wa mugore undabishe ee maa.”
“Impongo iraduhenda ntuze
Iduteshe ya ngumba ee maa.
80 Ukumva wananiwe cobo
Urabura uze ndaguheke.”
Yamutereye i mugongo ee maa
Arakunda aramujana
Yamushikanye ngo n’iwabo
85 Aratuye kw’irembo maa
Seebukwe “Nakubonye ee.”
Abwira abo mu nzu
“Gende muzane ivyero
Inamihungwo aramuzanye ee maa.”
90 Barakoranije ivvyero
Muramuwe “Nakubonye ee maa.”
Amusumira amaboko ee maa.
Inabukwe “Nakubonye.”
Amusumiye ubwo mu nda ee
95 Baragiye no mu nzu
Basohoye ico kibezi ee maa
Baaciriye kw’izosi coobo
Ya mbezi iravunika ee ma
Inamihungwo arababwira
100 “Nta mbezi yomwica
Gende muzane inkota yee.”
Bazanye na ya nkota na yo
Baciriye kw’izosi coobo
Ya nkota iravunika ee maa
105 Inamihungwo arababwira

And will have you miss the fat cow.”
As they continued
They arrived at crossroads,
They met an eagle
Doing smithy without a harmer
Activating the fire without a soufflet.
“Look at this, my dear Inamiguungwo.”
“No bad omen with birds
This eagle will derout you
From the fat cow.”
As they continued
They arrived at crossroads,
They met a jackal
Which jumped across their path
“Look at this, my dear Inamihuungwo.”
“The jackal will derout us
From the fat cow.”
They also met an antelope
Which jumped across their path
“Look at this, my dear Inamihuungwo.”
“The antelope will derout us
From the fat cow
If you feel tired
I will carry you on my back.”
She put him on her back
And he agreed to be carried
She carried him up to her father’s home.
And put him at the compound’s entrance
“I got you,” his father in-law said
“Go bring gifts for Inamihuungwo
She managed to bring him.”
They brought the gifts.
“I got you,” his brother-in-law said
And grabbed him by the hands
“I got you,” his mother-in-law said
And grabbed him by the waist.
They entered the house
And brought out an axe
Which they struck him on the neck
And the axe broke.
Inamihjuungwo told them:
“No axe can kill him
Go bring a sword.”
And they brought the sword
They struck his neck with it
The sword broke
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“Nta nkota yomwica
Gende muzane umuheto
Muzane na ya ngobe ee ma.”
Barafora baratubika cobo
110 Wa muheto ngo uravunika ee maa
Se wiwe ramubaza
“Inamihungwo tugire dute
Aranse ngo guhwera ee maa.”
“Arabesha arahwera ee dawe
115 Imiziro yiwe ndayizi ee maa.
Muzane igihondogori
Muzane na ya nyundo
Yaa nyundo y’umukumbi.
Muzane umusekuzo
120 Muzanhe na ya ntosho
Ndabarangire ubwenge ee.”
Bazana igihondogori
Bazana na ya nyundo
Arasimba aramurenza ee maa.
125 Arasimba Inamihungwo
Yamuriye ngo ayo menyo ee maa.
Amenyo yo kw’izosi cobo
“Urandiye Inamihungwo ee maa.
Urandiye ntakuriye muyo.
130 Ivyoombera nakwambitse cobo
Urudodi nakwambitse muyoo.
Iyo mpuzu nakwanbitse,
Akajambo twayaze,
Inamihungwo urampuganiye ee.”
“Ku mutima nakubariye ntuze
140 Ko tugucinja nk’ingumba ee maa.
Ku mutima nakubariye
Ko tugucinya nk’ishuri
Ubuntu bugira uugomba ee maa.”
Barakubita ngo araryama
145 Inamihungwo yarahuganiwe.
Mugabo na we nyene yarahora i wabo bari
baricaniye umuntu. Hanyuma rero baramushiingira
ngo- ngo vyaribagiwe.
Ngoomba kubagirira akandi kagani k’ingeene
mpora ncuraangira ba maabuja ndiko ndabaseega
inzooga.
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Inamihjuungwo told them :
“No sword can kill him
Go bring a bow
And bring the hooked spear.”
They aimed and struck him
But the bow broke.
Her father asked
“What shall we do, Inamihuungwo?
He cannot die.”
“He will die, I tell you.
I know his tricks
Go bring igihoondogori
And bring the hammer,
The big hammer.
Bring the grinding club
And bring the grinding stone.
And I will show you my know-how.”
They brought igihoondogori
And the hammer.
She took them and threw them over his head.
And Inamihuungwo bit him
She bit him on the neck
“You bite me, Inammihuungwo
You bite me though I have never harmed you
Remember the bracelet I gave you
Remember the clothes I gave you
And the sweet words we exchanged.
You poison me, Inamihuungwo!”
“I meant secretly
That we will kill you like a sterile cow
I meant secretly
That we will butcher you like a bull
Whether we like it or not.”
And so they struck him.
Inamihuungwo was morally poisoned.
But she too, was avenging someone. The man’s family
has killed one of her relatives. Afterwards they got
married as if, as if everything had been forgotten.
Let me tell you the story that I usually play when
asking beer from my mistresses.
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4. Mukoobwa Useguye Umwiiza

4. Girl with a Handsome Man

Deengadeenga mukobwa we
Jaandajaanda mukoobwa.
Mukoobwa useguye umwiiza naawe
Uri n’ico ubwiira abaandi
5 Uri n’iico ubarira boose

Feel at ease, young girl.
Have fun, young girl.
You who are holding a good man in your hands,
You have something to tell to others
You have something to boast.

Horere ntu!
Horere ntu!
Horere ntu!

Be calm,
Be calm,
Be calm.

Ko umbarira igitaambi
10 Uriimwo uraambara muko?
Ko umbaariye igiteenge
Uriimwo uraambara mukoo?

You boast to me the piece of cloth that you are wearing
You are boasting to me the cloth in cotton
That you are wearing!

Umukoobwa Ruyeeye.
“Ruyeeye ko utarima?”
15 “Sinzoorima ndwaaye.
Oya ndooja i Butuuro
Gutuurwa imiraamba
Oya ndooja i Mwuurire naho
Nza kwuurira ng’ijana.”

Pearl-like girl!
Why don’t you cultivate the soil?
I won’t cultivate as long as I am ill.
Rather, I will go to Butuuro
Where I will be praised.
Rather, I will go to Mwuurire,
Where I will amass reaches.

20 Ngo umwiiza yoba iyo uba weewe
Urabura ukamwaaka indaaro
Uraabura ukmwaaka indaaro.

Better good people near your place
If needed, you can ask them to house you.

Intoore yoorima
Ineera yoosuma
25 Umwiiza yoohiba.

Elites should produce what they need.
Good-for-nothing should be buying everything.
Good people should walk elegantly

Horere maa!
Horere maa!
Horere maa!

Be calm,
Be calm,
Be calm.

Mu beeza ngo bariho naho
30 Uwaboonye Ruhiinda
Umusaanze Mureeba
Na we urabura Ukamwaaka indaaro.

Here is a list of kind people.
If you know Ruhiinda
He cannot fail to house you
If you find him in Mureeba.

Uwaaboonye Murwaanyi nawe
Umusaanze iyo Deembe
35 Nawe urabura ukamwaaka indaro.

If you know Murwaanyi
He cannot fail to house you
If you find him in Deembe.

Uwaboonye Gasaake
Nawe umusaanze i Nyaruheengeri
Urabura ukamwaaka indaaro

If you know Gasaake
He cannot fail to house you
If you find him in Nyaruheengeri.

Uwaboonye Muhiirwa

If you know Muhiirwa
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40 Nawe umusaanze i Buhinyuza
Urabura ukamwaaka indaaro.
Uwaboonye Narugina
Nawe umusaanze Namaambwe
Urabura ukamwaaka indaaro.
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He cannot fail to house you
If you find him in Buhinyuza.
If you know Narugina
He cannot fail to house you
If you find him in Namaambwe.

45 Horere maa!
Horere maa!

Be calm,
Be calm,

Mukoobwa, “Ndaguheere mbee
Twiigire i Buheranyi
Kuyaaga amaheranda
50 Uze wambara irerema?”

Girl, I will reward you
If we go together at Buheranyi.
To chat intimately.
So that you wear long embroidered dresses.

Horere maa!
Horere maa!

Be calm,
Be calm,

Ako ni akagani ka ba maabuja rero.
Mbeega ngeende kuja kureesha inkumi na ho
mwuumve?

So this is the story for my mistresses.
Would you like to hear me courting young ladies?

5. Kureesha inkuumi.

5. Asking a Girl’s Hand

Baambewe maama
Imbiribiri maama
Isuumba ineera eewe
Nzooribara maama Nkuuribona.
5 Nzoogwa he? Jeewe ndoogwa kure!

O girl!
A handsome person
Is better than a good-for-nothing
I will say it
Like someone who saw it.
Where shall I die?
Very far, I bet.

Naragiiye maama
N’i Mukuzi maama
Mwaa Ruhiinda
Turahwaana yeewe n’iyo nkumi.
10 Ya nkumi jeewe, araambaza yeewe
Arambaza, ambazagiza.
“Izina ryaawe maama ryubutoore
Yeewe uri inde naawe waa muhuungu?”
Nti “Ni jeewe
15 Ndi Rukoore maama rw’iraanda.
Yeewe rusoromwa maama n’uwugoomba.
Uwutagoomba yeewe akiigiira.”
Nteeye imbere naanje
Ndamubaza mbega.
20 Yaa nkumi naanje, araampisha.
Naanje “Nkubarire maama iziina ryaawe
Waa nkumi, jeewe ndarimenya:

I went to Mukuzi at Ruhiinda’s
I met a beautiful, young girl
Who asked me insistingly’
“What is your nickname?
Tell me who you are, young man.”
“I am rampaging lentil,” I said.
“Whoever wants can harvest it
Whoever does not want can leave it.”
Farther away, I, too, asked her
But she did not tell me her name.
“Let me tell you your name, girl.
I will find it, girl.
You are the dynamic of nights
Rujugira’s daughter,
Girl of Royal descent,
Music-playing navel,
Thighs with loud sounds,
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Ni ‘Mvuzamajoro wa Rujugira
Mukoondo uvuza amakoondera
25 Bibero bihiinda amajeembe
Inaseenge wa Gihuumbi,
Ncuti y’abakigera mu kigega.’ ”
Twaaragiye
Nteera imbere
30 Arambaza irindi ry’ubutoore
Nti “ni jeewe maama ndi Rupaande.
Eewe ndi Rupaande maama rwaa Munyiki.
Rutaburwa maama n’uwugoomba
Uutagoomba yeewe akiigiira.”
35 Twaaragiiye
I muhira
Yaa nkumi yeewe abwiira nyina
“Uyu muuntu maawe tumuhe iki?”
Nyina na we maama “Mbee asa ate?”
40 “Geenda maawe wirorere.”
Nyina wiiwe yaaje araambona
Amubwiira
“None muhe inzoga maama ntayimara.”
Yaampaaye yeewe yaa nzoga
45 Y’indimano yeewe
Naasomye yeewe ndararama.
“Twaara ubiike maama siinywa inzoga.”
Arageenda eewe abwiira nyina
“Uno muntu maawe
50 Ntaanywa inzoga noone tumuhe iki?”
“Muhe urwaarwa maama ntarumara.”
Yaampaaye yeewe n’urwaarwa.
Naasoomye maama noongera.
Ndoongeera yeewe ubwaa gatatu.
55 Naasomye maama ubwaa kane
Ubwaa gataanu yeewe noongera.
Nyina na we: “Mbee wa mukoo eewe
Tiinya maama uwo ni so”
Yaa nkumi na we
60 Ararahira:
“Ambara neeza maawe uwo ni umukwe.”
Nyina wiiwe na we ararahiye.
Atoora inkoni yeemwe ngo barwaane
Yaa nkumi na we atooye iyiindi
65 Baambaza:
“Noone duhanure naawe ga Rupaande.”
“Baangwe mbabarire naamwe muri mweebwe
Uungoomba
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Gihuumbi’s aunt
Accessible to rich men only.”
As we proceeded,
She asked me my other nickname.
“I am The-Black-loincloth, girl
That is worn by whoever wants
But neglected by those who do not want.”
We arrived at her home.
The young girl told her mother,
“What shall we give to this person, mother?”
“What does he look like?” her mother asked
“Go and look yourself.”
Her mother came and saw me
“Give him sorghum beer,” she said to the girl.
“We have plenty of it.”
So she gave me the beer
It was sorghum beer.
I took a sip and paused.
“Keep this beer for other usage, girl.
I do not drink sorghum beer.”
She went to tell her mother
“This person does not drink sorghum beer.
What shall we give him, then?”
“Give him banana wine.
We have plenty of it.”
And so she gave me banana wine.
I took a sip, and I took another one.
I sipped it a third time.
And I took a fourth sip
And then a fifth one.
Then her mother said,
“Show him reverence, girl
He is your father, you know.”
But the girl protested,
“Put on nice clothes, mother
He is your son-in-law.”
Her mother got angry
And she took a stick to fight her.
Her daughter took another stick.
The two of them asked me:
“What is your advice to us, Rupaande?”
Get apart of each other,
And I will tell you:
Let whoever wants me
Prepare about two cakes of cow butter
That she will launch at me.
I will take the one who succeeds
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Naakome maama
70 Ngo amasoro yeemwe nk’aabiri.
Uwuunteera yeewe
Akaangema Jeewe ndamujaana.
Umve ngo uwuumpusha maama simugoomba.”
Nyina wiiwe yeewe aranteera
75 Yaa masoro yeewe araampusha.
Ngo asubiire yeewe araampusha.
Yaa nkumi nawe araazana
Itaangandore maama rya Munyana.
Yaanteeye yeewe arangeema
80 Ngo asubiire yeemwe araangema.
Uraba umboonye maama ndi uwaawe
Ba bagabo na bo bahanure.
Nyoko waawe maama uramutsiinze.
Ino nkumi naanje araambwiira ee
85 “Noone ngo tugeende maama kwa Ruhiinda
Iyo urubere maama rweera kare,
Iyo inyaange yeera muu nda,
Iyo urubere maama rweera kare.”
Twiigiire se Mvuzamajoro wa Rujugira
90 Mukoondo uvuza amakoondera
Bibero bihiinda amajeembe
Inaseenge wa Bihuumbi.
Ncuti y’abakigera mu kigega.
Twaaragiiye nteera imbere
100 Araambaza iriindi ry’ubutoore.
Nti “Ni jeewe maama Nyamuhura.”
“Iriindi zina maama mbee uri inde?”
“Nti ni jeewe maama Rwaandiko.”
Arambaza iriindi ry’ubutoore.
105 “Nti ni jeewe maama Ntirimuke maa
Niigiire kwaa Ruhiinda.”
Yeewe, nzoribara maama nk’uwuribona.
Nzogwa he? Jeewe ndoogwa kure.

Aho rero nari nkiri umusore nka beene abo
nkibaasha kuja kuresha inkumi. None nk’ubu
nikuriye ndi umutaama, yonyita sogokuru noneho..
Yee! yoca agira ngo ndi sogokuru.
Ngoomba kubagirira umugani w’umutwaakazi na
we nyene kandi yari igwaye igikomere.

But I will not take
The one who fails.”
So, the mother targeted me
But her cakes missed me.
She tried a second time
She missed me again.
The young girl brought
An extremely beautiful cake.
She targeted me and got me.
She targeted me a second time
And she got me again.
You are your own witness
That I become yours.
They called notables
To settle the case.
“You won over your mother, girl.”
Then the young girl told me:
“Let us go at Ruhiinda’s, dear.
Where white sorghum
Ripens earlier.
Where the heron’s belly is white.
Where white sorghum
Ripens earlier.”
Let us go, Dynamic of nights
Rujugira’s daughter,
Girl of Royal descent,
Music-playing navel,
Thighs with loud sounds,
Gihuumbi’s aunt
Accessible to rich men only.
As we proceeded,
She asked me my other nickname.
“I am The detector,” I answered,
“You want to know
My other name, dear?
I am the destiny of your life, dear.”
Again she asked me
If I had another nickname, still
I answered:
“I am the moving man
I am going at Ruhiinda’s.”
I will count it
Like the one who saw it
Where shall I die?
Very far, I bet.
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This happened when I was still a young man like these
ones, when I could still woo successfully. Now that I
have grown old, they would call me “grandpa” Oh yes!
They would say that I am their grand-father.
Now I would like to tell you the story of an ethnic Twa
woman who was suffering from a sore
6. Umugani w’Umutwaakazi.

6. The Tale of an Ethnic Twa woman

Maa maama maa!
Jeho mpfuuye umwaabire.
Ahii maama.
Ahii maama.
5 Jeewe mpfuuye umwaabire

Oh, mother! Ouch!
Poor me, I die, lamenting.

Seerushaanya mwiiriwe
Ntugahaandwe ku rurimi
Caa kireenge kirabona
Iyo buca nkimuka
10 Nkabura nkaja i Nyaruumaanga
Iyo buca nkiimuka
Nkabura nkageenda i Butoongo.

I die lamenting.

Imaana iraheenda!
Imaana iraheenda!
15 Uwo ihaaye gitoondo
Keera iramwaaka yee
Jeewe mpfuuye umwaabire
Iyo mbona kirakavye
Nkabura nkaja i Nyarumaanga.
20 Hahaa! Eewe waa mukaandakazi!
Uuratsaasika Nyarumaanga ubona amaguru
yagukorotseko?
Wewe uratsasika Nyarumaanga?
Itso gisebe tsaawe nagize ngo ndagisiriko umuti
25 Mbona waa muti urakorotse!
Ntubona ko ari ikirogaano?
Maa maama!
Maa maama!
Kiri n’imbaazo kirahara,
30 Kiri n’imbaazo kirahara,
Kiri n’umuhoro kiratema,
Kirya nk’ikirogano ee ma.
Maa ee ma!

Oh, mother!
Oh, mother!

Good evening, Lord Serushaanya.
Do not trip with your tongue
While you have feet for that.
Let the sun rise, so that I move to Nyarumaanga?
Let the sun rise, so that I move to Butoongo?
How God can create illusions!
What he gives to someone in the morning
He takes it back at sunset
Poor me, I die lamenting.
If this sore healed
I would go to Nyarumaanga.
Hey, you, ethnic Twa woman!
How can you still think of going to Nyarumaanga
While your legs are almost cut?
Can you still get there?
I tried to put medecine on your sore
But the medicine fell down!
Do you not see that you have been bewitched?
Oh, mother! Ouch!
Oh, mother! Ouch!
This sore has an adze
This sore has an adze
It cuts like a bull hook
It itches like a sore caused by a sortilege!
Oh, mother! Ouch!
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Itso gisebe nakubariye ubwaa mbere ko ari
35 ikirogano ubaanza kuumbwiira ngo zeewe
ndakubeesa
Maa ee ma!
Maa ee ma!
Iyo mbona kirakavye
40 Nkabura nkageenda i Butoongo.
Nagiiye gusiima ko umukaandakazi agoomba
guhwera ngize ngonze gusuma nzane ibiharage
n’ibizuumbu ngo zeewe maama nigoombeya
indohagi.
45 Indohagi wewe uratsayibona ubona amaguru
yakorotse?
Maa ee ma!a
Maa ee ma!a
Mpfuuye umwaabire,
50 Mpfuuye urujuunge,
Nk’uburo bw’umuseeso ee ma.
Maa ee ma!a
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I told you that this sore is caused by bewitching
And you said that I was lying to you!
Ouch, mother!
If only it could heal a bit
So that I can go to Butoongo.
I became convinced that the Twa woman was to die
When I bought beans and sweet potatoes for her
And that the only answer I got from her was
I want nothing but food cooked in cow butter
“How can you think of such delicious meals
When you are about to lose your legs?
Oh, mother! Ouch!
Oh, mother! Ouch!
Poor me, I die, lamenting.
I die crouching,
Just like unground eulesine
Oh, mother! Ouch!

Naragize ngo nkora daata
Inkono y’itaabi kuuza kugura daawe
55 Imyuumbati kwa Seeruvyaandayi
Ngize ngo nze gurtya
Umwaana “Mpa se maawe akuumbati!”
Nsookooye kimwe ndamuhaaye.
Agize ngo arakoonjagura
60 Kimutuura iyoondoyoosho
Ngize ngo ndamaanyuriye uwuundi
Mboonye na we kaandi yikeendetse.
Ati “Mbeega abo baana baanje
Waa mukaandakazi ko baguye imigaandigaandi
65 Bamazwe n’iiki”?
“Imyuumbati daawe ndayikuye kwa Ruvyaandayi
Nari nasooye daawe inyuungu.
Ntaa yiindi yoosigara ngeende ngure?”
“Geenda wookore yaasigaye mu tsookezo.”
70 Ndahava ndageenda ndookoora
Ntwaara n’agacumu kaanje daawe ngo
Ruhanibigaaba.

I took with me, a smoking pipe
To exchange with cassava at Seruvyaandayi’s.
When I came back, one of my kids begged
Give me a piece of cassava, mom!
I took one piece and gave it to him.
As he chewed on it, he got high and fainted
I broke another piece and gave to another
He too collapsed.
My husband asked me:
“What made my kids to faint, you Twa woman.”
It is these cassavas from Seeruvyaandayi’s, dear.
I got them in exchange for a clay smoking pipe.”
Is there any remaing pipe so that I, too, can exchange
it?”
“There is still one in the brazier. Go get it”
I went to take it out.
I took with me this spear of mine
Which is named “Punish – the – unconscientous “
As soon as I arrived at Seeruvyaandayi’s
I asked, “Do you need any smoking pipe, grandpa?”
“Your wife was here to exchange one with cassava.
Do you, need the same thing, too?”
“Shall I go to harvest some?
I really appreciated your cassava!”
When he went to harvest some cassava for me
I followed him, carrying my spear with me
When he started, I struck his throat with it.
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Nagize ngo ndasika kwaa Ruvyaandayi
Nti mbee kwaa sookuru muragoomba inkoono
75 y’itaabi.
Umukaandakazi yiiriwe kugura umyuumbati ku
muunsi uku.
“Mwaabaye mwaaje?”
“Nti ngeende nkuúre?
80 Erega naaryoohewe nyene.”
Agize ngo arageenda kuza gukuura
Ndaheza ndamuja muu nyuma,
Agacumu kaanje agize ngo arookora
Ndakamutsiindagira daawe mu gihogohogo, ni
85 ho naza ahabona.
“Mwaa bakaandakazi mutsaayi mweese?”
“Ni baabaandi wasiga ntaa wuundi
Kaandi araasubiira kugira ngo arahweera.”
“Yeereka zeho daawe ndiigiriiye i Nyakimonyi
90 i Butaryimbwa
Nawe Buyuungu na we Ruvyaandayi
mwoohebura”
Ngiirako ndiigiira maama.
Mwaana wanje,
95 Mwaana wanje,
Mwaana wanje,
Jeewe mpfuye umwaabire,
Jeewe mpfuuye umwaabire,
Mpfuuye ntiiba.
100 Hmm hmm hmmm.

7. Bigaanza
Bigaanza bikamwa ayeera naramuboonye.
Nahora ndakuyaaga, Bigaanza.
Nsaanga bakugaaniira, Bwirriro ee.
Je ngira kukuyaaga na jeewe
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And then stood up in the open.
“Are you still alive, ladies?”
“We are here, and no other died among those you left
alive.”
“Now, let me go at Nyakimonyi,
Where there are valorous people
As for Bunyuungu, I mean, Ruvyaandayi
You can forget his name from now on!”
And so I left!
Dear child,
Dear child,
Dear child,
I die lamenting.
I die lamenting.
But I die without stealing.
Mmm ... Mmm ... Mmm.

7. Generous Hands
I saw him, Generous-Hands
I used to praise you, Generous hands
I found others praising you as well, dearest
And I too, took up praising you
Protect me, dear friend, but take care of yourself, too.
The mind to hate you, dear friend
Is as far as the moon, Generous-Hands.
The mind to cherish my benefactor
Is as open as the kraal’s gate, dearest.

5 Uraantuunga wiituunge mugeenzi.
Umutiima w’ukuwaanka, mugeenzi
Uri kure nk’uuekweezi, Bigaanza.
Umutima w’ugukuunda uwaampaaye,
Uri imbere nk’ireembo, Bwiiriro ee ma.

I used to praise you, Generous-Hands
I saw you, fat cow shackle.
Let me praise you, Dearest
Protect me, dear friend, but take care of yourself, too.

10 Naahora ndakuyaaga, Bigaanza.
Njishi yakama ideenga, narakuboonye.
Hora maama nkuyaage, Bwiriro
Uraantuunga wiituunge, mugeenzi.
Nkuraangire imiyonga y’inka narayibonye.
15 Mwiitaba i Gihiinga haarahiiye.

Let me tell you where good pasture is
There is good pasture on Gihiinga plateau
There is good pasture on Mount Mahoonda
There is good pasture on Kireemba plateau
There is good pasture in Bugufi and Mabaago.
There is good pasture in Rukire and Mabaawe.
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Ku musozi w’i Mahoonda harahiiye.
Mw’itaaba i Kireemba harahiiye.
Buguufi na Mabaago harahiiye.
Rukira na Mabaawe harahiiye.
20 Ku Munago unaga inyaambo ni ho naraaye.
Mw’ iitaaba i Mutuumba harahiiye.
Mu bibara vyaa Kagoombe harahiiye.
Musozi w’uruyaaga harahiiye.
Musozi w’ubuhaanda harahiiye.
25 Mw’iitaaba i Kiziirwa harahiiye.
Mw’iitaaba i Rutyaazo harahiiye.
M’iitaaba i Kireemba ni ho naraaye.
Musozi w’Uruyaaga haarahiiye.
Mw’itaaba i Kiyaanza harahiiye.
30 Mu Mahaanya ya Remeera harahiiye.
Jarama n’Ubupaangi harahiiye.
Musozi w’urugabaano harahiiye.
Nkuuraangiire imikyonga y’inka narayiibonye.
Mw’itaaba i Magaamba harahiiye.
35 Nahora ndakuyaaga Bigaanza.
Nkuraangire imiyoonga y’íinka narayibonye
Umusozi w’amayeenzi harahiiye
Mw’iitaaba i Karyeende harahiye
Ku Murama w’urusheeri harahiiye
40 Musozi Nyaruheengeri harahiiye.
Njiishi yakama ideenga narakuboonye
Umutiima w’ukuwaanka, mugeenzi
Uri kure nk’uukweezi, Bigaanza.
Umutima w’ugukuunda uwaampaaye,
45 Uri imbere nk’ireembo, Bwiiriro ee ma
Nkuraangire imiyoonga y’iinka narayiboonye
Musozi w’Ururaamba harahiiye.
Musozi Nyarubuungo harahiiye.
Musozi w’Ururiinzi harahiiye.
50 Mw’iitaaba Kagooti haarahiiye.
Nkuraangiire imiyoonga y’iinka narayiiboonye.
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I spent the night at Munago-for-nice cows.
There is good pasture on Mutuumba plateau
There is good pasture in the praries of Kagoombe,
There is good pasture on Mount Ruyaaga
There is good pasture on Mount Buhaanda
There is good pasture on Kizirwa plateau
There is good pasture on Rutyaazo plateau
I spent the night on Kireemba plateau.
There is good pasture on Mount Ruyaaga
There is good pasture on Kiyaanza plateau
There is good pasture in Mahaanya-of-Remeera
There is good pasture in Jarama and Bupaangi
There is good pasture on Mount Rugaabano
Let me tell you where good pasture is:
There is good pasture on Magaamba plateau
I used to sing your praises, Generous Hands.
Let me tell you where good pasture is:
There is good pasture on Mount Mayeenzi.
There is good pasture on Karyeende plateau
There is good pasture at Murama-of Rusheeri
There is good pasture on Mount Nyaruheengeri
I saw you, fat cow shackle.
The mind to hate you, dear friend
Is as far as the moon, Generous-Hands
The mind to cherish my benefactor
Is as open as the kraal’s entrance.
Let me tell you where good pasture is
There is good pasture on Mount Ruraamba
There is good pasture on Mount Nyarubuungo
There is good pasture on Mount Ruriinzi.
There is good pasture on Kagooti plateau.
Let me tell you where good pasture is.

8. The Advent of Whitemen
When whitemen came
Yes, when whitemen came.
They came one by one.

8. Umuuzo w’Abazuungu
Abazuungu mu kuza,
Mbere abazuungu mu kuza,
Baje umutoreera.
Haje umuzuungu,
5 Umuzuungu waa mbere.

A white man came,
A first white man,
The whiteman named Sigivu, The Exterminator.
He camped in Kiboondo.
He sent for Ngaanji:
“Assemble all princes
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Wa muzuungu Sigivu,
Yarapanze mu Kiboondo.
Atuma kuri Ngaanji:
“Koranya abaganwa boose,
10 Muuze mu Kiboondo
Muuze kwuumva amashahuri.”
Mu gutiinya, muratiinya wa muhuungu,
Wa muhuungu ni Ngaanji,
Ngaanjiyamasiinzo.
15 Yahagaze mw’Iteeka,
Mw’Iteka rya Munyiinya
Yasutse baruudi,
Umuseke wa Nkeenguruunguka,
Izuuba rivunye ikimooonge.
20 “Bahuungu b’i Kavumwe,
Mwa baganwa ngo b’i Munyiinya
Ngo tugende mu Kiboondo
Kweenda amaziingi,
Ibinyerere vyoombeera.”
25 Bukeye mu gitoondo
Yararaye i Bunyaambo.
Yavuuye i Bunyaambo
Arapaaanga i Kavumwe.
Yavuuye i Kavumwe
30 Apaanga i Raabiro.
Yaavuye i Rabiiro,
Ee i Kireemba.
Avuye i Kireemba
Yararaye i Gahaambwe.
35 Avuye i Gahaambwe
Niho yapaanga Umuyuumbu.
Yavuye i Muyumbu
Arapaanga mw’i Buye,
Mw’i Buye ry’i Kiboondo.
40 Arassaanga uyo muzuungu,
Wa muzuungu Sigivu.
Sigivu aramubaza:
“Abaganwa muri mweese?”
Na we Ngaanji yiserura.
45 “Mbega umukuru ni nde?”
Umukuru ati “Ndi Ngaanji.”
“Ngaanji uri uwa nde?”
“Ngaanji ndi uwa Muzaazi.”
“Muzaazi ni uwa nde?”
50 “Muzaazi ni uwa Ntaango.”
“Ntaango ni uwa nde?”
“Ntaango ni uwa Rwaasha.”
“Rwaasha ni uwa nde?”
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And to come to Kiboondo,
Come to listen to empty words.”
Should you fear someone, fear that guy,
That guy named Ngaanji,
Ngaanji of molding hammer.
He stopped at Iteeka,
Iteeka of Munyinya.
He fired smoke blanks
Early in Nkenguuruka,
When the sun was rising.
“Men from Kavumwe,
Princes of Munyinya,
Let us go at Kiboondo
To bring jewels,
Copper bracelets.”
Next morning
He stayed in Bunyaambo.
He left Bunyaambo.
He settled in Kavumwe.
He left Kavumwe.
He stayed in Raabiro.
He left Raabiro
That is in Kireemba.
When he left Kireemba
He spent the night at Gahaambwe.
When he left Gahaambwe
He went to Muyuumbu.
He left Muyuumbu.
He stayed at Buye,
Buye that is in Kiboondo.
He found a whiteman,
The whiteman named Sigivu, The Exterminator.
Sigivu, The Exterminator asked him:
“Are all the princes here?”
And Ngaanji nodded.
“Who is the most powerful?”
“It is me, Ngaanji, the most powerful” he said.
“Who is your father, Ngaanji”?
“I am Muzaazi’s son.”
“Who is Muzaazi’s father?”
“Muzaazi is Ntaango’s son.”
“Who is Ntaango’s father?”
“Ntaango is Rwaasha’s son.”
“Who is Rwaasha’s father?”
“Rwaasha is Ntare’s son.”
“You are a descendant of all kings!
If you really are the ruler,
Give us a realm to burn.
f you don’t give us a realm,
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“Rwaasha ni uwa Ntare.”
55 “Uri uwo abaami boose.
None ko wumva uri Ngaanji
Duhe igihugu co guturira;
Utaduhaye igihugu,
Caanke tukwiice.”
60 Ngaanji arababarira,
“Igihugu si icaana, igihugu si abaana.”
Heenga mu gitoondo,
Yakubise aho yuuma.
Baragiiye ku mutorera,
65 N’i Musuumba mwa Mpoongo.
Akamogi barajimije
Geenda wiigaanze i waawe kuu Ntuunda,
Wewe Ngaanji uri umugabo,
Uri Rutsiindamahaanga.

70 Mu gutiinya muratiinya abo bazungu,
Abazuungu b’Ababiligi.
Wa muzuungui ni Rutare,
Rutare rw’amasasu Nkundabarima.
Apaanze Nyabisiindu.
80 Ngo Nyabisiindu apaanga Nyamireembe,
Umureembe urahunira.
Yaramuboonye Bigiingo,
Umudaagi yarakorotse Nyakazu.
Yaraaje iwa Ngaanji:
85 “Noone Ngaanji uri umugabo.
Ntabara umpuungishe,
Jewe mpuunge Ababirigi.”
“Ndaguhisha heehe?”
“Jeewe njaana i Munyinya.”
90 Ngaanji araganya:
“I Munyinya singoomba,
Hogi geenda i Rutegama.”
“I Rutegama singoomba.”
“Geenda i Bweeru.”
100 “I Bweeru simpagoomba.”
Araheenze mu gitoondo,
Umudaagi Bigiingo,
Yiijaanye i Munyinya.
Ateeye kuri Ruuru
105 Yaraheenze mu gitoondo,
Ateeye kuri Ruuru
Abarira umupoolisi:
“Numbaburire ibiyooba
Uno munsi ndabaamba.
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We will kill you.”
Ngaanji told them, “The country is not a child,
The country is not for children.”
Early in the morning,
He struck him in his soft belly.
Then they left one by one
And got at Musuumba, at Mpoongo’s.
They put off the fire.
The realm you rule from Ntuunda
Is not challenged.
You are a man, Ngaanji!
You are the conqueror of the world.
Should you fear someone, fear those whitemen
Those whitemen coming from Belgium.
Hard as a rock, the whiteman named Rutare,
Rutare of bullets, “Who-Loves-the-Cultivators.”
He camped in Nyabisiindu.
After Nyabisiindu he stayed in Nyamireembe,
Mureembe fell asleep.
He saw the German named Bigiingo, The Healthy
When he arrived in Nyakazu.
He arrived in Ngaanji’s territory.
“Oh, Ngaanji, you are a man
Please, give me shelter,
Shelter from the Belgians.”
“Where shall I hide you?”
“Take me to Munyinya.”
Ngaanji hesitated:
“I do not want you in Munyinya
I will take you to Rutegama.”
“I don’t go to Rutegama.”
“Bweru? ”
“I don’t go to Bweru.”
Early in the morning,
The German named Bigingo, The Healthy
Went to Munyinya.
He arrived on Ruuru river early in the morning.
When he arrived on Ruuru river
He told a policeman:
“Grill some groundnuts for me
I have a date tonight.
Or else they will stiffen me on the cross.”
The policeman grilled the groundnuts
Put some in his pockets, ate some.
When he arrived on Saga river,
He found a whiteman.
A white Belgian who shot him.
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110 Ntabaamba ndabaambwa.”
Poolisi arababura.
Bimwe mu makooti biindi arahekenya.
Ateeye kuri Saaga yarasaanze uyo muzuungu,
Umuzuungu w’Umubirigi.
115 Yamuneze urusaasu rumutuura mu maazi,
Mbere mu maazi ya Ruuru.
Bagiira ngo arooga, n’akayaagwa karayaagwa.
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And Bigiingo, The Healthy fell in the water,
In the waters of Ruuru river,
As if he were swimming, though his fate was done.
You are a man, Mbasha, The Most Capable.
The whiteman came,
It’s a world wonder!

Geenda Mbaasha uri umugabo.
9. The Advent of Belgians
Ni ako amahaanga,
120 Umuzuungu yaraaje.

9. Umuuzo w’Ababirigi
Ababirigi mu kuuza,
Abazuungu b’Ababirigi,
Umwaaka ngo baaza,
Haaraje umuzuungu,
5 Umuzuungu ni Rujuguma.
Yarakorotse mu mahaanga,
Mbere wameengo baamuroze,
Yaje nk’umusazi.
Yapaanze mu Rugari.
10 Yavuuye ku Rugari,
Araaza apaanga mu Gitibu,
Ni ho yayoora na Rugari.
“Rugari, leta mafuta!”
“Sindaayaroondera.”
15 Birasiimba biramuraha vyaamutuuye ubugarame.
“Muraandeka ndabaha urwaarwa.”
Yagize ngo araruuzana,
Rujuguma ararusoma
Asaanga ni rubisi.
20 “Mwaa bakirisu nimurumene,
Murumenere kuri Rugari.”
Abakirisu barahira:
“Twoorikora rikadukora.”
Rujuguma araruraha,
25 Yarumeneye kuri Rugari.
Ati: “Neemeye incoreke,
Incoreke kwaa Mucari,
Mushiki wa Rwaandiindi.”
Seenyamuruungu aravyuumva:
30 “Rugari waagakoze.
Ugize ngo urakaankorera;
Urakiikoreye, mbeega incoreke iva heehe?”
“Ntiwuumve mugeenzi
Ntiwuumve ngo naabivuga,

When Belgians came,
White Belgians,
The year they came,
There came a whiteman,
A whiteman named Rujuguma, The Stammerer.
From far away he landed,
As if bewitched,
Like a madman.
He camped in Rugari.
He left Rugari and came to camp in Gitibu.
It is there he caught Rugari.
“Rugari, bring butter!”
“I haven’t looked for it yet.”
The white beasts grabbed him
And forced him on his back to the ground.
“Have mercy on me.
I will give you banana wine.”
When he brought it,
Rujuguma, The Stammerer took a sip
And found that the wine was not mature.
“Christians, pour it down.
Pour it on Rugari!”
But the Christians swore not to pour it.
“It would damn us.”
Rujuguma, The Stammerer grabbed the wine
And poured it on Rugari.
“I will find you a lady.
There is one at Mucari’s,
Rwandiindi’s sister.”
Seenyamuruungu heard it.
“You brought misfortune upon yourself, Rugari.
You hurt yourself, thinking you were hurting me.
Where will you go to get a lady?
Where from will a lady come to you?”
“Excuse me, dear friend, Senyamuruungu (My lord)
For having agreed to find him a woman.
You can understand me.
Look how they hit me in the chest,
My jaws are broken!
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35 Ushaatse uroontuunga.
Raaba inkoonko baasheenye.
Igisaya baanywaaguye.
Ntabaara mugeenzi, nuuntabaaze agashuuri
Niikaande n’ibibooko,
40 Untabaare umpuungiishe
Maze untabaaze agatoongo,
Niigire n’i Kibiimba.
Amasaama ni Ababiligi
Iciibagiwe ni mu Rutovu.”
45 Karuungu aramubarira:
“We uraboonye amahuungiro
Akataraza kari inyuma.”
Biraanka birayega.
Ikiraato kirarima,
50 Akaruru geregere.
Birapaanze mwaa Mucari.
Umugore mukaa Mucari,
Umugore Naabigeme,
Aboonye Ababirigi
55 Ni ho atabaaje abakirisu:
Umukirisu Kigaraaba,
Umukirisu Ntaabuyobe,
Umukirisu Gisuuriro,
Umukirisu ni Gisaya.
60 Caa Giswaahiri kiravuga
Rujuguma arababarira:
“Mwaa bakirisu musigeho.”
Amasaama yaanuutse.
Vyaagize Naabiigeme
65 Bimutuura ubugarame:
“Nuuturaangire Mucari.”
“Mucari ntaa wuriho
Wagiye i wa Karuungu.”
“Kuura ibihuuzu!”
70 Bamukeenyeje isaambura.
Ivyo bihuuzu biraguma.
“Tuungwa n’úubúuki ntuúrye amatifula
Ukatubona ntuuhuunge.
Ugahuunga turooturira.”
75 Biraanka birayega.
Vyaapanze Nyarurama.
Bifashe Ntibaandekeye:
“Na wewe leta masaka,
Bazimane indogobwe!”

Help me, dear friend!
Please, give me a young bull
To soothe my pains.
Help me run away,
Help me with a piece of land
So that I go to Kibiimba.
There are Belgians all over Masaama
There are more in Rutovu.”
Karuungu told him:
“At least you have found shelter
The worst is to come.”
Things got worse.
Like shoes ploughing the land,
Distress screams grew sky-high.
They arrived at Mucari’s home.
That woman, Mucari’s wife,
That woman named Nabigeeme,
When she saw the Belgians,
She asked Christians to help her:
A Christian named Kigaraaba,
A Christian named Ntaabuyobe,
A Christian named Gisuuriro,
A Christian named Gisaya.
They spoke Swahili.
Rujuguma, The Stammerer told them:
“Christians, just forget it.”
Things got much worse in Masaama.
They grabbed Naabiigeme,
Pinned her down on her back.
“Tell us where Mucari is.”
“Mucari is not here.”
He went to Karuungu’s.
“Take off your clothes.”
They brutally undressed her.
The clothes were very tight.
“Eat honey, not wax!
Don’t run away.
If you do, we will burn down everything.”
Things got worse.
The White beasts settled in Nyarurama.
They took Ntibaandekeye:
“Bring sorghum, you, too.
To give to the donkey(s).”
“I don’t have sorghum for grinding.
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80 “Mbeega mbuze ayo kuvuunga!
Raaba abaana bararira,
Ndoonka ay’indogobwe!”
Birasiimba biramuraha
Vyaamutuuye ubugarame.
85 Umugore ni mukaa Munwa,
Wa mukoobwa wa Munyuka,
Umugore ee Inaburaheze,
Abonye Ababirigi barafashe Ntibaandekeye,
Ahagaze Nyarurama
90 Akaruuru geregere!
“Masaama murahonye,
Kibiimba murahonye,
Ngaho Ababirigi!”
Birasiimba biramuraha
95 Vyaamutuuye ubugarame.
Umugabo azaana igituriro:
“Je ndacuunguye umugore.”
Rujuguma aramubarira:
“We muhuungu uri amanyama
100 Mugabo ndaguha amafaraanga,
Umugore tuziyendera,
Yabaaye iciibare.”
Waa muhuungu ngo ni Munwa
Yarabariye Rujuguma:
105 “Haragira uwatukuriwe,
Ikiiza kiizira umuuntu,
Ni ugutoora amafaraanga,
Umugore ni ukwiiyeendera.”
Bipaanze Umugaamba ni ho vyiica Ntibihora.
110 Biroye mu Kabiingo ni ho vyiica na Kanyota.
Biroye mu Mihaande biriishe Rutaabira,
Ngo yaanse gusooza ngo bigaruke i Karingara.
Biroye mu Bigera biriishe Ruraancuuraanya.
Uyuundi ni Rwaamo.
115 Birakubita barageenda.

See? The children are crying
How can I give it to the donkey(s)!”
They grabbed him,
Pinned him down on his back.
That woman., Munwa’s wife,
Munyuka’s daughter,
A woman named Naburaheze,
When she saw the Belgians grab Ntibaandekeye,
She went to Nyarurama
And screamed desperately:
“Masaama, you are in great danger,
Kibiimba, you will perish,
Beware! The Belgians are coming.”
They grabbed her,
Pinned her down on her back
Her husband brought them a bribe
To let her go.
Rujuguma, The Stammerer told him:
“Man, you are vain.
I will give you money, though.
And we will f*** the woman,
She is public property.”
That man named Munwa
Told Rujuguma, The Stammerer:
“Misfortune comes only to the ill-fated
It plagues one, not all.
Just grabbing the money
And letting the woman be grabbed by others.”
They camped in Mugaamba
Where they killed Ntibihora.
They went to Kabiingo where they killed Kanyota.
They went to Mibaande, killed Rutaabira
For having refused to paddle them back to Karingara.
They went to Bigera, killed Ruraancuraanya.
Another one killed was Rwaamo.
All of them were done in by the Belgians.

Umwaaka w’Ababirigi
Wameeenga basaaze.

The year the Belgians came
Looked as if they had gone mad.

Yeewe akaari ejo buundi!

Oh, time!
10. Excuse Me, Mr. President

10. Uraantuunga Perezida, Uraantuunga
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Excuse me, Oh excuse me, Mr President.
Excuse me, but also, pay attention, Sir.
Stubbornness is fatal, Mr President,
That is what killed the rebels.
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Uraantuunga Perezida uraantuunga.
Uraantuunga mugeenzi wiituunze.
Ubutabarirwa Perezida burazirwa
Ni bwo bwiishe abameenja.
5 Mirerekano ngo “Ndabaaye Perezida.”
Ndaruboonye: “Ndatwaaye mu Rubaanga.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye iwa Ngaramna.”
Baratuka: “Ndatwaaye iwa Murehe.”
Urugabano rwaabaaye iwa Nyabaha.
10 Ruhubura ngo “Ndatwaaye i Butezi.”
Haraanka “Ndatwaaye i Nyarunazi.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndaatwaaye akamiranzovu.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaye Umuyange.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Nyakijaanda.”
15 Urugabano rurabaaye Ruvubu.
Ruhumana ngo “Ndatwaaye i Buvuuma.”
Kirazimye ngo “Ndatwaaye iwa Kibiimba.”
Urugabano rurabaaye iwa Mugera.
Wambeego ngo “Ndatwaaye mu Ruriinzi.”
20 Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mu Ruyaaga.”
Haraanka: “Ndatwaaye i Biraarana.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mw’Iraata.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye Agaseenyi.”
Urugabano rurabaaye Nyarubuungo.
25 Urugabano rwaabaaye Intaangaaro.
Urugabano rurabaaye i Baguundi.
Nyaandwi ngo “Ndatwaaye Nyamiraambo.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Bubabara.”
Haraanka: “Ndatwaara mu Gikoombe.”
30 Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mw’i Duhiro.”
Urugabano rurabaaye iwa Murago.
Marekaani: “Ndatwaaye mu Runyinya.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mw’i Raamba.”
Urugabano rwaabaye iwa Rubaaango.
35 Kaniho ngo “Ndatwaaye mu Gitweenge.”
Mu kukigabana wameengo baabaroze.
Gitwaagwaanya: “Ndatwaaye mu Kabaanga.”
Kaarikeera: “Ndatwaaye mu Rutooke.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye iwa Kigati.”
40 Urugabano rurabaaye muu Nyuro.
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Mirerekano said, “I am the President.”
Ndaruboonye said, “ I take the Rubaanga area.”
He said, “ I take Ngarama.”
Baratuka said, “ I take Murehe.”
The dividing line was around Nyabaha.
Ruhubura said, “ I take the Butezi.”
“I take Nyarunazi,” said Haraanka.
He said, “ I take Akamiranzovu.”
He said, “ I take Umuyange.”
He said, “ I take Nyakijanda.”
The dividing line was Ruvubu river.
Ruhumana said, “ I take Buvuuma.”
Kirazimye said, “ I take Kibiimba.”
The dividing line was around Mugera.
Wambeego said, “ I take Ruriinzi.”
He said, “ I take Ruyaaga.”
Haraanka said, “I take Biraarana.”
He said, “I take the Iraata area.”
He said, “ I take Agaseenyi.”
The dividing line is Nyarubuungo.
The dividing lineis Intaangaaro.
The dividing line is Baguundi.
Nyaandwi said, “ I take Nyamiraambo.”
He said, “ I take Bubabara.”
Haraanka said, “ I take Gikombe.”
He said, “ I take Duhiro.”
The dividing line was around Murago.
Marekaani said, “ I take Runyinya.”
He said, “ I take Raamba.”
The dividing line was around Rubaango.
Kaniho said, “ I take Gitwenge.”
Like madmen they shared the land.
Gitwaagwaanya said, “ I take Kabaanga.”
Kaarikera said, “ I take Rutooke.”
He said, “ I take Kigati.”
The dividing line was around Nyuro.
Nsabimana said, “ I take Rwaanka.”
Gashuuri said, “I take Murore.”
Maraambiro said, “I take Kibogoye.”
He said, “I take Muyebe.”
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The dividing line was around Nyaaneembo.
Nsabimaana: “Ndatwaaye mu Rwaanka.”
Gashuri ngo “Ntwaaye iwa Murore.”
Maraambiro: “Ntwaaye i Kibogoye.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye Umuyebe.”
45 Urugabano rurabaaye Nyaaneembo.
Kirimi ndatwaaye i Mugaanza.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Museenyi.”
Urugabano rurabaaye mu Bugabira.
Makere: “Ndatwaaye i Kigarama.”
50 Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye iwa Rumaashi.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Muhweeza.”
Urugabano rurabaaye iwa Kariko.
Gafuundi ngo “ Ndatwaaye i Muremeera.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye ku Mvaano.”
55 Urugabano rurabaaye Ruvubu.
Nyaruzuuba “Ndatwaaye i Bumiito.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Buyoongwe.”
Urugabano rurabaaye i Bushuubi.

Kirimi said, “ I take Mugaanza.”
He said, “ I take Museenyi.”
The dividing line was in Bugabira.
Makere said, “ I take Kigarama.”
He said, “ I take Rumaashi.”
He said, “ I take Muhweeza.”
The dividing line was around Kariko.
Gafuundi said, “ I take Muremeera.”
He said, “ I take Mvaano.”
The dividing line was the Ruvubu river.
Nyaruzuuba said, “ I take Bumiito.”
He said, “ I take Buyoongwe.”
The dividing line was around Bushuubi.”
Vyuumvuhore said, “ I take Mugera.”
He said, “ I take Nzenze.”
He said, “ I take Mishiiha.”
The dividing line was around Gahuumo.”

Vyuumvuhore “Ndatwaaye iwa Mugera.”
60 Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye muu Nzeenze.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye Mishiiha.”
Urugaabano rurabaaye mu Gahuumo.

Ntibashirwa said, “ I take Ruraamba.”
He said, “ I take Ruheehe.”
He said, “ I take Kigeenda.”
The dividing line was around Rumaashi.

Ntibashirwa “Ndatwaaye mu Ruraamba.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye i Ruheehe.”
65 Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaaye mu Kigeenda.”
Urugabano rwabaaye iwa Rumaashi.

Kanyaburiri said, “ I take Nyaremera.”
He said, “ I take Gifuunzo.”
He said, “ I take Ciboonye.”
The dividing line was around Karega.

Kanyaburiri: “Ndatwaaye i Nyaremeera.”
Arasiimba ngo“ Ndatwaaye i Gifuunzo.”
Arasiimba ngo “Ndatwaye i Ciiboonye.”
70 Urugabano rurabaaye mu Karega.

Let me go to the President’s.

Mundeke nigire mwaa Perezida.
Ubutabwirwa Perezida burazirwa
Ni bwo bwiishe Rugereesha.
Rugereesha yakorotse i Bushuubi
75 Coobo kibi wameengo baamurooze.
Iyo nkaambi yapaanze mu Gahuumo.
Imbweebwe yaraaye iramoka
Indugaruga bamubarira:
“Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora.”
80 “Murabeesha ndatwaara mwa Karuungu.”

Stubbornness is fatal, Mr President.
That is what killed Rugereesha.
Rugereesha came from Bushuubi,
Looked as if he had been bewitched, the bastard!
The party camped in Gahuumo.
The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”
Rugereesha came from Gahuumo,
Settled in Kigeenda.
The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
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Rugereesha yakorotse mu Gahuumo.
Arasiimba yapaanze mu Kigeenda.
Imbweebwe yaraaye iramoka
Indugaruga bamubarira:
85 “Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora.”
“Murabeesha ndatwaara mwa Karuungu.”
Rugereesha yakorotse mu Kigeenda
Arasiimba yapaanze mw’i Gerero.
Imbweebwe yaraaye iramoka
90 Indugaruga bamubarira:
“Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora.”
“Murabesha ndatwaara mwa Karuungu.”
Rugereesha yakorotse mwi Gerero.
Arapaanga Kuu Maana-za-Murore.
95 Imbweebwe yaraaye iramoka
Indugaruga bamubarira:
“Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora.”
“Murabesha ndatwaara mwaa Karuungu.”
Rugereesha yakorotse i Murore.
100 Arasiimba akaanya inguundusi.
Baramwaaka ibiheema barootsa.
Igisaanga barahoonda,
Akayaagwa karayaagwa,
Umugore ngo ariijirwa.
105 Ngo abuze iyo aja yagiiye mwaa Karuungu.
Ni bo biishe Rugereesha.
Ubutabarirwa amabwiire burazirwa.
Ni bwo bwiishe Gasurira
Mu maazi y ’Umugaamba;
110 Ubutabarirwa bwishe Karamuhuvya
Mu maazi y’i Gerero;
Ni bwo bwiishe Rugagara
Mu maazi y’Umugaando.
Ubutabarirwa amabwiire buraziirwa.
115 Ni bwo bwiishe Mwiitaba
Mu maazi ya Bushuubi;
Ubutabariirwa ni bwo bwiishe Murobezi.
Gasurira ngo “Ndatwaaye mu Mugaamba.”
Nkuundabagoore: “Ndatwaaye mu Gisuuma.”
120 Mwiitaba ngo: “Ndatwaaye i Buyogoma.”
Rugagara “ Ndatwaaye mu Mugaando.”
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“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”
Rugereesha came from Kigeenda,
Settled in Gerero.
The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”
Rugereesha came from Gerero,
Settled in Maana-za-Murore.
The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”
Rugeeresha came from Murore.
He passed water.
His food provision was taken from him and burnt.
They hammered his waist amulet and crushed it.
He was their laughing stock.
His wife became sad.
When they cornered him, he went to Karuungu.
They are the ones who killed Rugereesha.
Not paying attention to rumors is fatal.
That is what killed Gasurira in the waters of
Mugaamba.
Stubbornness killed Karamuhuvya in the waters of
Gerero.
That is what killed Rugagara in the waters of
Mugaando.
Not paying attention to rumor is fatal.
That is what killed Mwiitaba in the waters of Bushuubi.
Stubbornness is what killed Murobezi.
Gasurira said, “I take Mugaamba.”
Nkuundabagore said, “ I take Gisuuma.”
Mwiitaba said, “ I take Buyogoma.”
Rugagara said, “ I take Mugaando.”
Murobezi said, “ I take the Bagina region.”
But Murobezi did not take anything! Bastard!
“Let me go to Karuungu’s.”
As he rose to leave for Karuungu’s
He was given a ram.
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Murobezi ngo “Ndatwaaye mu Bagina.”
Atwaara na we ntiyatwaaye nyakubura.
“Mundeke niigire mwaa Karuungu.”
125 Agize ngo aravyuutse iwa Karuungu,
Amuzimaana impfiizi y’intaama.
Agize ngo ayibaage, mwiihorere,
Yayisaanzemwo ibiheeko n’intoosho.
“Murobezi ntuukine baraguhonyora.”
130 “Ibi ni ibinure maama vyaayimaaze
Ntaa mwaaku ugera mwaa Karuungu.”
Ikibeezi kirakerera, umugore ngo ariijiirwa,
Inteendeeri zirabuungwa, abapfumu bariijiirwa.
Akayaagwa karayaagwa.
135 Ngo abuze iyo aja yagiye mwaa Karuungu.
Ni bo biishe Murobezi.
Nyabiruungo ntuuntwaaye uraanguze.
Ubutabarirwa amabwire burazirwa,
Bwiishe Mazina-ya-Kinaama,
140 Yaje iwa Rucoondo mu Bagina,
Aje iwa Rucoondo kuragura.
Agize ngo arateera muu nzira,
Ahuura n’inkwaare ziramuseka,
Abageenzi bamubarira:
145 “Mazina-ya-Kinaama uyo ni umwaaku.”
“Nta mwaaku ugenda mu Bagina.
Ni imvyeeyi ndoovaana mu Bagina.”
Agize ngo arateera mu Bagina
Mu maazi y’i Raabiro,
150 Bamuzimaana impfiizi y’intaama.
Agize ngo ayibaage, mwiihorere,
Yayisaanzemwo ibiheeko n’intoosho.
“Mazina-ya-Kináama uyu ni umwaaku.”
“Ibi ni ibinure maama vyaayimaze.
155 Ntaa mwaaku ugera mu Bagina.”
Ikibeezi kirakerera, umugore ngo ariijiirwa.
Inteendeeri zirabuungwa, abapfumu bariijiirwa.
Akayaagwa karayaagwa.
Ngo abuze iyo aja yagiiye mu bagina
160 Biishe Mazina-ya-Kinaama.
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When he was butchering it, guess what he found?
Amulets and a whetstone!
“ Don’t joggle Murobezi, you will be crushed.”
“There is nothing in here, but fat.”
Murobezi said to himself. “
No bad omen in Karuungu’s land.”
Axes, rather than knives, were used,
And the woman became sad.
They ate away the divination calabashes,
And sorcerers were puzzled.
He was their laughing stock.
When cornered, he went at Karuungu’s.
They are the ones who killed Murobezi.
“ Rather than ruling over me, you sell me,
Nyabiruungo.”
Not paying attention to rumors is fatal.
This is what killed Mazina-ya-Kinaama.
When he came at Rucoondo’s,
In the Bagina territory.
He had come to Rucoondo’s to consult divines.
Halfway he met partridges, which laughed at him.
His buddies warned him:
“ This is bad omen, Mazina-ya-Kinaama.”
“ There is no bad omen in the territory of Bagina.
Rather, it is a sign of the milking cow
That I will come back with.”
When he got to Bagina,
In the waters of Raabiro
He was offered a ram.
When he was butchering it, guess what he found?
Amulets and a whetstone.
“This is bad omen, Mazina-ya-Kinaama.”
“There is nothing in here, but fat.”
Murobezi said to himself
“No bad omen in the Bagina territory.”
Axes, rather than knives, were used,
And the women became sad.
They ate away the divination calabashes.
Sorcerers were puzzled.
He was their laughing stock.
When cornered he went in the Bagina territory
Who killed Mazina-ya-Kinaama.

Hari amaango ese akari haambere!
Oh! What a story!
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10 (b) Excuse Me, Mr. President.

10 (b) Uraantuunga Perezida
Uraantuunga Perezida uraantuunga
Uraantuunga Perezida uraantuunga
Ubutabarirwa Perezida burazirwa
Bwiishe abameenja.
5 Mirerekano ngo ndaabaaye Perezida
Ndaruboonye ndatwaaye mu Rubaanga
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye iwa Ngarama.

Excuse me, Oh excuse me, Mr President.
Excuse me, but also, pay attention, Sir.
Stubbornness is fatal, Mr President,
That is what killed the rebels.
Mirerekano said, “I am the President.”
Ndaruboonye said, “ I take the Rubaanga area.”
He said, “ I take Ngarama.”
Ruhumana said, “ I take Murehe.”
He said, I take Kibiimba.
The dividing line was around Mugera.
Excuse me, dear friend, excuse me.

Ruhumana ngo ndatwaaye i Buvuuma
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye i Kibiimba
10 Urugabano rwaabaaye i wa Mugera.
Uraantuunga mugeenzi uraantuunga
Nyaandwi ngo ndatwaaye i Gikoombe
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye i Nyamiraambo
Yarasiimvye ndatwaaye mw’Iduhiro
15 Urugabano rwaabaaye iwa Murago.

Nyaandwi said, “ I take Gikoombe.”
He said, “ I take Nyamiraambo.”
He said, “ I take Duhiro.”
The dividing line was around Murago.
Marekaani said, “ I take Runyinya.”
He said, “ I take Raamba.”
The dividing line was around Rubaango.
Excuse me, dear friend, excuse me.

Marekaani ndatwaaye mu Runyinya
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye mw’i Raamba
Urugabano rwaabaye iwa Rubaaango.

Gitwaagwaanya said, “ I take Kabaanga.”
Kaarikera said, “ I take Rutooke.”

Uraantuunga mugeenzi uraantuunga.

Excuse me, dear friend, excuse me.

20 Gitwaágwaanya ndatwaaye mu Kabaanga
Gitwaágwaanya ndatwaaye mu Kabaanga
Kaarikeera ndatwaaye mu Rutooke.

Gashuuri said, “I take Murore.”
Like bewitched men, they shared the land.
Like madmen they shared the land.

Uraantuunga mugeenzi uraantuunga.
Gashuuri ngo ndatwaaye iwa Murore .
25 Mu kukigabana wameengo baabaroze
Mu kukigabana wameengo baasaze.
Makere ndatwaaye i Kigarama
Arasi-Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaaye i Kigarama.
Aravyúuka ndatwáaye i Muhweéza

“I take Kigarama,” said Makere.
He said, “I take Kigarama.”
The dividing line was in Nyuro.
Like bewitched men they shared the land.
Kirimi said, “I take Mugaanza.”
He said, “ I take Museenyi.”
The dividing line was in Bugabira.
Stubornness is fatal, I can tell you.
Stubbornness is what killed Rugereesha.
He landed from Bushuubi, the bastard,
As if bewitched.
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30 Urugabano rwaabaaye iwa Kariko
Mu kukigabana wameengo baabaroze.
Kirimi ngo ndatwaaye i Mugaanza.
Arasiimba ngo ndatwaaye i Museenyi
Urugabano rwaabaaye mu Bugabira.
35 Ubutabarirwa mbabwire burazirwa
Ubutabarirwa ni bwo bwiishe Rugereesha
Yakorotse I Bushuubi
Coobo kibi wameengo baamuroze.
Yonkaambi yapaanze mu Gahumo.
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The party camped in Gahumo.
The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”
Rugereesha came from Kigeenda,
Settled in Gerero.
The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”

40 Imbweebwe yaraaye iramoka
Indugaruga bamubarira
Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora
Murabesha ndatwaara mwa Karuungu.

Rugereesha came from Gerero,
Settled in Maana-za-Murore.

Rugereesha yakorotse i Kigeenda
45 Arasiimba yapaanze mw’Igerero.

The jackal howled all night long.
A lot of people warned him:
“Don’t joggle, or you will be crushed, Rugereesha.”
“You are wrong. I will take the Karuungu area.”

Imbweebwe yaraaye ngo iramoka
Indugaruga bamubarira
Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora
Murabesha ndatwaara mwa Karuungu
50 Rugereesha yakorotse mw’Igerero
Arapaanga ku Maana-za-Murore
Imbweebwe yaraaye ngo iramoka
Indugaruga bamubarira
Rugereesha ntuukine baraguhonyora
55 Murabesha ndatwaara mwa Karuungu
Arasiimba akaanya inguundusi
Baramwaaka ibiheema barootsa
Igisaanga barahoonda,
Akayaagwa karayaagwa
60 Umugore ngo ariijirwa.
Ngo abuze iyo aja yagiiye mwaa Karuungu
Ni bo biishe Rugereesha.
Ni abo ní bo bagabana ibihugu vy’ábaándi!

He passed water.
His food provision was taken from him and burnt.
They hammered his waist amulet and crushed it.
He was their laughing stock.
His wife became sad.
When they cornered him, he went to Karuungu.
That is where Rugereesha was killed.
Those are the ones who shared other people’s land.
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B. ILLUSTRATION OF UMUDURI52

52

Source : Histoire d’un peuplement www.ac-versailles.fr/etabliss/herblay/burundi/Chap3.htm
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C. OVERVIEW OF BURUNDI HISTORY53
-

15th century: Foundation of the Kingdom of Burundi by King Ntare Rushatsi.

-

November 1884-January 1885: Berlin Conference, on the scramble for Africa:
Burundi is attributed Germany.

-

1890: Burundi is incorporated in the Deutsch Ostafrica, which comprises
Tanganyika and Rwanda, in addition to Burundi.

-

1896: Arrival of the first German colonial troops in Burundi.

-

1898: Foundation of the first Christian church in Burundi.

-

1903: After years of resistance, King Mwezi Gisabo capitulates to the Germans.
Though they apply indirect rule, the German colonial administration exacerbates
ethnic antagonisms among Burundians, following the then prevailing
anthropological school. In fact, the diffusionists claim that Burundi was occupied
first by the ethnic Twa, who were conquered by the Hutu coming from western
and central Africa during the Bantu migrations. According to the same school, the
Tutsi were the last to settle in Burundi when they arrived from north-eastern
Africa.

Adapted from “Histoire du Pays.” N.d. n.pag. Online. August 10, 2003.
<www.burundi.gov.bi/histoire.htm>
53
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1916: During World War I, the Belgians attack the Germans in Burundi from their
Congolese colony and occupy the country until 1924.

-

1922: Belgium receives from The League of Nations a mandate to rule the former
German colonies of Rwanda and Burundi.

-

1925: Rwanda and Burundi are attached to the Congo as part of the Colonial
Territoies under the country’s domination.

-

1933: For the sake of a firmer grip on the country through the principle of divide
et impera, an administration reform is decreed by the Belgians. The colonial
administration sacks all Hutu officials while allowing an essentially Tutsi
intelligentsia to arise.

-

1946: The Nations Organization places Burundi under the Trusteeship of
Belgium.

-

1958: Emergence of political parties some created with the help of the colonial
administration in order to halt the walk towards independence.

-

1961: - Legislative elections are held and won by a nationalist party, UPRONA,
which calls for immediate independence
- The leader of the winning party, His Highness Louis Rwagasore is
assassinated and ethnic antagonisms roam among the elites.

-

1962: Independence from Belgium is proclaimed

-

1965: - A military coup attempt by Hutu army officers
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- Selective killing of ethnic Tutsi in the central region of Muramvya.
-

1966: Following a successful military coup d’Etat, The First Republic is
proclaimed and followed by single party system.

-

1972: Hutu rebels attack selectively ethnic Tutsi, whom they kill by the
thousands. Reprisals kill more thousands of ethnic Hutus.

-

1976: A military Coup d’Etat proclaims The Second Republic.

-

1987: Proclamation of The Third Republic, following another military Coup
d’Etat

-

1988: Hutu rebels trained in neighboring Rwanda selectively massacre Tutsi
people in the north of the country. Reprisals leave scores of Hutu killed, but they
are not as intensive as the previous ones.

-

March 1993: A constitution allowing multi-party competition is adopted by
referendum.

-

June 1993: An opposition party, FRODEBU, wins presidential and legislative
elections.

-

October 1993: The President of the Republic is killed in an attempted Coup
d’Etat, which sparkles renewed genocidal killings against the Tutsi ethnic
minority
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